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Accurate experimental determination Dr verification o_
aerodynamic force coefficients (CDand/or CL) requires
accurate simultaneous measurements of the forces (or
accelerations) and the dynamic pressure (q = 1/2p U2).
Comparison with theoretical predictions requires independent
knowledge of the density (p) and velocity (U) to establish
the proper values of the non-dimensional parameters such as
Reynolds number (Re) and Math number (M). These parameters
in principle require independent measurement of temperature
and measurement or inference of viscosity. Under hypersonic
conditions during the early phases of re-entry the Math
number becomes a secondary parameter while the relevant
Reynolds number is based on viscosity within the gas.layer
near the vehicle and is only weakly dependent on free stream
temperature. During the earliest part of re-entry,
independent knowledge of density is necessary to establish
the degree of rarefaction generally measured by the Knudsen
number Kn = I/L where I is a relevant mean free path and L
the characteristic physical dimension (either vehicle size
for the overall flowfield or entrance dimensions for the
local behavior at the instrument).
The Shuttle Upper Atmosphere Mass Spectrometer (SUMS)
Experiment (1) is designed to provide independent measurement
of q = 1/2 p U 2 within the high altitude range. When combined
with information of vehicle velocity, it will provide
independent determination of upper atmosphere density and
coupled to accelerometer data will give the aerodynamic force
coefficients within a regime difficult to simulate on the
ground. The experiment is primarily intended to provide
information between about 80 Km and 140 Km where rarefaction
effects on the force coefficients are most important _or a
vehicle of the size of the Space Shuttle. It is also a
regime where information on the atmosphere is relatively
sparse as it lies below the altitude traversed by satellites
and above that regularly assessed by ground launched
meterological vehicles. The interpretation of the
measurements, however, requires an adequate understanding of
the flowfield around the Space Shuttle within the vicinity of
the SUMS experiment in order to provide the proper data
reduction procedure and an assessment of the accuracy of the
results.
At sufficiently low altitudes (below about 80 Km _or the
Space Shuttle), conventional pitot probe measurements can
provide the _ynamic pressure with straightforward data
reduction and relatively minor corrections. At sufficiently
high altitude (above about 150 Km), _ree molecular theory can
be used to infer _ree stream conditions from surface
measurements. The _orces, however, are small and of little
interest while the measurements require instruments of high
sensitivity and are therefore d_fficult. In the intermediate
range of altitudes where SUMS is designed to provide data,
the typical molecular mean _ree path is of the same order as




variation with altitude of the free......=+va_m- Knudsen ,,_,_=_-"-=--_'"-_n=
= A_D) based on the free stream mean free path A= and the
Shuttle diameter D at the location of the SUMS orifice just
ahead of the wheel Nell. Note that Kn = .01 at about B7 Km
and Kn = 10.0 at about 136 Km. Intermolecular collisions
can, therefore, neither be neglected (free molecular theory)
nor represented by the resultant transport properties
(continuum theory) over the major portion of the SUMS
measurement regime. The gas properties at the entrance to
the instrument are, therefore, dependent on a flowfield that
can only be determined on the basis of a "molecular" theory.
In addition to the above "external flow problem", needed
to establish properties near the surface of the vehicle, the
entrance region of the instrument is typically either smaller
or comparable to a local mean free path. In such
circumstances, the connection between the gas properties at
some distance into the internal plumbing and those at the
vehicle surface, can be very sensitive to the velocity and
angular distribution of the incoming molecules. This
requires both a high degree of detail from the "external
flow" and a local analysis that must assess the molecular
behavior at the instrument entrance. We shall refer to this
as the "entrance problem". Figure 1 also shows an
approximate band of Knudsen numbers for the entrance region
of the SUMS experiment. Kn s is based on the mean free path I s
at the vehicle surface and the orifice diameter (d = .235
o
cm) with surface properties fitted between free molecular
results at high altitude and continuum Newtonian values at
low altitude. Kn is a similar Knudsen number based on
c
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conditions behind the "entrance" tube with I estimated on
C
free molecular results using Hughes and deLeeuw theory [2) at
high altitude, with continuum constant pressure results
applied at low altitude. Note that conditions w_thin the
entrance tube range from clearly free molecular behavior
above about 110 Km to transitional behavior near 80 Km with
fully continuum results only approached at the lowest
altitude of interest.
The subsequent connection between the properties
immediately behind the entrance tube and the measurements at
the mass spectrometer shall be referred to as the "internal
problem". The analytical procedures for calculating pressure
profiles through the internal plumbing are well established
and will be further Verified by instrument calibration (1) .
During the preliminary phase of NASA Grant NSB 1630
(July 1979 to November 1979), the feasibility of examining
the °°external flow problem" for the Space Shuttle nose region
within the relevant altitude range was established. A
previously developed Direct Simulation Monte Carlo Computer
Code (3,4,5) was found to be suitable as the starting point
for this geometry and altitude range. Preliminary results
were obtained at 87, 95, 105, 115 Km altitudes.
During the subsequent grant periods (November 1979 to
September 1982) improvements in the modelling of the geometry
and the molecular interactions have been incorporated in the
external flow computer code. A number of runs at altitudes
of 87, 95, 105, and 115 Km have been made to obtain a range
of the relevant parameters and to provide input information
r
aat the SUMS entrance location. The "entrance problem" has
been e:_amined both by using published information (2,6,7) ,
and a previously developed Monte Carlo code for internal
geometries (6 Because of the combination of entrance
geometry (very long tube) and the range of local Knudsen
number over the altitudes considered, a totally new
"entrance" computer code had to developed. This code
provides the connection between the flux information at the
orifice entrance obtained from the external code andthe
local gas properties behind the entrance tube where the gas
is in equilibrium with the "cold" walls of the internal
plumbing. This new code has only been exercised to a limited
extent, but preliminary results relating the pressure within
the tube behind the tile to the free stream dynamic pressure
have been obtained. This information coupled with an
appropriate calibration of the mass spectrometer provides the
basis for a viable data reducion procedure of the SUMS
experiment.
Section IIA contains a brief description of the
operation of the EXTERNAL computer code (the detailed code
is attached in Appendix A). Section IIB describes the
issues associated with geometric modelling of the shuttle
nose region and the modelling of intermolecular collisions
including rotational energy exchange and a preliminary
analysis of the vibrational excitation and dissociation
effects. Section IIC discusses the selection of the trial
runs and presents the major results.
Section IIIA contains a brief describtion of both the
original version and the modified present code (INTERNAL) for
the entrance problem (Appendix C contains the code listing).
Section IIIB contains a disucssion justifying the selection
of geometric, collisional and surface modelling parameters
used for the trial runs. Section IIIC presents the preliminary
results and discusses the major effects.
Section IV presents the conclusions that can be drawn
from the present study, provides a preliminary estimate of the
data reduction procedure and suggests future work.
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II. EXTERNAL FLOWFIELD
The physical properties of the gas monitored by the SUMS
instrument are not those of the free stream but are altered
both by the intermolecular interactions in the external
flowfield and by the combination of interm01ecular and
surface interactions within the entrance orifice and tubing
leading to the instrument. External flowfield effects
can be summarized in terms of the relation between local
"stagnation" pressure and the free stream dynamic pressure (q
= 1/2pU 2) at sufficiently low altitudes. Within the
"transition" regime of interest (80-140 Km) the gas entering
the orifice is neither in equilibrium with the surface nor
simply related to the free stream. The only currently
available technique for describing the flowfield within this
regime and providing sufficiently detailed data on the
physical state of the gas at the surface is the Direct
Simulation Monte Carlo Code.
A. DIRECT SZHULAT]O# MOHTE CARLO COHPUTER CODE
"Monte Carlo" is the technique of using a simulated
situation and random numbers to generate solutions from which
information for the real case is then deduced statistically.
The Monte Carlo approach ranges from being a strictly
mathematical technique for evaluating the complicated multi-
dimensional Boltzmann collision integral to a complete
simulation of a number of molecules, with randomness
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introduced only in the initial conditions. A modification of
this latter approach is the one used in the present
development. It consists of simutaneously following a large
number of particles which yields, to some degree, a "direct
simulation" of the processes taking place. Because there are
finite limits on computer storage space_ a modification to
the direct simulation technique was developed by S.A. Bird
(Ref. 5) wherein the real gas is simulated by several
thousand "sample" particles populated into cells of the
sample space considered. For collision calculations, all the
particles in one cell are used as a representation of the
local distribution function from which collision _air£ are
chosen at random, but in proportion to their collision
probability based on the real gas. This preceding discussion
applies to a general program incorporating the direct
simulation procedure. A specific computer program _or the
generalized three-dimensional program for axisymmetric bodies
in a hypersonic muiti-fluid flow is described below.
The p_ogram (EXTERNAL) conducts numerical experiments
_ith a model multi-component gas. The real gas is simulated
by several thousand molecules which may be thought of as a
representative sample of the many billions of molecules in
the corresponding real gas. The positions and velocity
components of the simulated molecules are stored in the
computer and typical collisions are computed among them as a
time parameter is advanced. Since the flow is at an angle of
attack to the body, three position coordinates, three
velocity components and appropriate internal energy levels
&f
must be stored for each simulated molecule.
The computation of collisions starts at zero time with
the molecules moving along the flow axis at the required
freestream Math number. The body is inserted into this flow
at the zero time and the desired steady flow is obtained as
the large-time solution of the resulting unsteady flow.
The free-stream flow vector lies in the x-y plane. The
simulated region is bounded by the K-y plane as a plane of
symmetry, an outer cylindrical boundary (the axis of the
cylinder is the x axis), and two planes parallel to the y-z
plane. These boundaries must be set sufficiently far from
the body to eliminate interference. The simulated region is
divided into a number of cells which are sufficiently small
for the expected change in flow properties across the cells
to be small.
The first step is to generate the initial, or zero time,
configuration of molecules. The molecules are distributed
over the simulated region and the velocity components
assigned are appropriate to a gas in Maxwellian equilibrium
and moving at the required Math number. The body is then
inserted into the flow and the molecules are allowed to move
and collide among themselves. The move and collide processes
are uncoupled by computing a number of collisions appropriate
to a time interval _t:_ equivalent to a small fraction of the
mean time between collisions, and then moving the molecules
through distances appropriate to At and their instantaneous
m
velocities. The distortion produced in the molecular paths
by this approximation is small as long as At is small
Z_
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compared with the mean time between collisions, and smaller
than the typical transit time of a molecule through a cell.
Since the change in flow properties over the width of
one cell is assumed small, the molecules in a cell at any
instant may be regarded as a sample of the molecules at the
location of the cell. The relative location Df the various
molecules within the cell can then be disregarded. A pair of
molecules is chosen at random from those within the cell
under consideration and is retained or rejected in such a way
that the probability of retention is proportional to the
relative collision probability for the appropriate
interaction law. When a pair is retained, a typical
collision is computed Between the two molecules and the new
- velocity components and internal energies are stored in place
of the old ones.
In general, the relative number ratio of the species of
molecules in the multi-component gas will differ from unity,
requiring the computation of different types of collisions.
There is, therefore, one time counter for each type of
collision in each cell. For each collision, the correct time
counter is advanced for the cell by an amount appropriate to
the collision parameters. The probability of collision, and
therefore the time advancement per collision, is made
proportional to the number of molecules in the cell, and the
relative velocity and cross-sections of the colliding
molecules. Collisions are computed in each cell until all
the time counters have advanced through at least a time _t m •




overall experiment time is advanced by At and the molecules
m
are moved through appropriate distances.
The set of molecules in each cell changes as the
molecules are moved and appropriate conditions must be
applied at the boundaries of the region begin simulated.
Every boundary is treated as a source of molecules with
velocity components representative of molecules moving in
thermal equilibrium at the appropriate fraction of the free-
stream Math number. (The fractional Math number is
determined by the cosine of the angle between the local
boundary normal and the flow direction.} Any molecule which
moves outward across any boundary is regarded as being lost
and is removed from the sample. The plane of symmetry (the ×-
y plane) is regarded as a specularly reflecting surface.
Interactions with the body are also compute_. The body
consists of a number of conic sections rotated about the axis
of symmetry. Each section must be separately specified
according to the coefficients of the defining equation, a
procedure to be described later in the report. For the
purpose of computing the momentum and energy transfers to the
surface, each region of the body can be subdivided into
smaller sections. Within these smaller sections, the
following three parameters must be specified: wall
temperature/gas temperature, energy accommodation coefficient
for each species, and tangential (momentum) accommodation
coefficient for each species.
After the flow has settled down to a steady state, the
number flux, momentum and energy transfers to the surface are
Ii
accumulated and used to compute the aerodynamic data. The
time required to establish steady flow is usually assumed to
be close to the time required for the free-stream flow to
traverse several body lengths. The overall number flu×,
drag, and heat transfer coefficients are determined, along
with their distribution along the surface.
In addition, it is possible to_enerate data on the body
surface which can be used as input to the companion program,
INTERNAL, described separately. {INTERNAL) computes the flow
field regime inside an axially symmetric cavity, such as
might be used for a spacecraft-borne sensor. The input data
needed for this computation includes the molecular
distribution functions present at the orifice to the cavity,
the orifice being on the surface of the spacecraft.) This data
consists of velocity and internal energy samples in three
coordinate directions for all species of the mixture.
Flow field properties are also computed. Instantaneous
values are sampled at appropriate time intervals and these
are time-averaged for greater accuracy. Number densities,
velocities and temperatures are printed for each cell.
The numerical experiment takes place in a cylindrical
block of space whose axis is coincident with the axis of
revolution of the conic surfaces comprising the test body.
This space is subdivided into cells in which the flow field
properties of the experiment can be monitored. Cylindrical
surfaces concentric with the axis partition the space into
nested clindrical volumes, as shown:
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Planes parallel to the end-faces of the cylinders divide the
cylinders into a stack of nested rings.
13
nmamumu_ _ _-
Finally, planes perpendicular to the preceding planes and
passing through the axis, called radial planes, divide up the
rings in the a_imuthal direction, producing cells which are
wedge-shaped pieces of rings. The geometry is more easily
visualized if one considers a trace _ the cell configuration





The axis shown is the axis of symmetry of the sample space
(and of the test body). This axis is considered to be the x
axis. When this direction must be specified in vector
algebra computations, a unit vector I is assumed in the x
. direction.
Assume that the planar trace shown above is bounded by
the x-axis as described and by the -y axis. This plane is at
0 o azimuth angle and is called the zero plane. It is the
plane normally depicted when describing the sample space.
A unit vector _ points in the +y direction. The z
direction points out of the paper, and in this direction is
the unit vector _, which is given by _ x _.
The flow velocity is in the direction _ cos_ + j sins,
where _ is the defined angle of attack between 0 ° and 90 °.
Since the flow is thus in the xy plane, there is symmetry in
the z direction. That is, any condition in effect at +z is
also in effect at -z. Thus azimuth angles need be specified
only from 0 o to 1BO ° where 0 ° is in the -y direction, 90 ° is
in the +z direction, and 180 ° is in the +y direction.
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Now the fact is that the gas density in the vicinity of
the stagnation point of the body can become many tens of
times higher than the density far from the body. It is thus
desirable to use small cells in this region while the cells
are larger in the regions of relativmly low density. This
partitioning of cell sizes is accomplished in two ways.
First, the rings can be divided azimuthally into two
different sizes. This is done by specifying an angle, called
THETAZ, and the number of wedge divisions both below and
above this theta plane, called NWEDGEIand NWEDGE2" ("Below
the theta plane" means azimuth angles between O o and THETAZ,
and "above the theta plane" means azimuth angles between
THEWAZ and 1B0 o.)
Second, the cells below the theta plane can be
subdivided in the axial and radial directions down to second
and then third level cells. In the 0 o radial plane
representation of the sample space, this would appear as
large rectangles being sub-divided into small rectangles.
In this way, the sample space geometry can be tailored
to the configuration of the test body angle of attack: to the
flow. The following e_amples are presented to clarify the
above statement. Assume for all cases that the test body in
question is a short cylinder. As explained in the section
TEST BODY, the cylinder cannot have flat end faces, so the
ends are cones with apex angles of about 175 o.
a) For 00angle of attack, the flow impinges
directly on the left face of the cylinder.
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It is thus desirable to have, if possible,
constant azimuthal angles since there is no
angles since there is no azimuthal assymetry.
One possible configuration is therefore: THETAZ =
180 ° NWEDGE i = 6, NWEDGE 2 = 0 (producing 30 o
wedges)9 and the axial and radial directions
can be subdivided any convenient way, producing
a zero radial plane that looks like:
_' IL,,
In this type of geometry, all radial planes
are the same as the zero plane.
b) For 90 °angle of attack_ the flow impinges on
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the curved cylindrical surface of the cylinder
at the bottom. It is thus necessary to have
small azimuthal wedges on the lower portion of
the cylinder at and near the stagnation point,
.'bile larger Nedges will suffice on the upper
portions o_ the body (in the wake of the flow).
For instance, an acceptable set o_ parameters
is: THETAZ = 60 °, NWED_E I = 3, NWEDGE 2 = 3
(producing 20 ° and 40 ° wedges), and again the
axial and radial directions can be subdiviOeO
in any convenient way. Any radial plane up to
60 ° looks like the radial plane in example
(a), with the body and smaller cells centered
about a-a, while any radial plane between 60 °
and 180 © Ioo;::s like:
8
OF PO0_ _ _ .......
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c) For an angle of attack between 0 ° and 90 °,
the configuration looks generally like that of
example (b)_. In this case, however, the theta
plane generally should be at an azimuth angle
which is relatively low (near 60°; for a high
angle of attack (45 o - 90o) and relatively high
(near 120 °) for a low angle of attack.
L
Because the test body is located on the axis of the
cylindrical sample space, for each particle that interacts
directly with the body, many more do not. In the interest of
minimizing the program running time necessary to permit a
statistically sufficient number of particles to strike the
body, the computation makes use of zonal weighting factors.
That is to say, each particle in the sample-space in reality
represents one or more particles_ the actual number depending
upon the weighting factor of the zone in which the particle
currently exists.
Up to five cylindrical boundaries are selected across
which the zonal weighting factors change. These boundaries
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are specified in terms of the number of first level cells
between the axis and the boundary. The chan_e in the zonal
weighting factor across each boundary can be given by:
%E
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where the LD values are the number of first
level cells between the axis and the cylindrical
boundaries; and LF0=I, LD6=LDs=LDK=NH were K_Klast.
This equation is the result of having the zonal
weighting factors defined in such a way that they are equal
to the ratio of sample space volume in the zone above the
weighting-factor boundary to the sample space volume in the
zone below the weighting factor boundaries. The importance
of the region near the axis can be emphasized by choosing LF
values larger than those given above.
The sample space is populated with a distribution of gas
molecules. Each molecule is assigned a velocity, a rotational
2O
energy and a position, such that the sample space is
uniformly (albeit in a random manner) filled with a gas in
thermal equilibrium and flowing at the required Mach number.
Each molecule is assigned a number corresponding to its zonal
weighting factor. The molecule thus represents in actuality
a number of molecules {including itself) equal to the zonal
weighting factor. While the molecule moves in such a way as
to stay within the given zone, its weighting factor does not
change. If it crosses a weighting factor boundary while
moving in toward the axis, a number of molecules is added to
the distribution. The number of molecules added is equal to:
old weightin@ factor -i
new weighting factor
For instance, assume that above a boundary, the zonal
weighting factor is 6, and below the boundary it is 3. Hence
6/3 - i, or 1, molecule must be added to the distribution
when the molecule crosses the boundary. This is clearer if
one considers that above the boundary, the molecule
represents a total of 6 molecules. When the molecule drops
below the boundary, it can only represent 3 molecules, so
another molecule must be added to the distribution to
represent the other 3 molecules.
The added molecule(s) is (are) assigned the same
position and velocity components as the original molecule.
While this does not approximate true kinetic theory at first,
in practice the positions and velocities are soon randomized
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by collision processes.
On the other hand_ if a molecule crosses a weighting
factor boundary while moving away _rom the axis of the sample
space, there is a probability that it must be dropped from
the molecular distribution. The probability is given by
1 old wei htin factor
weighting £ac_or
The random number generator is used to generate a
histogram of disappearing mol_cules to match the actual
probability of disappearance. The whole idea behind using
weighting factors is to increase test body - flow field
interaction in a given running time. Thus, when body surface
quantities are accumulated (like flux, energy, momentum,
heat), they are accumulated in terms of the weighted number
of molecules striking the body. This is particularly
important if the body exists in two or more weighting =ones,
so that surface quantities in different zones can be
correctly compared.
The program is set up to handle a test body consisting
of a sequence of connected conic sections rotated about a
common a_is of symmetry. Some typical surfaces which can be
considered without modification are sections of spheres,
cones, cylinders, ellipsoids, hyperboloids, and paraboloids.
A disc perpendicular to the symmetry a×is cannot be han_led
without modification, since it represents a multi-valued
_unction in r. Cones with very large apex angles ('IBO ©) are
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used in place of discs. The procedure used to specify body
surfaces is to generate a form of the standard equation of
the surface in question, substitute into this equation the
actual values Df the constants, and reduce the standard form
to the following type of equation:
Ax 2 + Br 2 + Cx + D = 0
where A, B, C, and D are numerical values
These coefficients are used as input data to the program.
The program requires additional parameters for each conic
surface. Each surface can be axially divided into several
segments for the purpose of accumulating the body surface
. parameters li;::e flu:<, heat transfer_ etc. The x-coordinate
on the right side of the segment is required as data. (The
segments are divided azimuthally by the same radial planes
that partition the sample-space.) In addition, the
temperature, energy accommodation coefficients and tangential
accommodation coefficients for each species are required for
each segment. The temperature of a surface is normalized by
the free-stream temperature.
The tangential accommodation coefficient specifies the
fractional part of incoming tangential momentum that is lost
to the surface. For the reflection model used in this
program, this also represents the fractional part of the
molecules colliding with the body surface whose collisions
are diffuse. The remainder collide specularly.
The energy accommodation coefficient specifies the ratio
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of the net molecular energy flux absorbed by the body to that
energy which would be absorbed if all re-emission were
appropriate to equilibrium at the surface temperature of the
body. This coefficient together with the tangential
accommodation coefficient and the surface temperature
determines the effective temperature of the diffuse component
of the re-emitted molecules in the reflection model used in
this program.
It is also possible to collect velocity samples of the
colliding molecules on a restricted number of surface
segments to generate distributions for the internal flow
program. For this prupose, molecules that collide with the
body, surface are considered in two classes. The class called
"UNCOLLIDED" consists of "free-stream" molecules.. That is,
these molecules have not previously collided with the body
surface or with any other molecules other than "free-stream"
mole=ules. The other class, called "COLLIDKD", consists of
molecules which have previously collided with either the body
surface or with other "COLLIDED" molecules.
Appendix A contains the full listing of the computer
code in Fortran IV. The main program consists of dimensioning
statements coupled to a fiarly detailed description of the
input cards (using the NAMELIST input). The main operating
program is called RUN which in turn calls the appropriate
subroutines. Figure 2 shows a "schematic of the flg_, chart for
the operation of the Program EXTERNAL.
I
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B. Modelling of the 8UMS Problem
I. Geometric Modelling
The computer code described above requires an
a×isymetric geometry o{ the body, although the {low vector
can be at an arbitrary direction. The Space Shuttle nose
geometry in the vicinity of the SUMS orifice has to be
modelled by an equivalent body of revolution. A paraboloid
of revolution around as aKi_ inclined at about 8° with
respect to the shuttle axis models the lower surface cross
sections of the body both in the symmetry plane and in the
transverse direction reasonably well. Figure 3 shows a
sketch of the actual and modelled Space Shuttle nose
geometry. This model will be called the parabola model, and
the flow direction of 32 • with respect to the axis will be
used to represent the 40o angle of attack of the Space
Shuttle.
Both for the purpose of benchmarking the test runs
against continuum results and to achieve better resolution an
alternative axisymmetric flow model was examined. This model
consists of a hyperbola rotated about the flow velocity
vector passing through the stagnation point. Figure 4 shows
a typical cell geometry for this model. This is also the
model used by Professor Clark Lewis for his continuum
calculations. As will be seen from the results in the next
section the latter (axisymmetric) model is questionable as a
representation of the flow in the stagnation region of the
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Space Shuttle, at least at higher altitudes.
2. Modelling of Cross Sections
In order to avoid uncertainties associated with the
choice of hard sphere cross-section to best model the
"typical" collision, an energy de e___ent inv_se powe_.._rlaw
cross-section collision code has been incorporated in the
program. The power law exponent and reference cross-section
is chosen to provide the best fit to the_viscosity
temperature dependence over the range between the wall and
stagnation conditions which represents the energy range of
the important collisions. Figure 5 shows that viscosity can
be matched to within a few percent over the relevant range
with a single choice of exponent and reference conditions
Using the exponent of N=.552 and a reference temperature
of 1000°K four axisymmetric cases of a hyperbola at 0 ° have
been run to simulate 87KM, 95_M, 105KM and II5_M altitudes.
Since in these cases rotational energy was not included these
represent a ficticious monatomic gas of 7=5/3. Figure 6 shows
"smoothed" temperature profiles normalized to the free stream
temperature. Note that at the two lower altitudes a relatively
"flat" Rankine Hugoniot (R.H.) region exists, while at 105KM
R.H. conditions are barely reached and at ll5KM the temperature
peaks at about 70% of R.H. temperature. The shock layer in all
cases is, however, very much thicker than the inviscid result
based on nose radius _. Note, however, that the hyperbola is
very blunt and it is not clear that the nose radius is the appro-




3. Rotational Energy Exchange
On the basis of previous experience in modelling
rotational energy exchange in Reference 4 the model of Larsen
and Borgnakke {9) was chosen as appropriate for the blunt
geometry under investigation. The E:_ternal Flow Program was
therefore re-coded to include an arbitrary number of internal
energy modes but with a single relaxation time related to the
parameter ¢ which ranges from ¢=0 representing no exchange to
=1 simulating maximum available exchange at each collision.
An indication of the effect at 115KM is shown in Figure 7 and
B for the most rapid energy exchange (_=1). Note that, as
expected, the peak temperature is lower for the y=1.4 case
because some of the energy goes into rotation. Also note
that significant non-euqilibrium exists between translation
and rotation even at this maximum energy exchange rate
corresponding to ¢=1. The effect on surface properties shown
in Figure B is virtually non-existent for the shear, but
noticeable on the heat flux and pressure.
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. Preliminary Attempts at Comparison with Continuum
Results
Some preliminary comparisons o{ both the re,nat.talc (y
=1.667) and diatomic (y=1.4) runs for the axisymmetric
hyperbola were made with continuum results provided by P_o{.
C.H. Lewis based on continuum theory ClO.11) • Among the
surface properties only the pressure distribution agreed
reasonably well. Since this is the property least sensitive
to detailed flow {ield behavior the agreement is not a very
sensitive test. A typical comparison is shown on Figure S.
A comparison of heat 41ux is not shown on thi's {igure as it
is not the same scale at this high altitude. The continuum
result of Prof. Lewis gives the stagnation point heat
3
transfer coefficient CI_=Q/I/2pU =2.8 which is physically
unrealistic. At 105KM the continuum heat transfer
coefficient CI_ is below one but still appreciably above the
Monte Carlo results. At 95KM the Monte Carlo results give
heat transfer that is almost twice as large as Prof. Lewis's
result {or_=l.4. ,
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Thm most significant discrepancy between the continuum
and Monte Carlo results arises in the shock layer thickness.
While the definition is somewhat arbitrary, a comparison of
the subsonic region in the vicinity of the etagnation point
does give a good indication of the extent of influence of the
"downstream" portions o{ the body. Figure 9 shows the Monte
Carlo results for the M=I line at 115KM together with the
shock line from C.H. Lewis. This discrepancy led to a whole
re-examination of the modelling of the nose geometry.
5. Re-examination of Geometric Modelling
Since the subsonic region appears to extend to the
_shouldez" wherever the hyperbola is terminated as shown in
Figure 9, the applicability of the hyperbola model becomes
suspect, at least for the Monte Carlo calculation where
upstream influence cannot be eliminated. In order to further
assess the effect of the geometric model on the results a
comparison of the hyperbola at 0 0 to the parbola at 32 o are
presented in Figures 10 and 11. It can be seen from Figure
10 that the subsonic layer in the vicinity of the SUMS
orifice is significantly different in the two cases. Figure
11 shows that while the pressure is not dramatically affected
by the model the heat flux and shear are significantly
altered. On the basis of these results it was concluded that
while the runs for the hyperbola may indicate trends they are
neither representative of the SUMS region on the Space
Shuttle nor good candidates {or benchmarking with the
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continuum results. All subsequent runs were therefore made
using the geometric model D{ a parabola at _2° angle of
attack.
6. Inelastic vibrational Excitation and Dissociations
Because of the high energies of collision between free-
stream and reflected molecules, inelasti_ collisions
(certainly vibrat$on and dissociation} are in principle
possible. At the highest altitude the number of such
collisions is expected to be insignificant because the cross-
sections are low enough so that a typical molecule will reach
the body with a negligible probability of a previous
. vibrationally exciting or dissociating collision. At the
lower altitudes $7 to BSIC_ the number of collisions suffered
by a typical molecule before reaching the body surface is
measured in the tens or hundreds and therfore inelastic cross-
sections that are only a few hundredths of the elastic and
rotational ones may produce significant effects. The detail
needed to properly model these collisions in the Monte _arlo
Programs far exceeds the available experimental information,
which primarily gives overall rate constants. An
investigation of the best combination of analytical and
empirical information was initiated early within the grant
period. A theoretical attempt _o couple low energy
vibrational excitation e×perimental information to the highly
non-equilibrium high energy collisions through theoretical
work was initiated. Appendix B contains a Master's thesis
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r
presenting the formalism and giving the initial results of a
theoretical formalism. Based on those results, coupled to
some limited experimental data, a method for determining the
probabilities of specific outcomes in individual collisions
in the Monte Carlo Programs can be developed. The increase in
computing times, however, may make the feasability of using
such a code, for anything but benchmarking, prohititive.
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C. MAJOR RESULTS FOR EXTERNAL FLOW
The primary effort during the grant period up to
February 1981 was spent in developing the code for external
flow and establishing the appropriate geometry to model the
region of the Space Shuttle in the vicinity of the SUMS
experiment. The major results to that date are presented in
the renewal proposal for the period February 1, 1981 to July
30, 1982 which also served as a progress report on the
previous grant period. [12) We will only summarize those
results here and update them on the basis of additional
external flow computations.
A representation of the shuttle nose geometry as a
paraboloid of revolution around an axis 8 © from the actual
shuttle axis (Figure 3) was found to adequately model the
windward side of the shuttle in the vicinity of the SUMS
orifice. Computatons for both this model at an effective
angle of attack of 32 o and an alternative axisymmetric flow
about hyperboloid model centered on an axis through the
nominal stagnation point, demonstrated that the paraboloid
model at angle of attack is necessary to adequately model
conditions near the SUMS orifice. The typical body and
computation cell geometry is shown in Figure 1_9.
A resonable indication of the flowfield can be obtained
by examining density contours ore Math number contours about
the body. Figure 13 shows the sonic lines and the M = 5
lines indicating approximately the outer extent of the
"shock .° layer at 95 Km and 115 Km, within the plane formed by
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the velocity vector and the axis of the modelled paraboloid.
Note the greater "shock" layer thickness at the higher
altitude. Also note the fact that even at 95 Km, the shock
layer is a large 4ractlon of the local body dimension such as
nose radius. The "shock" thickness is a major portion o4 the
entire "shock layer" casting doubt on any calculation
incorporating a thin "shock" assumption. Figure 14 shows
some density contours on the "windward" side of the body at
q5 Km altitude as well as the sonic line. Note the rather
constant density rise towards the body with no discernible
separation between "shock" and "boundary layer." Also shown
are estimates of the stagnation streamline and another
streamline along which the velocity only goes slightly
subsonic. Note the rather gradual turning along the latter
streamline and the rather diffuse nature of the shock layer
even at this altitude where the nominal free stream Knudsen
number is 0.04. In order to give a better picture o4 the
three-dimensional aspect of the flowfield, a sketch of one-
half of the paraboloid and some contour plots of M = 1. and M
= 5. lines are shown on Figure 15.
Information in Figures 13 through 15 gives some
indication of the nature of the flowfield in the vicinity of
the SUMS orifice° The ultimate objective, however, is to
establish properties at the vehicle surface. Figure 16 shows
the variation of two surface fluxes (normal pressure and heat
flu×) at 95 Km along the four cross-planes shown in Figure
15. The normal pressure Ps normalized by 1/2pU 2 (C = P /1/2p
p s
U2) is shown on the right side of the figure while a heat
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transfer coefficient (_H = Q/1/2pU3 ) is shown on the left.
Figure 17 shows the variation versus angle in the cross-plane
nearest the one containing the SUMS orifice, and compares the
results to some theoretical and semi-empirical predictions.
The pressure coefficient, as expected, lies approximately
between the free molecular (C (F.M.)) value and the modified New-
P
tonian (C (NEWT) value, up to about 90 ° (Note that at 90 °
p
around the axis the local angle (B) between the velocity
vector and the surface normal is approximately 64 o at this
cross-plane.) The heat transfer coefficient lies
substantially below the free molecular value. It is also
compared to a semi-empirical extrapolation of experimental
results of stagnation heat transfer on hemispheres presented
- in reference 13. Direct comparison is clearly dubious due
to the substantially different body geoemtry and the
implicit assumption of totally local behavior contained in
the cos_ variation with local angle of the surface to the
velocity vector. Some additional degree of uncertainty is
contained in the choice of "body size" that is used to
.°2
evaluate the correlation parameter ;'R "
The ultimate objective of the external flow
calculations is to provide information on the properties of
the gas entering the SUMS orifice. It is the potential non-
equilibrium nature of the entering distributin of molecules
that is responsible for the difference between the surface
"pressure" and the gas pressure within the internal plumbing
around the mass spectrometer. The non-equilibrium aspect is
most commonly represented by a temperature jump and a
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vel___ ....u Lty s_ip within tne continuum formalism. Under the
highly rarefied conditions at the upper end of the altitude
range of interest_ even that description may be inadequate
because of the highly non-Boltzmann distribution of the
molecules arriving at the surface. Figure 18 shows the
distribution function of the flux of molecules arriving at
the SUMSorifice at 95 Km and 115 Km obtained from the
external program. The flux distribution is plotted both
versus molecular velocities normal to the local surface and
tangential within the plane formed by the free stream
velocity vector and the local normal. Note that at 95 l_m one
could fit the distribtion by a Ma×wedllian with some
temperature different than the body temperature and a slip
velocity which is comparable to the free stream mean
molecular speed. At 115 Km the distribtion is clearly
composed of two components, the free stream molecules
arriving unperturbed at the surface, and the collided
molecules having a broader distribution possibly
representable by another Maxwellian. Clearly this potential
bimodal character of the incoming molecules must be




As a companion to the initial version oT the external
code (EXT) an internal code (INT) was developed (8) The
objective of this code was to determine local properties and
surface fluxes in a cavity connected by a tu_ _ to the
exterior surface. The input molecular distribution is
obtained from the surface flux information provided by the
external code. While the code is in principle general to
a!io_ a wide variety of geometric configurations it is
optimized for a short tube-large cavity geometry. Early
attempts to apply this code directly to the SUMSinlet
geometry resulted in very long running times with little
assurance that a steady state solution had been achieved. A
total receding o-_ the entrance problem was therefore
implemented resulting in a code (INTERNAL) that allows
greater flexibility in handling the long tube geometry of
SUMSas well as incorporates all of the changes in
ir, term_lecula_- collisions, numbers o_ species and rotational
energy exchange developed Tcr the cooe E×TERNAL.
A. Entrance Computer Code INTERNAL
The purpose of the program described in this section is
to determine the fluid field inside a cavity which consists
o_ a connected _equence of c6nic sections rotated about an
axle oT symmetry. The cavity is considered in two parts: a
main cavity on whose interior surface the sensor _ill be
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located, and an inlet tube whose orifice is presumed to be at
listing i_ given in Appendix C.
The input data for this program includes a molecular
distribution function which is obtained from an e;',ternal-flow
run. Som_ ;: the oti_er data refers to input parameters of
the external-flow run. Thus it is seen that the pair of
programs can be run as a set, computing the conditions inside
a cavity which exist for a given set of conditions in the
undisturbed free-stream flow. The programs have not yet been
directly coupled, although they are written with this intent.
]'he program was constructed by turning an e;.,'ternal-flow
program inside out. In doing this, the basic molecule/body
collision mechanism is preserved with only minor changes,
while the molecule/molecule collision mechanism are not
changed in any way.
A general description of the way in which the internal-
f]o_;, program cond_,cts the experiment is unnecessary since the
description in the preceding section generally applies here.
Any important differences will be described as they occur.
The nL,merical experiment takes place in a cylindrical
block of space qu_ite similar to that used in external flow.
However, the inlet Fegion must be cylindrical in shape while
the cavity reqion can be defined by conic sections.
There is no subdivision of ist level cells into smaller
sized cells. Also, the number of azimuthal wedges is
specified for a full 360 ° (since there is no plane of
symmetry determined by an input flo_ direction) and is the
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same for both regions. No weighting factors are used as the
desired surface fluxes on the walls generally occur near the
outer edges of the sample space.
The orientation of the sample space is determined by the
geometry of the particular body surface segment in external
flow which is used as the orifice area of internal flow. The
body surface normal of external flow becomes the x-axis (axis
of symmetry) of internal flow; the direction given by the
cross product of the x-axis of external flow and the body
surface normal becomes the z-axis of internal flow; and the
direction given by the cross product of the above cross
product and the body surface normal becomes the y-axis.
The zero radial plane is the positive x-y plane, and
azimuth angles range from 00 to 360 ° , with the psoitive z-
axis at 90 ° .
The sample space is initially populated with gas
molecules in a manner similar to that used in external flow.
In this program, however, the gas molecules are initially in
thermal with the walls locally. The selection of the density
profile initially in the tube indeed poses a problem and is
very critical in minimizing running time. The code therefore
allows an arbitrary initial distribution specified by the
user. The choices and procedures for selecting them are
described in the next section. The key objective is to
provide a distribution that is consistent with the input flux
and will not have to be severly altered in magnitude to
arrive at the steady state.
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The molecular input distributions are generated from
data produced by an external-flow run. This data consists of
velocity samples of molecules impinging on the external body
surface segment which is considered to be the orifice area of
the inlet region. The form of the velocity samples is a
series of horizontal S-shaped curves, one for each molecule
type, in each of three directions, for both UNCOLLIDED (free-
stream) and COLLIDED molecules. Each s-curve gives the
fraction of molecules (impinging on the body surface segment)
with a velocity _ the given velocity. A typical curve for
UNCOLLIDED molecules is given [v is the velocity
M
corresponding to the center velocity of the distribution as









The information from these curves is used directly to
generate the molecular distribution of the molecules entering
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the inlet.
The population (preesure) inside the cavity region is
selected initially as an input. The computer- simulation
proceeds until a steady profile inside the tube entrance
region is generated. Since this does not necessarily require
zer-o net flu;,, a series of runs with different cavity
pressures is generated and a cross plot of flux versus
pressure is the output for a single external flow input
condition. The equilibrium solution if desired can be
obtained from the zero flux point.
B. Scope o.: "Entrance F'roblem" for SUMS experiment
Within the 4tee molecL:lar regime the "entrance problem"
has been examined by Hughes and deLeeuw (2) . In order to
• _ _-._ _- - - _ .Ind .. .. e zhe potential m aonitude of the problem, Fi0ure ?_°.
show-_= the variation of both the surface pressure (p ) and the
s
chambe:- pressure <p ) versL:-_ angle of attack under free
c
molecular conditions at infinite speed ratio and a very long
tLbe _conditio_e approache__ _ et hitch altitude du.rir_ Spa_e
Shuttle re-entry). For the SUMS location, the local angle o_
attack _ is approximately 28 ° giving a possible difference o{
a factor 04 IC, between the surface pressure (p ) and the
s
internal chambe:- (p ) that directly af4ects the mass
c
spectrometer reading. While this theoretical result is
expected to be accurate at 14c, Km and above, at lo_er
altitude£ the local flu'.: distribution will have both a
directed and a rathe:- diffuse component (see Figure 18), and
4O
also the effect of internal collisions within the tube will
begin to play a role (see Figure 1).
Because the tube length to diameter ratio is very large
(37) the time constant and therefore the computing time to
reach equilibrium is very long. For this reason no attempt
is made to simulate the problem all the way to the condition
where the chamber pressure behind the tube is at the correct
value to nearly balance the net flux. Instead a series of
runs with different assumed "cavity" pressures are performed
and the zero net flux (or a given small value for the dynamic
condition) can be selected to interpolate the correct
"cavity" pressure. This procedure if it proves generally
successful can of course be automated within the code.
C. Preliminary Results of INTERNAL Code
Preliminary results for the SUMS entrance tube geometry
are presented as a couple points on Figure 21 giving to the
ratio pc/ps versus altitude.
Also shown are some theoretical curves for full
continuum (Continuum), for continuum external flow but free
molecular flow through the tube (No slip, Kn ÷ =), and for
s
fully free molecular flow (Free Molecule). In addition, some
points using a best fit Maxwellian to the external flow flux
and free molecular internal flow from reference 2, are shown
at 95 Km and 115 Km. These results are preliminary, but they
do indicate the magnitude of the correction and the fact that
no simple use of the currently available results can cover
41
the entire range of altitudes of interest.
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IV. DISCUSSION
If we couple information from INTERNAL (Figure 21) to
the results of the external flow computations (summarized as
ps/1/2pU2 versus altitude in Figure 22), we cana plot of
produce a preliminary estimate of the data reduction curve
that could be coupled to the calibration of the mass
spectrometer to deduce the q = 1/2pU 2 during Space Shuttle re-
entry. Figure 23 is a cross-plot of the q/p versus p
C C
obtained from Figures 21 and 22 with the 87 and 105 Km
results only estimated on the basis of interpolation of
Figure 21. The establishment of such a data reduction curve
for the nominal re-entry conditions, together with associated
error bars as well sensitivities to wall temperature and
angle of attack is necessary for the proper interpretation of
data to be obtained by the SUMS instrument.
The data measured by the mass spectrometer in the SUMS
experiment essentially provides collector currents of charged
species of different masses. Calibration of the instrument
can relate these to the overall pressure and composition at
the entrance to the instrument being calibrated. Since the
actual environment of the flux of molecules to be encountered
under flight conditions cannot be simulated the calibration
is performed with the incident flux essentially in
equilibrium with the instrument outer walls (room temperature
and no flow). The data reduction procedure must therefore
relate the effective environment in the ground test
simulation to the desired dynamic pressure q under the
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Eio_._ing non-equilibrium condition and through the calibration
to the instrument measurements.
As discussed above, capability now exists -_or
calculating the surface flu'.," distribution of molecules
entering an opening at the SUMSlocation. The computational
procedures for connecting that information to the pressure
immediately behind the entrance tube has also been developed,
although not fully exercised over the entire range of
parameters applicable to the SUMS experiment. That pressure,
in turn, can be directly related to the ground test
environment used to produce the calibration curves for the
mass spectrometer.
The primary objective of future work must be to provide a
da£a reduction procedure that relates the spectrometel-
rooting to the free stream dynamic pressure (q = 1/2 pU2_.
With currently available procedures a relation between the
pressure Pc and q such as the preliminary one sho_n on Figure
2.q.',car_ be obtained ue_ng the beet av_ailable information on
the flight p__ramete'.-s such as velocity, angle of attack_ tile
temperetu:-e_ sur4a-e conditions, molecular collision
pal-amete_-s_ etc. This relation must then be combined _ith
the calibration curve where the instrument readings ar-=
related either to Pc directly, or to a calibration pressure
_-_hich can be related to PC by conventional means. A single
plot of q versus total measured collector current can th_.s be
obtained from the combination of these results.
The relation between the dynamic pressure q and the
calibration pressure Pc depends on many parameters of the
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problem. Some of these, such as flight velocity, angle of
attack, and tile surface temperature are expected to vary
only slightly from their nominal values. Since the actual
measured values of these quantities will be available on each
individual flight, corrections to the data reduction relation
should be evaluated in the form of sensitivity coefficients
for small changes from the nominal. Studies to determine the
effects of these parameters are necessary to establish the
significant sensitivity coefficients that must be
incorporated into the data reduction scheme.
The parameters such as surface accommodation, sLJ.rface
recombination, and free stream composition can also affect
the results. In addition, modeling simiplifications of both
the geometry of the problem and the molecular collision
phenomena can alter- the quantitative value of the relation
bet_een q and p Because of the L:navailability of any in-o
flight measurements that could lead to an evaluation of these
parameter s_ boL_nds on the u.ncertainties they produce shoL_id
be st'_died. Sens±tivity of th_o date redL_ction _ _ ÷_, e_a_on to
the most significant of these can then produce bounds on
uncertainties on the dynamic pressur-e q, due to reasonable
',,ariations. The final goal of future work is an algorithm
for the evaluation of the dynamic pressure q, from the
calibration pressure p , together with error bo-(nds, clue to
c
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FIGURE 2. SYSTEM FLOW-CHART
I Read in data and initialize all geometrym Jnolecule, cells and physical paramet rs.
Compute ini$ial molecular distribution. J
I Increment time. I
t
|Compute molecule-molecule collisions. I
[_'ake _Zo.-_ieZd sample_. I l
[ Test for printlng-time. I'
• _ Print body and flo_-field information. I
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FIGURE 3. MODELING OF SPACE SHUTTLE NOSE (PARABOLA)
J
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FIGURE 16. SURFACE PROPERTIES; PRESSURE COEFFICIENT C = p /I/2pU 2 AND
3 P s
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT CH = Q/I/2pU IN FOUR CROSS-
PLANES AT 95 KmALTITUDE
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FIGURE 17.
SURFACE PROPERTIES ; PRESSURE Cp AND HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENT C H VERSUS ANGLE IN CROSS-PLANE x = 75
cm (NEAR THE SUMS ENTRANCE) AT 95 I_m ALTITUDE
Lo
1.8





FIGURE 18. FLUX DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION AT SUMS INLET
6 $
















FIGURE 20. FREE MOLECULAR PROBE RESPONSE (S-" =, d/L-'0)
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"ILE: GKBE_T DECK A PRINCETON UNIVERSIT! TI_E-SHARING SISTE_
"/ JOB GAB 0367q25.GKBSPACE N=EITCORP MEG=500 T=.8 P=150 C=O
"/_TORBAT PR, DDNAME=STSRSG, DEST=VM370
'/ EIEC FORTXCL, PARR.FORT='XREF'
'/FORT.SYSIN DD¢
RAIN PROGRAM FOR HORTE CARLO 3-D EXTERNAL FLDW CALCULATIONS
: OBJECTIVE OF THIS HAIR PROGRL.'_ IS TO SET THE DIMENSIONS
RAIN RUNNING PROGRAM IS t_s RUN 8_s
FOLLOWING TWO CARDS HAVE TO BE ELIMINATED FOR NON IBM MACHINES
INTEGER*2 LB,_BM,NRN,RB, NBF, NBT, NRS, NUMCEL
I_TEGER*2 LM,LPF,LCOL,LK_
THE HEIT CARD IS ASSOCIATED _ITH PRINCETON RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
COMBON/RA_CO M/N_ A N (_)
THE TOLLO_ING DI._ENSION STATEMENTS SET THE ._AJOR ARRAY DZMENSIONS
AND RUST BE CONSISTENT _ITB THE FOLLOWING DAT_ CARD ----
NSP=NUMBER OF SPECIES - EIABPLE BELOW RSP=I
NMB=NUHBER OF 30IES _ITBOUT COUNTING SUBDI¥1SIONS O_ THOSE
OCCUPIED BY THE BODY - EXAMPLE BELO_ NRB=2600
NRC=-NUBBER OF FINAL CELLS - EXAZPLE B E_O_ X_C=1500
NMP=BEI NBffBER OF _OLECULES OF EACH SPECIES ALLO_ED IN PROGRAm°
IF EXCEEDED, PROGRA5 EITHER FAILS OR RESTARTS AT BEGINNING
_ITH NUMBER REDUCED BI 10_ - EXAMPLE BELO_ NMP=20000
NPB=MAIIMUa NU_DER IN E_CH CELL - EIA_PLENPB=IO0
DI_ZNSIOI_ DBA (1,1500) ,NB {1,1500) ,NBF (1,1500) ,NBT (1,1500) ,LKW (1500)










2 FOR._AT(/171,'_OR_AL TER._INATION Ol_ THE PROGRAM')
R&_ELIST/DI._/NSP, N MB, NMC, NMP, NPB, NRAN





PRINTOUT OF BAJOR ARRKT DIHENSIONS USED ABOVE
A-1 L>'
_LE: GKEEIT DECK A
OF POOR Q!J_-_!_:'J_















-:- CELL OF RAIN OPERATING PROGRAM WHICH REQUIRES INPUTS:
-'" -_CONTRL,BTIMES,SFLDREF, BROLEC,BSHAPES,_GEO_,_COUPLE
-: THESE INPUTS ARE ALL CURRENTLY IN THE NAMELIST FORMAT
= AND HAT HAVR TO BE CHANGED IF THAT CONVENTION IS NOT AVAILABLE
: BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PARAMETERS FDLLOWS
: _CONTRL - ORE OCCURRENCE (NEW OR RESTART}
DEFAULT DEFINITION OR EXPLANATION
8 BLANKS ANT ALPRA NUZERIC RARE UP TO 8 CHARACTERS
24 BLNKS ANT ALPHANUMERIC TITLE UP TO 2_ CHARACTERS
.001 ACCURACY IN INTEGRATION PROCEDURES
I NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL COPIES OF OUTPUT
.TRUE. IF TRUE RILL CAUSE STSTEZ DUMP FOR AHI OF 12
PROGRAMMER DESIGNED ERROR HALTS.
•FALSE. IF TRUE RILL PRINT MESSAGE WHE_ CELL POP. EICEEDS MNB
.FALSE. IF TRUE _ILL PRINT CPU TIME AROUND EACH PART OF LOOP
.TRUE. IF TRUE W_LL PRINT CPU TI_E REZAINING AT END OF LOOP
.TRUE. IF TRUE - NEW RUN - IF FALSE - RESTART OF RUN
•FALSE. IF TRUE - SNAPSHOT SAVED ON TAPE(9) FOR RESTART
.FALSE. IF TRUE PROGRAM WILL AUTOMATICALLY RESTART _ITH 90_
OF TOTAL IF TOTAL CELL "POPULATION EICEEDS RNM
P A RA.__"-'.E R DEFAULT
DTM " " "
ITS " - -
' ITP -" -
' TST -- -
TIIM - - -
_TIMES - ONE OCCURRENCE (NAg OR RESTART)
DEFINITION ON EXPLANATION
REAL NURSER - F_ACTIO_ OF REAR FREE TIME PER CYCLE
I_TEGER - NUMBER OF CYCLES PER SAMPLE
INTEGER - NUMBE_ OF CYCLES BETWEEN PRTNTOUTS
INTEGER - ESTIMATE OF NUZBER OF CYCLES TO STEADY STATE
INTEGER - TOTAL NUZRE_ OF CYCLES TO END OF RUN -
•ILL TERMINATE SOONER IF CPU TI_E _S TO RE EXCCEDED
' _F_OREF -
PARARETER DEFAULT
INM - - -
MNN - - -
MNB " " -





ONE OCCURRENCE (NEW RUN O_LY)
DEFINITION
INITIAL NUZBER OF MOLECULES IN_<MNM< OR = NMP
MAI_MU3 _UMBE_ O? MOLECULES PE_ SPECIES
MAIIMUM NUSBER PER CELL - DIAGNOSTIC ONLT
NUMBER OF _OLECULAR SPECIES (MAI, IS 3)
IF 0 - DATA _S IN SI (METRIC) U_IT5
IF>0 - DATA IS I_ E_GLISH UNITS
FLOg VELOCITY (M/SAC) O_ (YT/SEC)
ANGLE OF ATTACK {DEGREES)
ARRAY GIVING ROLE FRACTIONS OF SPECTER IN FREE STREA_
ARRAY GI_ING MOLECULAR WEIGHTS OF SPECIES ABOVE
TF, --- -'' _EEE STREA_ TEMPERATURE (K OR R)
.DENF _ - _ _EE STREAM NUMBER DENSITY (_U_/M,_3 OR _UM/TT*_3)
_HOLEC- - ONE OCCURRENCE (_EW RUN ON,T)
PARAmEtER " DEFAULT DEfinITION
TR_ ...... R_'ERENCE TERPERATURE FOR XOL_:ULAR DATA
DIN. -0.0 CROSS-SECTIONS AT REFERENCE TEMP. (MSPIMSP)
:ET_:_. " 0.0 PARAMETERS IN DIFFUSION AND VISCOSITY LA_ (_SPIMSP)
PH_" .0"0 PARARZTERS FOR ROTATIONAL RELAIATIO_ (MSPXNSP)
CHI" 0.0 ROTATIONAL DEGREE OF F_EEDOM PARAMETER (N_OT/2 - _|
ACE ......... O_I_ --: _CCURACT IN ROLECULAR COLLISION CALCULATIONS
..t
A-2
"ILE: GKBEXT DECK l PRINCETON UNIVERSITT TIME-SHARING SYSTEM
: 8SHAPES - ND+I OCCURRENCES VHERE ID=NUMBER OF BODY SEGMENTS (NEW RUN)
: PARAMETER DEFAULT DEFINITION
: FIRST OCCUPRENCE
: BODY(1) 0.0 STARTING POINT OF BODY FROM FRONT OF CELLS |M OR FT)
: BODY[I} I>I - - NEED NOT BE SPECIFIED
: SUBSEQUENT OCCURRENCES (ND)
: BODT_I) - - - I COORDINATE FROH FRONT OF BODT OF THE DOWNSTREAM
: " EDGE OF THE CURRENT BODY SEGMENT
: BODY{2) - - - TEMPERATURE OF THIS BODY SEGMENT
: BOOT{3) - - - SURFACE AREA/TOTAL CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA FOR SEGMENT.
: IF O.O PROGRAM WILL COMPUTE THIS QUANTITY
: BODT(_) - - - SWITCH - IF 0.O THIS SEGMENT'S EQ. WILL APPEAR LATER
" IF >0o0 THE EQ. OF THIS AND PRECEEDING SEGMENTS IS
GIVER BT BODY{6+2*MSP) TO BODY(9+2*MSP)
BODT(5) - - - SWITCH -'IF NOT 0.0 THIS IS THE LAST SHAPES cARD
BOOT(I) I EVEN ALPHA - ENERGY ACCOMODATION COEFFICIENT YOR SPECIES
BODY(J) J ODD SIGMA - TANGENTIAL ACCOMODATION COEFFo FOR SPECIES
I AWD J < (6+2*MSP)
BODT(6+2*MSP) ORIGIN OF COORDINATES WITH RESPECT TO BODY START
FOR THE EQUATION OF THIS BODT SECTION
BODT{7+2*MSP) - COEFFICIENTS A,B,C IN THE EQUATION
BODY(9+2*MSP) R**2+A*X**2vB*X+C=0.O FOR THIS BOD_ SECTION
_GEOM - ONE OCCURRENCE (NEW RUN ONLY)
PARAMETER DEFAULT DEFINITION
NREDGE - - - TWO INTEGERS GIVING THE NUMBER OF HEDGES BELOW
AND ABOVE THE ANGLE THETAZ
TRETAZ - - - ANGLE FROM REG. T AXIS DIVIDING DIFF. WEDGE SIZES
RMB - - - MAX. BODY RADIUS - IF 0° RILL BE COMPUTED BY PROGRAM
: BW - - - WIDTH {DEL I) 0F FIRST LEVEl CELLS {M OR FT)
: BH - - - HEIGHT (DEL R) OF FIRST LEVEL CELLS (M OR FT)
: NR - - - NUBBER OF FIRST LEVEL CELLS IN X DIRECTION
: NH - - - NUEBER OF FIRST LEVEL CELLS INRADIAL DIRECTION
: WL I NUMBER OF LEVELS OF CELLS
: NYA O NUMBER OF FIRST LEVEL CELLS AHEAD OF LEVEL 2
: NCA 0 NUMBER OF FIRST LEVEL CELLS SUBDIVIDED INTO SECOND
: LEVEL CELLS ALONG THE X DIRECTION
: NHA 0 AS ABOVE BUT IN RADIAL DIRECTION
: MR 0 NUMBER OF SECOND LEVEL CELLS IN THE X DIPECTION
: MR 0 NUMBER OF SECOND LEVEL CELLS IN THE RADIAL DIRECTIO_
= NFB 0 HUMBER OF SECOND LEVEL CELLS AHEAD OF LEVEL 3
: NCB 0 NUMBER OF SECOND LEVEL CELLS SUBDIVIDED INTO THIRD
: LEVEL CELLS ALONG THE I DIRECTION
: NHB 0 AS ABOVE BUT IN RADIAL DIRECTION
: LW 0 NUMBER OF THTRD LEVEL CELLS IN X DIRECTION
: LH 0 NUMBER OF THIRD LEVEL CELLS IN RADIAL DIRECTION
: LD - _ - NUMBER OF FIRST LEVEL CELLS FROM AXIS IN R DIRECTION
: FOR WEIGHTING FACTOR BOUNDARIES (5 INTEGERS)
: LF - - - _EIGHTING FACTOR RATIOS &T BOUNDARIES ABOVE (5 INTEGERS)
: 8COUPLE - ONE OCCURRENCE (NEW RU_ ONLY} - DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
: PARAMETER DEFAULT DEFINITION
: NS - - - THE HUMBER OF BODY SEGMENTS FOR ACCUMULATING VELOCITY
: DISTRIBUTION FUNCTZON INFORMATION
A-3
_ILE: GKBEXT DECK A
OF pOOR
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIRe-SHARING STSTEM
C MS - - -
INS - - -
C VEL 3.,3.,H.
"" mo 20
= SL - - -
2 DELS -- -
2
: X? DISTRIBUTION
- GCOUPLZ NS=0 8END
: A SARPIZ INPUT DECK IS GIVEN BELOW:
ARRAY(KS) OF AXIAL SEGRENT NUMBERS
ARRAY(NS) OP AZIMUTHAL WEDGE NUMBERS
THERMAL VELOCITY SPREAD FOR THE UNCOLL!DED MOLECULES
NONBER OF DE_ ¥ BEGIOHS FUR SAMPLING VELOCITY SPACE
ARRAY GIVING LD_ER BOUND ON THE VELOCITY SAMPLE OF
COLLIDED _OLZCULES (RSP I NS • 3)
THE RANGE {SL<V<SL+DEIS) FOR SAMPLE OF COLLIDED
ROLECULES (_.SP I NS X 3)
FUNCTION IN?ORMATIO_ I5 NOT DESI._ZD USE:
:SCONTRZ NA._E='SHUT','TLE ',TITLZ='flYPE','BBOL','A AT',' 95K','_ M','ON. ',
DEBUG=.F.,°T.,.T.,NEW=.T.,SAVE=.T.,ICOPY=0, REDO--.T. 8END
:STZMES DTR=.025, ITS=5,1TP=I000,TST_00,TLIB=I000 GEND
:GFLOREF _NM=4500,_R=20000,RNB=I00,RSP=I,_ET=-0,U=7_85.9,ANGLE=0.0,RMU=I.,2"0.,
: R_A=2B. 9_, 0., 0.,TF= 195.51, DENF=2.52E+19 &END
:&_OLZC TRF=I000,DIR=3°5E-19,ETA=. 104,PHI=0.0,CHI=-I.,ACR=°O01 8RHD
:SSHAPZS BODY=I.00 ?.END
"'SHAPES BODY=.0173,1590.,3s0.0,'2*I.0 8END
"SSHAPES BODY=.0672, 1590.,3=0.0,2=I.0 _END
:SSHAPES BODY=.IU_,1590.,3_0.0,2=1.0 6END
_SBAPES BODY=.2_32,, 1590.,3"0.0o2_1.0 8Z._'D
'_SHAPES BODY=.3579, 1590.,3"0.0,2"I.0 GEND
GSHAPZS BOD.T=._8_2,1590:,3"O.O,2*I.0 _.EI_D
"'SHAPES BODY=.6192,1590.,3*O.O,2"I.0 8E_D
_SBAPES BODI=.Tg05, 1590.,3"0.0,2"I.0 DEND
"$SBAPES BODY=.7500,1590.,O.,I.,O.,2'I'I.,O.,-I._23278,-2.286,0. &END
&SHAPES BODY=.9000, 1590.,0.0,U'I.0,0.9000,-111.82,2"0.0 &END
_GZOM _WZDGE=1,0,TF_ZT_Z=I80.,R_B=0.0,Bg=.05, SH =.I,NW=_0,N_=2_,NL=2,









SUBROUTINE RU_(_SP,NMB,_C,_P,NPB,DBA,NB, NBF, NBT,T_P,TRPI,IV, IVA,
I TV, YVA,ZV,ZVA,T,DB,FNB,IC,Y_,ZC,NU_CEL, L_&PF,PAU, PA¥,PA_,PAX,
2PAY,PAZ,LCOL,T_P,TNPA,ER,LKR,NBS,LB, NB_,NBN)
BAIN RUNNING PBOGRA_ *_ RUN _ CELLS ALL OTHER SUROUTINES
- INTEGER_2 /-M,LPF,LCOL,LKW .... : - -'-:: :
"" ZNTEGER"2 LBsNSS,NBN,_B,NBF,NBT,NBS,NURCEL _L i- :: : :L:: :- - ......
INTEGER PRT#SA._P,TST,TLI_,TIME,Q -- -- : " .:_T: T: _ _-.-i:
. LOGICAL DU_P:DEBUG[3),SA_Z,NE_,REDO - - ......
. . ..... ° -- ....
• - -" a A-4
ILE: GKBEXT DECK A
OF POOR qU_:__i'_Y
PRINCETOW UNIVERSITT TIME-SHARING SYSTEM
REAL
DIMENSION
DI ME NS IO N
D I ME NS IO N






















INTGEL, LAM, M0 tNU, JAY, KAY
ETA (3} ,CI (3) .C2 (3), C3 (3) ,C7 (3) ,C8 [3) ,DFA (3}, FL {3)
DELA_G(2),FDN|3),HTI(3),HTR(3) ,JNT(3),KNM(3) ,NM(3) ,SR(3}
NAME(2),TITLE(6),NNEDGE(2),LD(5},LF(5).LWF|6),RLD(6)
ENU{3).EMA(3),WTM{3) , CHI(3). DIE(3,3},DAM(3,3),PHI[3,3)




XIIM (12) ,NTCF (3,3) .MS (3),!WS (3),T_NGN (3) ,NCOL (3,3)
FV(3,3,2,20,3),NTCV(3,3,2,20,3),SL(3,3,3),DELS(3,3,3)
ICB (18) ,XS (18), TCB (18) ,TB (18), ALPHA (3, 18) ,SIGME {3,, 18)
_TS (3, 18,12) , NTSlP (3, 18, 12) ,UTL (3, 18, 12) ,UTT(3, 18, 12)
VTS (3, 18, 12), HTSI (3, 18, 12) ,HTS (3, 18, 12)
UTLI (3, 18, 12) ,UTTI (3, 18, 12) ,VTSI (3, 18_ 12)
=NT (2,3,6, 12) ,EEM (2.3.6.12). ANTS (3.12) ,REMS (3, 12)
FTB (3,12), THETA (12) ,DTH (12)




YV (NSP, NMC) , IVA (NSP, NMC) ,ZV (NSP, N_C) ,ZVI {NSP,NMC)
T (NSP, NSP, NMC), DE (NSP, NMC) ,LKW (NMC), NBS (NSP, NMC)
FNE(NMB) ,IC(NMB),TC(NMB),ZC(NMB) ,NUMCEL(NMB)
LPY (NSP. NMP), PAU (NSP, NMP), PAV (NsP, NMP), PAW (NSP, NMP)























COMMON /THIRD/PI.NREG. S, SINANG,COSANG, AKN
COMMON /FOETH/NBI,RM,ZR,DUMP,Cg, RRFM,LL
COMMON /FI_TE/ND,TIME, DTM.TT,ITS.ITP,TST.TLIM, RMA,RN0. DIE
ZS.A_. MNM, RNE, NEW, SAVE, PZRC_T, NSE,TRCOMMON /SIXTH/_MB, _ _.JNM,
COMMON /SVRTH/LAM,RE,NU, MT.N,J,I,T,Z,TUSE
COMMON/BIGTH/DENF, U, T_,ANGLE,TRF.CHI, PHI.ETA,WTM,DAM.VELR. XEEF
NAMELIST/CONTRL/NAME,TITLE.PERCST.ICOPY,DUMP,DEBUG,NEW,SAVE, EEDO
NAMELIST/TIMES/DTM,ITS,ITP,TST,TLIM RUN0580
NAMELIST/FLOREF/INM, MNM,MNE,MSP, MET, U,ANGLE, ENU. RMA.TF,DZNF
N&MELIST/MOLEC/TRF,DIR,ETI,PHI,CHI,ACE
NAMELIST/SH_PES/EODT RUN0570
NAMELIST/_EOM/NWEDGE,THETAZ, EMB, B_,BH, N_,RH,_L.NFA,NCA,NHA,MN, MH, N
IHB,LW,LE,LD,LF,NFB,NCB
NAMELIST/COUPLE/NS,MS, IWS, VEL, MJ,SL,DELS
DATA IC/0/,ICOPI/I/
D_TA DBGI/' GAS',' AT _,'110 '._FLO_'_ _ AT _,e130 _' RUN','
1'303 '/
DATA.LIMIT 12,9,!8,500,3600,70,900,3,20,3/
DATA TITLE/' _,_ ',' '.' _#' ',_ '/
DATA NAME/' ',' _/
DATA CPC/O. 0/, CPM/O o 0/# CPE/O ' 0/, 6_J/15 o0/
._-5 j :
OF POOR _O_&_ ,J
"TLE: GKBEIT DECK 1 PRINCETON UNIVERSITI TIMX-SHARING SYSTEM
FORMATS
2 FORMAT(1HI/19X,'RA_IFIED SUPERSONIC FLO_ OF BINAR_ GAS',T78,'I'}
3 FORMAT('÷'.IO3_.'COP! ',I2)
_, FO_AT (/171,'FI.O_ THI_O_GH ALl. THE BOUNDARIES'//)
5 FORMAT (3X,3Zo,,6E18.6/)
6 FOEMAT (Tl, 2Z_, Z18.6,721, E18.6)
30 ?O_ZAT('ITZME =',F6.3,60Z,:RANDOM NUMBE_. GENZP. ATO_ HAS BEEN CJ_LLED
1 ',II0#' TIMES') EUN0800
31 FORRAT(' CPU TIME LEFT- ',F8.3) RUN0810
32 FOR_T (71, _-._OLECULES- '/3_, 316)
33 FOR._AT(' TIME = ',FS.3,5X,'COLLISIOX LOOP=',FS.3,5X,'_OVE LOOP = '
I,FS.3,5_,'TOTAL TZ.".E = ",FS. 3/21I,'2MD _OVE LOOP =',P8.3, SX,
2'CLEANUP LOOP=',FS.3,_I,'PARTICLE NUMBERS = ',qi6}
38 FOR._AT(91,'-MOLECULAR COLLISIONS- '/3(311q/))
35 .POR_AT(2I,'-COLLISIONS _ITN $URFACE-'/31,3IS)
36 FORMAT(' _AZZMUM NUMBER OF 30LZCULES SO PAR- ',I6//)
38 FORMAT(' E_CESS _OLECULES OCCURRED ZN ','3A_}
_0 FOR._AT(/' SORZTEZNG IS WRONG WITR BOI NU_BE_.ING IN RUN
17,315, 2E17.7,515/2 El 7.7}
q2 FOR._AT(/' SO_ETSING WRONG IN CO'-PUTING XSTART'/IZ, SE16.8)
_ FORMAT(' NB(',Z2,',',I_,'| POPULATION "EXCEEDED ',I3,' IN
II_E = ',F7.3)

























































DEBUG [I) =o FALSE.
DEBUG {2} =. FALSE.













ALPBA (I, J) =1.0





































DENF,U,XREF, TRF, KAWLS,NL,NW,_R,RW,_H,LW,LH,NXA,NZB,MCA RUNt380
,NCB,_FA,NFE,NHA,NR_,B_,B_,B_B,B_B,BWC, B_C,ILB,XLC,PI,_REGRUN1390
,S.SINANG. COSKNG, AK_, NBX, RS, IR. ND.TI_E.DT_.TI, ITS, ITP, TST RUWI_O0
eTLIS, _ _A, R KU, DIE, ZST_RT, JNS, _ N_, _NB, TR, BZC, C_7, DRF, FCF RUNI_IO
,FNA ,ETF. INM.ITYPE. JTTPE, SJ. N_V. N_AZ,NS, NWEDG, PRT, SA MP RUNI_20
.BTA,CI,C2.C3,C7,C8,DA_IDFA,FL, DZLANG, FDN, BTI,HTR, J_,KNM RUNI_30




_DBA,NB,NEF. NBT, T_P, IY,IVA,T¥,YVA. ZV.ZYA.T,DE. FNE. XC, YC. ZCRUNI_80
._UMCEL,PAE.PAV.PAW,PAI,PA_.PAZ,F_.NTCV,NTCF.LP_.LCOL, LR RUNI_90



























NRITE(6,5) {((_,J,L, (ERT(I,J,K .... K=I,6);L=I,N_'EDG) ,J=I,MSP),I-I,2)
WRITE(6,6) ({J,L,ENTS(J,L) eYT.R(J,L)#L=I,NWEDG) ,J=I,MSP}
WRITE (6, 2) RUN 15_0
CALL P_IRTI{TRZTAZ,NREDGE,T:TLE, NAME,XCH,TCB,TB, ALPHA,SIGMA,LD,LF, RUN1550
IILI M, COZ._F, LI_IT, M SP)
CALL PRINTB(FNA,MSP, FNB,LET,LW. _,NM,RLD,XLIM,XC,TC,ZC,NR,NUMCEL,LK_
I,RSP)












R._R=RMR+P,_A {M) *RNU (_)
CHIM=CH_M÷CHI (_) *RNO (-')
DO 115 K=I,ZSP
115 D4R=D4R+RN0 (_) "RNU (K) ,,D'r _ {_, K} * (TP.F/TF) ** (ETA (.",, K)/2.}
VP.LR=S0t_T ( 16628.6_,'_T?/R MR)
"TT(MET. EE.O) VELR=SQET(99U37.92"TF/RMR)










I04 READ {5,SHAPES) RUNt670
NRITZ (6, SHAPES}
- ND=ND +I RUN 168 0
IF(ND.GT. LIMIT(3)) CALL DIAG(3,LI_IT(3},RD) RU_1690
XCB (ND) =BODT (1)/XREFeXO
TB (eD) =eOD_ (2}/T_
TCB (RD) =BODT (3}
DO 110u, B=I,MSP
._.,
ALPHA {M, ND) =3ODT (_, +2*4)
11-0, SIGMA (4, ND)=BODT(5+2*M)
IY(TB(RD).GT.TR) TR=TB|RD} RUN1770
o
_. . . : . ....
• A-8
OF PO0_'_ ,_'_"_-_ _"
. YILE: GKBEIT DECK • PRINCETON UHIVERSZTI TIME-SHARING SYSTEM
IY(TCB(_D)•GT-TR) T_=TCB(ND)







COEFF (I, NBEG) =E
COEFF (2, NREG} = I. 0
COEFF (3, llREG) =3-2° sA*XT
COEFF (q, llREG) =E*XT**2-B*ZT+C
IF (BODY (5) .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 10,





DISC= B'B- _. * I=C
IF (DISC. LT.0.) DISC=0.
DISC=SORT (DE SO)




X2 =. 5/A* (-B-DISC)
XSTART=AMI N1 (I I, X2)
XMEX=AMAXI (X1, X2)
IF(XMAX. LT.XLIM(3) ) XSTART=IMAX
IF(XSTA_T.GT.0.) GO TO 109
llBITE (6, q2) XSTA_T, A,COEFF (2, I) ,B,C,DISC,XI, X2
IF (DUMP} CALL ABE_D(I}
STOP
109 XLI_ (2)=XSTA'_T




IF {DISC. LT. 0.) DISC= O.
DTSC=SQRT (DISC)
IF(E.llB. O.) GO TO 111
• ILIM (llSTEP) =-C/B
GO TO 112
111 I1=.5/1. (-B+DISC)
I2 =. 5/•* l-B-DISC)
ILIM (NSTEP) =AMIXI (X1,X2)
IM_ll=A MIN I (II,X2)
IF(XM/R. GT. ILIM(NSTEP-I)) XLIM(RSTEP)=XEIN
IF(ILIM(NSTEP).GT. ILTM(._STEP-I)) GO TO 1"12
WRITE {6# _2) ILIM(llSTEP},A,COEFF(2,NEEG},B,C,DISC,XI,I2





































































C=CO EPF (3, K)
D=COEPF (_, K)
REND=SORT {A_S { {_*YZNDS*2 +C"XE._D*D)/B) )
XPEAK=0.
I_ 4A.NE.0.) XPEAK='-5_'C/A
_F((XPEIK.LE.Z_EG) .OR. (XPEAK.GE. XERD)) GO TO 261
RTEMP=SQRT (ABS(('-'XPEAK*°2+C'ZPEAK+D}/B))




NWEDG--_WEDGE (I} ÷ N_EDGE (2)
IF(NWEDGE(2).ZQ.0) THETAZ=180.0
IF (SAVE) REWIND 9
IIP(NWEDG.GT°LI_!T(1)) CALL DIAG{I°LIZ_T(1) ,NWEDG)
IF(MHM. GT. LI_!T(5) ) CALL DIAG (5,LISIT(5) ,F.._)
_ {ZNB.GT. LIMIT{6)) CALL D_AG(6,LIKIT(6) ,_.NB)
XF (NS.GT.LIMIT{8)) CALL DIAG (8,LI'_IT (8),HS)
IF((RS.NE-0).A_D. (MJ.GT.LIMIT(9)))CALL DIAG(9, LI._IT[9),_J)
JNM=INM







































A=RLD (N) _=RLD {N)









FDN (ST) =RNU (MT) *DDN
DFA (MT)=RNU (MT)
BT_ (_T)=SORT (WTS (ST))
SR(ST) =S*BTA (V,T)
SN (MT).=SR [MT) *COSANG
ST (ST) =SR (MT) ='SINA'NG
DO 117 K=I,MSP
DAM [K, F.T)=DIN (K, MT) * {TRF/TF) ** (ETA (K, MT)/2. )/DMR
CN8 (K, ST)=DDN/DAM (K, ._T)* I. _ I_21_
BT=AMINI (BTA (K), BTA (MT))
VRI=S+3.*(I°+SORT(TR))/BT
VR2=3.*SORT ( (I. +2. =5='2/(5. +CHIM) ) = [I./RTM (K) + I°/WTM (MT)) )
CM(K,MT_I)=AMAII(VRI,VR2)
CN CK,._T, I) =RAND [0) '+C_ (K, MT, I}
Dr=PHI (K,MT) * (CHI (E) +C_I (MT) +2.)-I
DS=PRI (K,MT)*[2°-o5*ETA[K,_T))-I.0
DO 917 N=2,-3
IPM=ACR*eAMIN I (DF, DS)
IF((DF°GT.0.)oANDo (DS.GT.0.))XPM={DF/(DF+DS) }=*DY* (DS/(DF+DS)}**DS
XPN=ACR**AMAII (DF, DS)
IF ((DP°LT° 0. )o AND° [DS.LT.0° )) IPN= [DF/[DF+DS} }*='Dr* [DS/(Dr+DS) ) **DS
CM (K, MT, N) =XPM-XPN


















































GKBEZT DECK A PRZNCZTON UHIVERSITI TIME-SHARIRG SYSTE._
TZ,_PB=RLD fM) *RLD {N)"








SSA (AT,ST) =ARG+SQRT {SSR+2. )










TE,".PD=I_Z/PI*DT,_/RB=2°/(BTA (ST) *LWF (6))
DO 135 .q=1,2
IF{I. EQ. 0) GO TO 135













I_E._S (_T, N) =0.
FTE [_.T,M) =0.
TZ_PA=0.
ZF(ARGA.LE.-10°) GO TO 120
TEBP A=F_CT _ {AE GA, PIROOT, L, COEFF)
FTE {._T,_)=2. =PIROOT_TE_PA
TEEPB=0.
TF(ARGC. LE.-10°) GO TO 125
TE_P B=F_CT_ (AP,GC, P IROOT, L, COEFF)
50_I=TE_PA +TE RPB
TE_PC=.5*SU,_I= {CC-AA) ZTESPD
ZF(TZ._PC. LT°I.E-06) GO TO 13_
CALL SI_PSN {AEGA,ARGC, 0,INTGRL,PERCRT,COEFF,PIROOT,SU,_ I, FIICTB)





















































ILE: GKBZXT DECK A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHARING SYSTEM
155
157
ZS (1) =.5 = {ICB (1) -ISTART) =AKH
DO 155 N=2,WD
IS ON)= {°5" (XCB (N) +ICE (N-I) }-ISTART)*AKN






IY{I.GT. XLIM(J÷2)) GO TO 157
CALL HEIGHT (I, T,J,COEFF,3)
TANGN [I) = (INS {I) -. 5) *DELANG {I)
IF (IWS (I)_DELANG (1).. GT.THETAZ)
5) *DELANG (2)
Z=T_S_N (TANGN (I) *PI/180. )
T=-T=COS (TANGN (I) *PI/180.)





VL (MT, 1) =AMIZI (0., SNN-VEL (I)/HTA (MT))
VL (MT,2) =STI-VEL {2)/ETA {MT)
VL (._T,3) =ST2-VEL (3)/ETA (MT) "
DELV (MT, 1) =SNN+VEL {1)/BTA (ZT) -VL (MT, I)
DEL¥ (MT., 2) =2. *VEL (2)/ETA (RT)




TANGN (I) =THETAZ÷ (INS (1) -NWEDGE(1)-o








SUMI=F_CTN (A, PIROOT, L, COEFF) ÷FNCTN (B, PIROOT, L,COEFF)
CaLL SIBPSN(A,B,L, INTGRL,PERCNT,COETT, PIROOT,SUMI,FNCTN)





IF(XLI_(L+2).GE.H) GO TO 167
L=L÷ I
167 SURI=FNCTN (A, PIROOT, L,COEYF) ÷Y_CTN (E, PIROOT, L, COZY?}
CELL SIMPSN(A,B,L, IETGRL,PERCNT,EOEFF, PIEOOT, SUBI sFNCTN)
INTGRL=INTGRL/(AB5 (COEFF {2,L) } =RMBSEME) = (_-A)
168 TCB (N) =INTGEL
169 LV=2
IF (NWZDGE (2) °E0.0) LV=I
CaLL CELL(THETAZ,LV, HW,BH, NW,WE, 0.,0,0,DELANG, NiEDGE,ZC,_C,ZC,YNB)































































B UB=B Hi_ HA/RH RUN3930
CALL CELL(TH.CT.AZ, I#BWB,BHE,._W,RE,XLB,NXA,0,DELANG,NVEDGE, XC, YC,ZC, RUN39,0
IFNB) RUN3950
ZF(NLoLT. 3) GO TO 170 RUN3960
CALL ZEEO(q_,_H, HFB,NCB,NHB,NIA, NWZDGE(1),F,NB) RUN3970
ZLC=ZLB+BWBSNFB RUN3980
BRC= B_B*NCB/LW RUN3990
BBC = B HE* NHB/LS EUN_ 000
CALL CELL(THETAZ, I,BWCmBHC,LW,LH,XLC,RXA,NXB,DELANG,NWEDGE, XC, TC,ZRUNQ010
IC, FNB) RUN_020
CALL SBTRCT(I,IXA,_XA, B_,BH,DELANG,XC, YC,TNB,ELIR,COEF. v) RUN_030
LEV (I) =_BX+I
LEV (2) =_'BI+I
IF(NL. LT. 2) GO TO 190
_'Z=N Z & +1
NF--N IA*NXB
LZ¥ (1)=NI
CALL SBTRCT(NI,NF,.q._,BWB, BqB,DZLANG,IC, ZC,FNB,ZLI_,COEFF)
ZF(NL.LT.3) GO TO 190







NU_CEL (_) = 0
IF|FNB(N).LE.0.) GO TO 210
M--_+ 1
_UMCZL (_) =._
?NA= FNA÷ .vNB (N)
DTC=-BH/2.
IF CN. GT. NIA) DYC=B HE/2.
IF (HoGT. NXA+NXB) DYC=BHC/2.
YTC=TC (N) +DYC
DO 200 LA=I,6
XF(YTC.LZ. RLD(LA)) GO TO 201
CONTINUE












































'ILE: GKBEXT DECK &
C2 [MT) =RAND [0)
C3 [MT) =RAND(0)
¢7 (MT) =RAND (0)
C8 (._T)=RAND (0)
D1 (_T) =RA_D(0)
D2 (MT} =RAND (0)














NTS (MT, U,K) =0
NTSF {MT, N, K) =0
HTSI (._T,N, K) =0°
UTLI |._T,N, K) --0.
UTTI (_T, N,K) =0.
VTSI (-_T,N, K) =0.
UTL (MT,N,K) =0.
UTT (MT, _, K) =0.
VTS (MT, N,K)=0.











NBF (MT, N) = 0
NBS (MT,N) =0





TMPA {NT, N) =0.
TEPA (._T,N) =0.0
DO 245 NN=I,_SP



























































WRITE(6,6) ({J,L,E_TS (J,L) ,FTH(J,L),L--I,NWEDG} ,J=I,MSP)
WRITE (6, 2) RUN5000




2LARGE, HNM, MHB,DEBUG (1) ,LCOL, NUMCEL,.".SP, ZR,CHI, CNGeCMG, NSP,LB,RBM,
3NBN}
CPUTTM=TYl _D (0)
IF(LARGEoNE. 0) GO TO 3_5 RUN5060
DO 265 I=I,MSP
265 IF{NM{I) °GT. UMAX) N_AX=N_(1)
CALL PRINTB[FNA,MSPeY_B,LZV,L_Y,._MeRLDeXLIM, XC,YC, ZC,NB, MU_CEL,LK_
1,USP)
X_ (DEBUG (2)) WP,XTE (6,1)
CALl ACCUM (NMC,NPB,FNB,_,PAU,PAV,PA_eZR,TMP,TRP,IV, TV,Z¥,LMe_SP,
I _SP, LPF, NBF, ._B_)
CPA=ELTIME (0)
CPI=CPA
GO TO 340 RUNB130








ILIM!T [_) ,LIMIT (6), NUMCZL. ETA, PHI,C_I,CNS,_SP,LPF,LK_, NBP,NBM)




IF(DZSUG{I)) _RITZ(6,33) AIME,CPC, CPM,CPI,CPB,CPA, (NM(1) ,I=_,3),NBAX
CALL MOVE(0,1K_,ZJ,NS, N_EDGeTBET_Z,XSTART, LIMIT (3) ,LIMIT f_).LIMIT RUE52_0
1 {8), LIMIT (9) ,DELANG, W_EDGE, BTAeC2, C3,DFA,I_L, HTT, HTR, JNT, KN._, NM, ZCB RUN5250
2,XLIM, MS, I_S,NTCF, NTC¥, FV,CTI,CTR,CNI,C_R, ALPHA, SIGMI, COZYY, HTS, HTRUN5260
3SX,NTS, NTSFo UTL, UTT° VTS, PAU,PA¥, PA_, PAX, PAT,PAZ,LPF, LCOL,TB, MSP, ER
_,CUI ,CNG,CMG, NSP, UTLI, UTTI, VTSX)
"" KNM (2) =NM (2) RON5290
CP M=ELTISE (0)
IF (DEBUG (1))_RITE(6,33)AI_E,CPCoCPM,CPI,CPB,CPA, (MM(1) ,I=1,3),NMIX
CALL FL0W(_EDG,_NM, LARGE, BTA,CI,C7,C8,DI;D2,D3,D_,DTH,._,SN,ST, THRUN5300
IETA,L_FeRLD,FTH, ENTS, RAMS, SSA, SSB, PAg, PAT, PAW, PAX, PAZ, PAZ, LPF, EFT,RUN5310
2REM, LCOL, MSP, ER, CHI, CRG, CMG.._SP}




ILE: GKBEZT DECK • PRINCETON UN_TERSITT TI_E-SHARING STSTE_
290
295
IF |DEBUG (I)) WRITE (6,33) AI._Z, CPC,CP_,CPI, CPB, CPA, (N_ (I} ,I=I ,3) , N_AI
C•LL _OVZ{I,IE_,_J,US,_EDG, THETA_,ISTART,LIRIT(3) ,LIMIT|I),LI_IT
I|8),LIRIT(9),DELANG, N_EDGE,BTA,C2,C3,DFA,FL, HTZ, HTR, JNT, KRS, NR,XCBR_N5350
2,XLIR, BS,IWS,NTCF, RTCV, FV, CTI, CTR, CRI, CNR, ALPHA, SIGRA, COEFF, HTS, HTRUR5360
3SI,NTS, NTSF, UTL, UTT, VTS, PAU, PAV,PAW, PAX, PET, PAZt LPFt LCOL, TB, BSP, EB
4 ,CHI, CNG,C_G, NSP, U T_.!, UTTI, VTSI)
DO 330 _T=I,_SP
CPB=CPB+ ELTISZ {0)
IF (DEBOG {I) } WRITE {6.33) AIDE, CPC, CP_, CPI, CPB,CP•, (NB (I) ,I=I, 3), NBAX
_!=0 RU_SUl0
DO 290 N=I,NBI RUNSq20
Tr(_U_ICEL(W).EQ.0) GO TO 290
B=B+ I RUN5_0
lib {_IT,,t_) =0 ROIt5_50





IFiN.GT°NG) GO TO 310 RO_55_0
I=PAX {BT,_} RUN5520
I=PAI (_T, _) RUN5530
Z=PAZ (RT, N) ROR55_0
R=SQET (T*_+Z_Z) RUN5550
ARG=T/R - _UN5560
T•RG= 180. • (1.-ARCCOS (ARG)/PI) EON5570
I_DGE=T_ NG/DELA_G (I) RUN5580
IF((IWDGE. GE._EDGE{I)) ._._D. {DEL_N3(2) .RE.0.)) IWDGE=(TARG-THETAZ)
I/DELA_G (2) +RREDGE (I)
IF (IgDGE.LT. 0) IWDGE=0
IF (IWDGE.GE._WEDG) IWDGE=N_EDG-I •ON5600
t= I/BW+ 1. RU}:5610
IF(L.GT. Ni') L=N_ RUN.%620
K= (IWDGE*RH+B) *._;+L RUN5650
IF(K. LE. EIA) GO TO 296 RUN5660
WRITE |6,_O)L,Z,K,_T,R,I,I,_EDGE,_WEDG,TANG, Z,I_DGE, NB,._g RUN5670
IF(DU_P) CALL ABERD(_) RUN5680
STOP R0_5690
296 K_=0 RUN5700
IF (_L.EQ.I} GO TO 300 RUN5710
I?(I@DGE°GE._gEDGE(1)) GO TO 300
IF(FNB(K).GT. 0.) GO TO 300 RUN5730
L= (X-XLB)/BWB+ I. RUWSTu, O
IF(L.GT._W) L=_ _U_5750
_I=I_/BBB liON5760
K= (I_DGE*.qB+ R) _R_+L+NI• RON5780
IF(K.LE. NXA+KXB) GO TO 297 RUN5790
BRITE {6, _0 } L,B, K,_T, N, X# Y,NIEDGE, BIEDG, T•_G,Z, IgDGE, _H,Bi, NIA RUN5800
IF(DU_P) CALL AEEND(5) RU_5810
STOP RON5820
297 IF{_L. EQ°2) GO TO 300 BUN5830
I.F(FNB(K).GT.0o) GO TO 300 RUN58q0
A-17
!




"" IT (ll. G_o LH) m=LH- I
K,= (X_DGEZLH+I_) =LI÷L_t_Z_+_ZB
IF(K;LEo_BX) GO TO 300




TF (_U_CZL (K) • p_O. 0) GO TO 306
301 L_=LA+ 1
IF(R.GT. RLD(L&)) GO .TO 301
KI=LW P _LL)
KKW= LPF (_T, _)
IF(KW°ZQoKK_) GO TO 305




IF (L. LT°B] GO TO 305
306 PLZ(RT,H)=PEX(SToNG)
PAT (RT,N) =PAY (_T, NG)
PAZ (_T,N)=PAZ ,_T, NG)
pIU (_T,H) =P'_U (_T, NG)
pAV {MT,_}=PAV (_T, NG}"
PAW (MT#N) =P_'W {_T, YG)
ZR (_T,J)=ER (ET,NG)
LPF{_T,R)=LPY (_.T,NG)











PAX (_T, _G} =PAX (HT¢N)
PAT {ET,NG) =PAY (ET, R)
. P_Z (NT# NG) =PAZ (RT, N)
PAU{_T,NG)=PAU(NT,N)
ER (_T, NG} =ZR (NT, N)


























































-ILE: GKBEXT DECK A PRXNCETON UNIVERSITY TX_E-3HAEING STSTZR
IF(J. LE.Z_B) GO TO 308
IF(DEBUG(1)) WRITE (6,44) HT, K,SNB, AI_E
308 NB (._T,Q) =J







IP{R. EO.O) GO TO 320
A:NBF (_T,H)
DB (_To S) =A*Dr_ CMT)/r_B f")
NBR (HT° E÷ I)=NB._ (RT, M) +NB (._T, B)
NBN (_) =_B_ (ST, a)
320 CONTINUE




















IP(SA.qP.LT.ITS) GO TO 335
CALl ACCUM(NMC,._PB,FNB,EB,PAU,PAV,PAW,ER,TSP,TRP,XV,TV,ZV,LS,SSP,
1RSP, LPF, NBF, NB_)
SAMP=0 RUN657Ü
IF(TIRE. LE. TST) GO TO 335
CALL AYRGE(F_B,DB,DEA,NB,N_T, XT,TV,ZY,XYA,TVA,ZVA,T_P,T_PA,TRP#TRP






IF (DEBUG (2)) _PITE (6,33) AI.".E,CPC,CP_,CPI,CPB,CP_, (._ (I) ,_=1,3), NZAZ
XF((TI_E.GE;TLI.'.).OE. (CPUTY._.LE. CPJ)) _0 TO 3,5
IF(PRT.LTo_TP) GO TO 280 RUN6650
PRT=0 BUM6660
_ITZ (6,30) _I_E, K_WLS RU_6670
IF (DEBUG {3)) WRITE (6,31) CPUT_
_RITE (6, 32) [N_(I) °I=1,3)
WRITE [6, 3_) ((NCOL (X° J), J=I,3) ,I= 1,3)
(RITE (6,35) (JET (I} °I=I,3}
IF(LARGE. NE.O) GO TO 360 RU_67_O
_RITE (6,36) N_AX RUN6750
IP(.NOT. SAVE) GO TO 355 RUN6900
IF(PRT.NE. 0oA_;D. CPUTY._.GToCPJ.AND.TI_E.LT. TLIR) GO TO 355
_RITE [9} DENF, U, XRE F, TR F, KAWLS, EL, N _, NE, Z_, _H,L'W, LH,N X_,._XB, NCA
1 ,NCB,NFA, _FB, NHA,_HB,_E, BH,B_B, BHB, BRC, BHC,ZLB, ZLC,PI, NREGBUN6930
2 ,S,SINANG,COSANG,_KN,._BX,R._,XR,ND, TL_E#DT_,TX, XTS,ITP, TST RU_69qO
3 ,TLIE, RZA,BUU, DIR, XSTART, JNR, _W_, _NB, TR, BZC, CN7, DEF, FCF RUN6950
,FNA, BT_, I NB, ITYPE, JTTPE, _O, HAY, N_AX,NB, N_EDG, PRT, SK 8P RUN6960
5 ,BTA,CI,C2°C3,CT,C8, DAS, DFA,FL, DZLANG, FDN, HTI, HTR, JNT, KN._ RUN6970
6 #NR,_T_,C_,VRR, NCOL, LD, LF, LWF, RLD, CTI, CTR,CNX#CNR, LEV, S_ RUN6980
A-19
_-_LE:GKBEIT DECK A PRINCETON U_IVERSITY TIRE-SHARING SYSTEL
7 ,ST, DI,D2, D3",D4, SSX,SSB,'-S, NSP, NMB,N_C, NMP,_PB,NRAN,VELR
8 ,I WS, TA NGN, XLI _,COEFF, IC_, IS, YCB, TB, ALPH L, SIGMA, NTS, NTS? RUN7000
9 ,UTL, UTT, VTS, HTS, HTS !, ANT, EEL, ANTS, R E_S, FTH, THETA, DTH, T._PA RUN7010
-- A oDBA,NB,NBF,._BT,T._P,XV,IVA,TV, TVA,ZV,ZVA,T,DB, FNB, IC,YC, ZCRUN7020
B ,NUNCEL, PAU,PAV, PAR, PA X, PAT, PAZ, FV, NTCV, NTCF,LPF,LCOL, L_ RUN7030
Cw ETA,PHI,CHI,CN, C_,CNG ,CZ3 ,CN 8, TRP, TRPA, THETAZ, N WEDG Z, _SP, AN GL Z, TF
D, UTLI, UTTI, VTS_, VE, R._B, LK_, NBS # LB, NB_, NBN
REWIlqD 9 RUN70U 0
WRITE (6, 50) RUN7050
355 CONTINUE
IF(TI._Z.LE.TST) GO TO 350
DT=AI._ E- TI RUN5770
CALL PRIRTI (DT,COSANGoSINAN_,R_A, RNU,DRF,FCF,HTPeFL, HTI,HTR,CTI,
1CTR, C_I, CN R)
CALL PRINT2(AKN,XSTART,DT,RNU,R_'-.,DPF, FCF, HTF, UTLI,UTTT, VTSI,HTSI,
IDELANG,N_EDGE, IS, X CB, YCB, HTS, NTS, NTSF, UTL, UTT, VTS, LI_IT(3) ,
2LIMIT (I} ,RSP)
ZF(RS. NE.0) CALL PRINT3( .'.SP,LJ, NS,NWEDG,LI._IT(3),LIZIT(1),
ILI_T (8) ,LI-WIT (9) , R.".A,X S, I_S, _ $, TANGN, UTSF, ._T=7, NTCV, FV)
CELL PRINT4(MSP,CHI, RNU, NSP,TRPA,NU_CEL,F])N,WTMeDBA,NBS,T._PA,XVA,
ITVA, ZVA, I, NBT, IC,TC, ZC,LEV,LKW)
GO TO 353 RUN6860
350 CONTINUE
CALL PRT._T_ _MSP,CHI,ENU,NSP,T.".P, NU_CEL,FDNe_TL,DB, NB,T_P,XV, YV,ZV,
I0, NB_, IC, TC, ZC, L_V, LK_')
353 IF [DEBUG[2)) WRITE (6, I)





WR=TE(6,5) (((I,J,L, (ENT(I,J,K,L) ,K=I,6),L=I,NWEDG) ,J=I,._SP) ,I=I,2)
_RITE (6,6) ( (J,L,ENTS (J,L), ?TH (J,L) ,L=I, NWEDG) ,J= I, _.SP)
WRITE (6,2) R_N7 _20
WRITE [6,3) IC RUN7130
CALL PKI_'TA(THZTAZ,_WEDGE,TITLE,_A_E, XCB,.YCB,TB,ALPHA, SIG_A,LD,LF,__UN71_0
_ILI._, COE ??, LI _ IT, .".S P)
CALL PE=NTB(_NA,LSP,FNB,LEV,LWF,N_,RLD,XLI_,IC,TC,ZC,BB,NU_CEL,LK_
I, NSP)
• SAVE=. FALSE. RUN7180
GO TO 3_5 RUN7190
360 WRITE(6,38) [DBGI (I,LARGE) ,5=I ,3) RUN7200
IF (REDO) GO TO 36_














_S,S._NANG, COSANG,&KN, NBI, RS,IR, ND, TILE, DTR,TI, _TS, ITP, TST
,TLI _, RMA, R_U, DII_, ISTART,JN_, SNS ,_NB ,TR, BZC, CN7 , DR F, FCF
,FIqA,HTF,I_S,ITTPE,JTypE, ._J,N&V, NSAI,NS, NWEDG, PRT, SA_P
,BTE,CI,C2,C3,C7, C8, DA__, D?A, FL,DELA._G, FDN, RTI, RTR, JNT, KNN
• _ _, WT,_,C _, VR L, NC OL, L D, LF, iN F, RLD, CTI, CT R, CNI, CN R, LZ ¥, S_
,ST•DI,D2, D3, DU, SSA, SSB, _S,NSP, N_B,N_C, N_P,NPB, NRA_, VELR
....... _ ."-__ -....
A-20
[LE: GKBEXT DECK A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TI_L_-SEARING STSTER
8 ,IWS,TANGN,XLI_,COEFF, XCB,XS,TCB,TB, ALPHA,SIG._A, RTS, NTSF
9 ,UTL,UTT,VTS, HTS, HTSI, ENT, RE_, ENTS,RE_S, FTH, THETA, DTH, T_PA
A ,DBA,NB,RBF,NBT,TMP, XV, IVA, YV,TVAeZV,ZVA,T,DB, FNB, XCeTC,ZC
B ,NURCEL,PAU, PAV, PAW, PAX,PET, PAZ, FV, HTCV, NTCFeLPF, LCOL, LN
C,ETAePHI,CHI,CE,C_,CNG,CZG,CN8, TEP,THPA, TEETAZ,NREDGE, HSP, AWGLE, TF









FDN _N_)=FDN (EM) *INR/AN_
DO 366 KK=I,_SP
366 CN8 _KK, nR} =CN8 [KK, _) *. 9
DO 370 LT=I,NWEDG




ENT [FK, H._,FJ, LT) =EFT (FK, .q._,FJ, LT) *I F._/A N._
370 RE._ (NKeRR, NJ,LT) =0..0






WRITE[6,5) C((I,J,L, (E,T(I,J,K,L},K=I,6),L=I,NYEDG) ,J=I,MSP},I=I,2)
WRITE (6, 6) ( (J,L, ENTS (J,L) ,FTH (J,1) ,L=I, NWEDG} ,J=I,,",SP)
WRITE (6,2)







REAL*8 PARAM [10)/' RWEDGE' , ' NREG' ,' FDe, I NPXt, '









32 FORMAT (OX, 'EFT,RE_,E_TS, _E_S, FTE, THETA, DTH'} DIAG090
_2 FOR_AT[///SX,,3H AHEAT DIMENSIONS. ARE ABOUT TO BE VIOL&TED./} DIAGI00
_ FOR_AT(5X,18H RAXI_UR V_LUE IS 15,20H, _HEREAS TOU INPUT I5, SH [,DIAG110
IASeIH)) DIAG120
56 FOR_AT{/5X,78H IF TOU DESIRE TO USE THIS VALUE, THE FOLLOg_NG ARRAD_AG130
ITS _UST BE RE-DImENSIONED°/) DIAGI,0
62 FOR_AT(OZ,'HTS,HTSI,FTS,NTSP,UT_,UTT,VTS'} DXAG150
6_ FORRAT{OX,'ILIR,COEFF'//!!X,'HOTE THAT THE XL!R _REAT RUST B_ DI_EDIAG160
A_21
.P_LE: GKBEIT DECK A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHARING SYSTEM
66
68
70 FORMAT(9X, tLPF,PAU,PAV,PAW,PAXePAY,PAZ,LCOL m)
72 FOR_AT(SI,3H LM)
7H FOREAT(//SX, 76H IF YOU CHARGE THE ARRAY DIMENSIONS,
IE tLi_IT' DATA STATZME_To)




IHSIONED TO 3 MORE THAN THE COEFF ARRAY. e) DIAG170
FORMAT (gx,' ECB,XS, TCB, TB, _LP_A,SIGMAI) DIAG 180
















3 WRITE (6, 66)
WRITE(6,62)
GO TO 11
Q WRIT_ (6, 68)
GO TO 11
5 _F.ITE {6, 70)
GO TO 11






9 W_ITE (6, 80)
GO TO 11
10 _RITE (6,75)



























DIMENSIO_ ALPHa(3, I),SIGEA(3,1),LD[I),L_(1),XLIZ{I),COEFF(=, I)
















FILE: G KBEIT DECK A PRINCETON UNIVERSZT! TIlLS-SHARING SYSTEM











I FORMAT{161,qO['-'),T7q,'I'//HX,'3-DO,I2,'IFLUID PROGRAM - ')
2 FORHAT{'+',31X,A_) PRA0190
3 FORMAT{t+',35X, tA RESTART OF A PREVIOUS RUNI,T74,'I'/121,2PRA0200
IA_, t " ',6A_, I - I,I2,1 RZGIOHSteT74, tIteI6(/T7_,tIt)) PRA0210
FORMAT {TI, 'FRONT OF BODY =',E12._, I ISTART MAI HEIGHT =e,E12._,'
IRMB t,T7_,II'/TX,'I-LIMIT',T37,'BODY COEFFICIENTS 1,TTq,'I1)
6 FORMAT {5FI_. 6, 3X, 'I') • PRA02_0
10 FORMAT(IX,72{'-')} PRA0250
12 FORMAT{//I_I,°PARAMETERS OF SEGMENTS FOE BODY COLLISiONSI,T96,1II/
18X, tX-COORDo TEMP° ALPHAI ALPHA2 ALPHA3 SIGMAI SIGMA2
2 SIGMA3 AREAS°,T96,mI'}
1_ FORMAT{_X, E12oq,TFH._,EI2.4,T96,'I'}
16 FORMAT{23X,'IEIGHTING FACT_RSI/IW,1016,T96,eI. )
17 FORMAT|///25I,'ARRAY STORAGE USEDI/5I,I6, ' ei,1016,T96,'IO)
18 FORMAT[IR1/17X,'LENGTH OF CELL IN MEAN-FREE-PATHS = ',F12°4, e BW I
A,T76,1I I
1/17X,IHEIGHT OF CELL I_ MEAN-FREE-PATES = I,F12.4,1 BN|,T76,|I|
2/16X,|NUMBER OF LI'CELLS ALONG FLOW AXIS =t,I13,1 NRI,T76,|I |
3/17Iw|_UMBER OF LI CELLS _N RADIAL DIRo =I,I13#I NE_,T76,'I '
_/21X,INUMBER OF LEVELS OF CELL SIZE =I,I13,' NLI,T76, oII)
20 FORMAT{I1X,tNUMBER OF LI CELLS IN FRONT OF L2 CELLS =_,_13. _ NFA _
IeT76,_I'/15I,'NUMBER OF AXIAL SUBDIVIDED LI CELLS =_,I13, _ NCA_,T
276,|I'/I_I,_NUMBEE OF RADIAL SUBDIVIDED LI CELLS =_,113, _ N_A_,T7
36,1I_/16X,_NUMBER OF L2 CELLS ALONG FLOW AXIS =_,I13,! M_',T76,_I
_/17X,'NU_BER OF L2 CELLS _N RADIAL DIN. =',113,' MH|,T76,'I |)
22 FORMIT{11X,'N_MBEB OF L2 CELLS I_ FEONT OF L3 CELLS =_,I13, I RYE _
I,T76,wIU/15I,°NUMBER OF AXIAL SUBDIVIDED L2 CELLS =_,I13, ° NCB',T
276,_I_/IqX,_NUMBER OF RADIAL SUBDIVIDED L2 CELLS =',II], I NHB|,T7
36_I_/I_X,'NU_SE_ OF L3 CELLS ALONG FLOV A_S =',I13,' L_,T76,'I
_|/17Z,|NUMBER OF L3 CELLS IN RADIAL DIN. =',I13,' LH_,T76,|I_)
23 FORMAT(SX,'NUM£ER OF AZIMUTHAL _EDGES IN LOWER _,I3, _ DEGREES =',IP_0_70
113, _ N_EDGEI I'/SX,'NUMBER OF AZIZUTHAL WEDGES IN UPPER '#13,' DE
2GRZE$ =_,I13,' NBEDGE2 I_/)
2_ FORMAT{16X,'BASIC TISE INTERVAL FOR COLLISIONS =|,E13o_, ° DTM
I I|/8X_|TIME INTERVAL FOR SAMPLING FLOW FIELD INFO =_,E13._11 DTS
2 I°/2_I,|TIME INTERVAL FOE PRINTING =_,E13°q, ° DTP Ie/9X,
3_TIME TO STEADY-STATE CONDITIONS (ASSUMED) =',E13.q, I TST I'/
_19I,_TIME AT _HICH RUN IS TERMINATED =',E13°_, | TLIM I'/)
26 FOEMAT(HX,'INITIAL NUMBER O_ MOLECULES - EITHER TYPE =',I13, _ INM
I I_/9I,'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MOLECULES - EITHER T TPE =_,I13, i MR
2M I_/II,'MAI NUMBER OF MOLECULES IN ANY CELL'- EITHER TYPE =_,PRA0570
3Z13, ° MNB I'|
27 FORMAT(//22I,'VELOCITT OF FREE STEEAM FLOE =|,E13°_,| U_,T76,_I_/I
19X,|SPEED RATIO OF FREE STREAM FLOR =_,E13._, _ SI,T76,'I|/19X,|MAC
lR NUMBER OF FREE STREAM FLO_ =',E13. q,' M_,T76,|I°/19X,"SPECIFIC H
BEAT RATIO (CALCULATED)=',E13°_,' GAMMA',T76,'I|/ 35X,|ANG









_E: GKBEXT DECK A PRZECETOE U_IVERSITT TIRE-SHARING STSTEH
3REA_ FLOV =',E13._,' N',T76,'Z'/19X,'TE_PERATURE OF FREE STREAH FL
bOW =',le13. b,e TF',T76,'I'/16X,'ROLE FRACTIOES OF FREE STREA_ FLOW
5"',3E13.4,' R,_U Z'/IGX,'ROLZCULAR _EZGHTS OF SPECIES ABOVE =',3F13
"" 6.b,' RMA I')
28 FORRATC//10X,tREFEREWCE TEMPERATURE FOR ROLZCULAR DATA =t,F12. q, q
ITRF I,Tg0,iI'/14X,'CROSS-SECTION',26I,'TERP EXPONENT',Tg0,'i'/3 {3X,
23E12°qe3X, 3FI2.6,T90,'I'/)/ 5X,'CEI/2-11,11Ze'ROTATIONAL PARARETER
3 PHI',T90,'I'/3CFI2._,51,3FI2.6,Tg0,'I'/))
29 FOR._AT{gZ,'DATA SAVED ON TAPE 9') PRAD670
:30 FON_AT{//31X,'EEF BOLECULAR SPEED =',E13.a,' VELR',T76,'I'/20X,'SP
IECZZS FREE STREA_ _OLECULAR SPZEDS',T76,'I'/I_I, 3EI6.6,T76,'I'/261
2,'REFERENCE SEAN FREE PATH =',E13._,' XRZF'_T76,'I'/26X,'SPEC/HS w_
3ZAN FREE PATHS',T76,'I'/I_X,3EI6.6,T76,'I'/IIX,'LONGZTUDIUAL K_UDS
bEN NU._BER (CALCULATZD)=',E13°_,' AKN',T76,'I'/13X,'TRANSYERSE KNUD





XARRAT=708÷LI_IT{3}*(32+56*LIMST{I)) +20"LI._ZT[2) +LISZT (_)= {120+_*LPRA0710
IIWIT {6) ) +56=LI_IT (5) +LI_IT [8) * (63÷96*LI_IT (9)) ÷20*LI _i_ (7) +22_*LI._PRA0720
2_T {I) PRA0730
_RITE {6, I} RSP
IF{NE_} _RITE(6,2} NOT PRA0750
_RITE (6, 3} NA_E, TITLE, NREG PRA0760
_RITE(6,_)ZSTART,_B P_-A0770
DO 100 I=I,N_EG PRA0780
100 _RITE {6,6) IL_ TM-(I+2) , (CCEFF {J,I) ,J=1,_) PEA0790
_R!TE (6, 10) PRA080O
_RITE (6, 12) PRA0810
DO 110 I=I,ND PRAOE20
110 _EITE(6,1_) XCH(I) ,TB(_), (ALPS_(J,Z) ,_=I,3}, {SZ_RA[J,I),J=I,3} ,YCB
1 {z)
_ITE (6, 10)
_TE(6, I£) (LD (N),LF(N),N=I,5)
NRITE{6,17)ZA._RAY, (LI._IT(I) ,I=I, 10)
_RITE(6,18)B_,B_,._,NH,SL
IF(N_..GT.1) _P.ZTZ{6,20)NFA,NCA,NHA,R_,._R
IF(NL. GT.2) WRITE (6,22) NFB,NCB,NHB,L_,LH
IETA Z= T_ET _.Z
JETAZ= 180- IETAZ







120 CI_T=CNT+CHZ {J} =F..'q'O{O)
6A_aA= {7. + 2. =CBT} / (5. + 2. =C_T}
R=S=SQRT (2./GAR_A)
NRZTZ (6, 2_ )DTR, DTS, DTP, AST, ALIB
RRZTE (6,26) JN_, _N_, RNB
_RZTE (6,27)U,S,AR,GA_A, ANGLE, DENF,TF, [HNU (I),I=I,3), (R_A [Z) ,I=I,3
_)






















zsP (I) =o. o
DO 220 J=I,_SP
VELS (J) =VELR/SORT (WT_ (J))
IT=O. 0
DO 215 M=I,MSP
_T=XT÷REU (R) *DkS (J,_q) *SORT (1o ÷WT_ (J)/itTB [M) )
XSP (J) =I. _ 142 I,*IRE._/XT
AKT= I./R_ B
WRITEr6,30) VELR, (VELS[I)d,I =I,3),XREF, {XSP{I),I=I,3},AKN,AKT












COMMON /THIRD/PI,NRE_,S, SINANG,COSANG#AKN PRB0060
COMMON /FO RTH/NBI PRB0070
1 FORRAT(IH1) PRB3080
2 FCRMAT[2I,'---- CELL GEOSETRY ........... PRBO090
1 '/2X, 'BOI LEVEL POSTTIO._ OF CENTER VOLU_E _PRB0100
2EIGHTING POPULATIO._'/2X, 'SUE. °, 12I, ' X= ,7X,' Y THETA ', 12I, tFACTOPRB0 110
3R 1,15X,' CELLI' )
3 FOR._AT{IX, I_,I5,3X,2F8.3,F7. I,EI2.3,2X,I2,"X,315,3XII_)
FORZAT{2X,' ............ TOTALS ............ ',EI2.4,8X,315)
WRITE (6, I) PRB0150
WRIT_ {6, 2)
DO 200 I=I,RBX PRB0170
I? (NUqCEL {I) o_O.0) GO TO 200
X= (XC {I) -XLIM (2)) _AKN
Y=YC (I) _AKN
LEVEL= 1
IF(NL. LT.2) GO TO 120
_F(IoLToLEV{I)} GO TO 120
LEVEL=2
IF {NL.LT. 3) GO TO 120








IF (BSP.GE. 3) M3=NB[3,J)
















_LE: GKBEZT DECK A PRINCETON UNIVERSITT TIRE-SHARING STSTZB
NM3=0
IF(MSP.GE. 3) _R3=_M(3)
WRITE (6,4) FNA,_M{I),NM2, RM3
RETURN
ZRD










FOREAT[/30H TOO _ANT ITERATIONS. TEST _S E15.7,1_H, INTEGRAL IS EISIBp110









N= _ SIMP 160
NI=3 SIBP170
G=.5*[B-K)+A SISP180





N I=_ I÷K SIRP230
K=NI+ 1 SIMP2U0




DO 240 I=I,NI,2 SI_P290
G= (I= (B-A))/K+A SI_P300
SU_O=SU-"O+FUN (G, PIRCOT, L, COET?) SIMP3 I0
I_TGRL = (SU_ I+_. =SUMO+2. =SU._E) / (3. =E) SI_P320
TZST=_BS [2.-_. *PRE_/(I NTG_L+ P_E_} ) SIMP330
PREV= I _TGRL SISP 3_ 0






THE PURPOSE OF TSIS FUNCTION IS TO EVALUATE THE INTEGRAND USED INFNCN0_0




C=COEFF {3, L) FNC_090
D=COEFF (_, L) FNCN 100
&A.,,4, = [A-B) * [A_X+C} =I+C*C-_**B*D FNC]_110
A-26






DIMENSIOM _????[q, I) eDBG2 _2,3)









THE PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO COMPUTE THE R-COORDINATE OF HGHT050
THE BODY CURVE AT ANY GIVEN I-COORDIRATE, IN THE I-B PLANE. HGHT060
........... HGHT070
2 FORMAT|//' MESSAGE ',I2,E17.8,3X,2A_} HGHT080
ARG=-( (COEFF CI, L)tX÷COEFP (3,L)) *I+COZFF (",L))/COEFF (2, Z| HGBT090
IF(ARGoGE. O°) GO TO 100 HGHTIO0










IF (ERG.GT.-IO.) E=ARG*ERRF(ERG} •

























THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO CELL060
THE VOLU_E OF EACH CELL CALL 3 POSSIBLE LEVELS) CELL070
AND STORE TRE RESULT IN THE ABREY CELLED 'FNB'° CELL080
COMPUTE THE X, R, END THETE COORDINATES OF THE CEETER OF CELL090
EECH CELL (ELL 3 POSSIBLE LEVELS} AND STORE TBE RESULTS INCELLIO0
ARRAYS CELLED 'IC e, °TC°, AND °ZC°. CELL110
CELL120
CELL130
INDEX=I+ J . CELLI_O
ZO=O. CELL150













GKBEXT DECK A PEINCETON UNIVEESITY TIRE-SHARING SYSTEE








TC (INDEX) = T CELL310
ZC [INDEI) =Z CELL320











THIS SUBROUTINE SETS THE S=ZES TO ZERO OF THOSE CELLS _HICH ARE ZERO050







DO 110 R=I,_UP ZERO120





SUBROUTINE SBTRCT[NGO, NTESP,_STOP, BWIDT_,BHITE, DELA_G, XC,YC,FNB,XLSBCT010
I!S,COEFF) SBCT020




THIS SUBROUTINE SUBTRACTS FROS EACH CELL SIZE ('FNB' AREAT) THAT SBCT070




DO 150 N=NGO,_STOP SBCT120
IF(FNB_N).LZ.0.) GO TO 150 SBCT130
DFNB=.005*FNB (N) SBCT I_0
SLIC Z=°0 I*BWIDTH SHCT 150
IF{_.GT._TE_P) FACTO_=PI_DZLANG (2) /180. SBCT160
I=IC {N} -.5 • (B_IDT_ +SLICE) SBCT 170
TBOT=TC (_) -. 5*BHIT Z SBCT 180
TTOP=TBOT +BHIT z SBCT 190
DO 130 S=I,100 SBCT200
X=I+SLICZ SBCT210
EF(IoLZ.ILIR{2)) GO TO 130 SBCT220
• A-28
_LE: GKBZXT DECK & PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHARING SYSTEH
DO 120 L=I,NRZG
IP{X.LT. XLI_(L+2)) GO TO 125
120 CONTINUE
GO TO 130
125 CALL HEZGH_(Z, TBODY, L,COEFF, I}
IF{YBODT.LE. YBOT) GO TO 130
YTEH P= TT OP
IF(TBODT.LT. YTOP} YTEFP=YBODT























SUBROUTINE IBPACT |RE, G 1, GI, G3 # ET, EI, PHI# CEI, ETA, XE,C IN}
CORRON/THIRD/PI
IF[PEI°EQ.0.} GO TO 20
IP(CH$oEQ. 0°) GO TO 20
DF=PEI*CHZ-I.
US=PHI* (2°-. 5*ETA) -I.
E=ET+EI
X,=R_ _V |0)
IF(X.EQ.0.0) GO TO 10
XT=X**DF* { 1.-l) **DS
IF(XT.GT.X_) GO TO 15
CIS=CIM+ XT •
IF(CIM.LT. IS) GO TO I0
CIM=CI_- XS
ET= C1.-PHI) *ET+ (I.-I) *PHI*E
EI=(I.-PHI)*EI+Z*PHI*E
G P=S QRT (ET/RM}









IB, DB, NB, NBF, LPF,PAD, PAY, PAW, PAX, PAY, PAZ, XLIS,COEFF,LS, I2, I3, LARGE, GASO020










CO_._ON /FIBST/NL, NW,NH,S_,-qH,LW,LB,NXA,NXB G_SO110
CO,NON /SECND/BN,BH, BNB, BHBeBRCeBHC, XLB, XLC GAS0120
We"
A-29
OF pOOR q UAL_iJ_
Z MIUI_ tr| . i PBZ|CETOR UKITZRSITT TIME-S._EBZBG SISTER
_. _W_.4 _1|I _/t t. I t t(:. _. _ : Ilk Z-:.Cn_lkl_ GLSO 130
_, e i_e_:l /l_lr_.ll/W:l.le.ll.;_*P.:_.,iPq. LL GES011_O
__ .................... - ....................... =Lsolso
_ mP_ *t .'it: :.--,,e_e-.'_,:,l! =5 *.") GAS0170
_. t. ttl_-11_t ?tl :t:'.:t: tt_,,f|',l' P riCE qOLZC'JL|. GLS0180
_ 9_l 09 5, :Tt tltlt: I_T "it*** *:blV'. LID *PLY*. G&S0190
_ I'I# ¢'* t_*''._ lsllt* tit *'Jl*. *_ST** iS:) *PI_,*. G&S0210
• _to t_-* old I * I; r r-;l*t;v_ r, JI,C,0230
_e fOtt_ t I),_: ||e_slt "t& dillS9 let *.f 1 t3
• ...................... : ....... .i:.; 120.41;_m---- • ..... : .......................
_._1_ _ _ _ I i ii)l It ; _t ! I t.t tb, t:o4 IP O t'flll ;ti "O .I:* '.',,11I, :.i:_-It}
_..;_. lel)_t_ t l , _ t: 5 : I** "" ,i'_ : I;_
.;.:_.-_ t tl_t*_l ;* i,._,I'1 ** *t e_ l l., t-.lt,l .I **:" "t. :. I**. *1 .ll;ll_
" "_r." i II_*i41 * | * _I ; i , . * i P "11 * O $ _ | t I t I . : I. II Ill_* *: II:; |Ie _
.-- _ "il. IP_i'_ i'. : I
. o
t*, I 8: : _'" :
"" lll_ .e_* It. tl t e I' ** "*t -I " : _$:
tt-lel • I : • • "l
..; C | (i?_ _-_ I ipi o I_oti i _ ;ll , eli i: ;t;I
lIP{" t |97) .&_* 1.1 .i "" l; II ;l:.l_|
- C|[t_I_ _ll*l" l- .1" ill
- i*_***i*ell&l; | :| .1: "l:t
i*$;IT {q**itl! .it, t¢I
- " _'*_* IPIlll I:_ i'JI ;l : t • * I)
_/l/tT| (Q:| ; 6 : , t t t
IkJL_ {P:*l|*lOJ *;e' .;IE. .l'ltt|
"lPli ( IT. II) - _e I)e{"_'_ iCl o'er:tit; -1 ": %II
PAl {RT,I|.Ielltll I (:l .l: :: _ t
II (_T,I)-_,3
Zl_ (CP,| (W;),_.I_,-|,| C_ e. 1 113
125 r-9. *_Ar:[O)
IP(Z.[._.O.:) CO Tr) t:%
: ZT'IooCH! (qT) *EIP(-I')
'_ CI¢ (XT) -el; C_T) * ZT
I?(C_G(._T),LT, E.qG(_T)! :0 TO IZ$
C|G (_T) =CxC (._T)-C_C LeT)
126 ZR (RT, ]!} "Z
1.10 Z:ZR*R_._D {0) _.i_ 3", _ 3
LA:O G&:;3%aO
150 LA=LE_ I GA$'_550
IF(E, GT, ELD{LA)) GO TO 150 G130560
_:L_F {I._) G&S05?O







IF(C9.ZT. RWFR) GO TO 140 GAS0590
cg=C9-RWFM GAS0600
IF(X.LE. XLIB(2)) GO TO 159 GAS0610
DO 152 L=I,NREG GAS0620
IF{X.LT. XLIM(L+2)) GO TO 15_ G_S0630
CONTINUE GAS06_0
GO TO 159 GAS0650
CALL HEIGHT{I,THODT, L,COHFF, 2) GAS0660
IF(E.LToTBODT} GO TO 130 GAS0670
PAX (STsH) =I GAS0680
D=PI*R&ND (0} GAS0690
PAY (HT,_) =I_*COS (D) GAS0700
PAZ _MTe N) =R'SIR (D) GAS0710
TANG=180.* (I.-D/PI) GAS0720
IWDGE=TA NG/DELA HG (I) GAS0730
IF({IWDGE. GEoNWEDGE{I})-AND° (DELAMG{2).NE°0.)) IWDGE=(_ANG-THETAZ)
1/DELANG (2} +NWEDGE [I)
IF{IWDGEoGE._WEDG} IWDGZ=-RWHDG-I G_S0750
L=X/BW÷ I. GAS0760
IF{L. GT. NW) L=_W GAS0770
H=R/BH GAS0780
IF{_.G_.HH) R=NE-I G_S0790
K = (IWDGE*NH+_) *NW+I G_S0800
IF[K.LZ. NXA} GO TO 160 GAS0810
WRITE {6, 2) L, S, K, "_T,N, DELARG, RWEDGE, NWEDG, D, TANG,IWDGE, NH, NW GAS0820
IF{DU._P) CALL ABEND{11} GAS0830
STOP GASO8_O
_F(NL. EQ.I) GO TO 162 GAS0850
IF(IWDGE.GE. NWEDGE(1)) GO TO 162
IF (FNB(K)oGT°0.) GO TO 162 GASO870
L= (X-XLB)/BWB+I. GAS0880
IF (L. GT. SW) ],=_W GAS0890
S=R/BHB GAS0900
IF {._.GE. RH) _= M,=,- 1 GAS0910
K={IWDGE*SH+S}*SW+L+NXA GAS0920
IF(K.LZ. NIA+_Z_) GO TO 161 GAS0930
WRITE {6,2) L, S, K, _T, ._,DELA._G, NWEDGE, NWEDG, D, TAN G# IWDGE, R_, _W, NIA GAS09_0
IF|DUSP) C_LL ABEND(12) GAS0950
STOP GAS0960
IF{NL. EQ.2} GO TO 162 GAS0970
I_= (I-ILC}/BWC+ I. GAS0990
IF|FNB{K}-GT.0.) GO TO 162 GAS0980
IF(L. GT. LW} L=L_ GASIOOO
S=R/B BC GKSI 010
IF{EoGE.LR) B=LR-1 GJLSI020
K= (IVDGE*LH+H} *LW+L+RZA+NIB GAS1030
XF(K°LE. RBX) GO TO 16_ G_SI0q0
WRITE (6,2} L, H, K, ST, _,DELANG,NWEDGE,NWEDG,D,TAPG, IWDGE, LH,L_, NXA, _XGAS1050
1B GAS1060
IF(DUmP} C&LL A_END{13} G_S1070
STOP GAS I080
162 IF(FND{K).GT°0°) GO TO 16_ G_sIDg0
WRITE (6,3) L, B, K, HT, _,FNB {K) G_S1100
IF(DUNP) CALL ASERD(lq) GAS1110
I
A-31 ii




165 J=NB (.qT,Q) ÷I
KW=LWF {Ll)
LPF (ST,N) =KW
LCOL (_T, N) =0
LLC=LLC+KW










IF(N. EQ. 0) GO TO 170
L=NBF (._T,_)
DB t-"T,_J =_'D."A (.".T)/_'_B(Q)













0 = NUBCEL {K) GLS1130
IF(Q. gT. 0] GO TO 165 GKS11_0


























THE PURPOSE OF THIS
SUBROUTINE FLOW(NWEDG,SN_,LARGE, BTA,CI,C7, C8,DI, D2,D3, D_,DTH,NS,SNFLO0010
I,ST, TEZTA,L_F,RLD,FTR, ENTS,RZZS,SS_,SSB,PKU,PAV,PAW, PAX,PKY, PAZ,LPFLO0020
2F,E_T,_ES,LCOL,IP,E_,CHI,C_G,CSG,I)
INTEGER*2 LPF,LCOL FLOOOq0
DISENSION BTA (1),Dq (I) ,D2(1),D3(1),D"{q),DTH(_),_S(1),SR{I),ST(1) FLO0050
D_ENSIOU CI(IJ,C7(1),CS(1),L_F(1),_LD(1),THETA(1),SS_(2,1) FLO0060
DI_ENSIO_ SSB(2, I) ,PAU(!,I},P_V(I,I),PA_ (I,I) ,PAX(I,•) ,PAT(I,•)
DZSENSIO_ PAZ[I,I),LPF(I,I),E_T(2,3,6,1),RE_(2,3,6,1},LCOL(I,I)










ADD • NZg BATCH OF SOLZCULESFLO0130
ILE: GKBEXT DECK • PRINCETON UKIVERSXTT TIME-SHARING STSTEM
130







SSM=&SAI I (0. eARG)
TEMPC=0.
DO 170 Ll=I,6





AM=ENT {HT, MT, LA,K) +REM (NT, MTeLA_K)
B=AM
AMM=M
REM (NTeMT• LI,K) =IM-AMM
IF{M°E0.0) GO TO 170
DT =AT/ASS
DO 160 N=I,M
IF[NS{MT) .GE. MNM} GO TO 380 •
NM (ST) =NM (MT) + 1
NMX=NM (_T)
R = SQRT(C ÷ DT=(N÷P.&ND(0) -1.))
D=(THETA {K)+RAND{0)=DTH{K})*P!/180.
PAY (ST,NMX) =RsCOS (D)
PAR (._ToN_X) =R'SI N (D)
LPF (ST, NMX) =LWF (LA)




CI (ST) =C1 (ST) +2. *V*EXP {SSB (NT, MT) +2.*ARG*V-V*V}/SSA (._T,MT)
IF{CI[MT}.LT.I.) GO TO 130
cl (ST) =Cl (_T)- 1.
PAU [ST,_X)=E*V/BTA (ST)
lt40 V=8. *RA,ND (0)-Q.
c7 (_T)=C7 [_"T)+r:_ (-v-Y)
IF(CT[MT).LT.I.) GO TO 1,0
C7 (ST) =C7 {ST)-•.
PAV{MT, NMX)=(V+ST(MT))/BTA (MT)
150 V=8.*RA_D (0)-_.
C8 (MT) =C8 (ST) +EXP (-V.V)
IF(CS(MT).LT.I°) GO TO 150
C8 (ST) =C8 (ST)- I.
PAW (ST,a_X) :V/aTe. (ST)
ER{MT,NMX)=0.0
TF(CHI{MT) .LE.-I.) GO TO 160
125 X=9. *RAND (0)
IF(X.LE. 0. O) GO TO 125
XT=X**CHI (ST) *EXP (-X)
IF(XT.GE.CHG[MT)) GO TO 126
ClOG (ST) =C_G (ST) +XT































































AR=ENTS {HT,K) +RE._S (RT,K)
= AH
AMM=B
RERS {RT, K) =AR-IRR
IF{_oZQ°0) GO TO 370
DI=XR/A_
DO 3_5 N=I,M
IF{NR{ZT) oGE._N_) GO TO 380
NM (_T)--N_ (_T) +I
N_I= _._(MT)
Phi (ZT, ._._X)= (._-I. +RAND (0)) *DX








DI (RT} =DI (ST) + (C+D)/FT_ {_T,K)




VI_=° 5*S._÷ S_I_T (. 25"S_*S'.,+. 5)
V!_=_,_;.X I {0., S_-_,.)
¥=V_÷RARD (0) * (S,'.+_,.-¥."I)
02 (_T] =D2 (,_T)+V-KIP (v_J-_* (VN_-2.*S_)-V" (V-2.-S_})/VN_
IF (D2[,_T)oLT. I.) GO TO 3_0
D2 {RT) =D2 {_T) - I.
YN=T
V--B. *EI.N D (0) -_,.
D3 (RT) =D3 ('-T)÷KIP {-T.T)
!7 (D3{_T).LT.I.) GO TO 350
03 (._T}=03 (._T)- I.
YT I=S_ {_T) ÷V
V=B.*R_ND {0)-_o
D" (_T) =D_ (._T)+_,I_ (-T'V)
IF(DGC_T).LTol. } GO TO 360
YT2=ST (_T) *B+¥
PAU {_T, NBZ) =VT I/ETA (_T)
PAY (_T, N._Z) = (VNeA+ _T2*B)/ETA (RT)
























































'ILE: GKBEXT DECK A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHARING STSTE_
IF(CHI(_T).LE.-I.} GO TO 365
225 X=9° *RAND {O}
IT(I°EQ. 0.0) GO TO 225
XT=X_CHI (MT) =ZIP {-X}
IF(XT°GE.CaG{MT)) GO TO 226
CNG (aT} =CNG (_T) +IT
IF{CNG{BT) °LT°CaG{ET|) GO TO 225
CNG {._T}=CNG (_T}-CBG (RT)













SUBROUTINE COLIDE(CN,CR,WTZ,DB,DBA,NB, NCOL, LCOL, PAUePAV#PAW, ER,T,
IL_, _T, 12,I3, NU_CEL, ETA, PHI, CHI# CNS, NP, LPF, LK@, NBF, NBH}
INTEGER TIME COL0030
INTEGER.2 La{NP, I) , LCOL {NP, I},LPF {NP, I} ,LKW { 1)
INTEGER=2 NBa, NB,NBF,NUNCEL
DIBENSION CN(3,3,1),CR{3,3,1),_T_{I),DB[NP,I},DBA[NP,I},NB{NP, I}
DIRENSION NCOL(3,1),T{NP,NP,I),NUMCEL{1),ETA (3,1) ,PHI (3,1) ,CHI (1)
DIMENSION PAU (NP, I),PA¥ (NP,I},PA_{NP, I) ,ER (NP, I) ,CNB(3,1}, WA{2)
DIZENSiON NBF[NP, I),NBR (NP,I) • •
COMMON /FORTH/NBX COLOOBO
COMMON /FI FTH/ND, TIMZ,DTM COLO090
I FORMAT(' TI_.E = ',F9._,' COLL. TI_ES = ',2Fg.q,' NUMBERS = ',215/)
2 FORHAT(' COLIDE REACHED LINE 160 IN BOX NUMBER =', I5,' AT CPU TIa
IE =',F9.4/' VR= ',E12. q,' REL VEL G = ',3E12._,' EI = ',E12._)
3 FORMAT{' COLIDE REACHED LINE 165 IN BOX NUMBER =', I5,' AT CPU TI._
IE =',P9.4/' YP= ',E12.4,' REL YEi G = ',3E12._,' EI = ',E12.4)
COLO 100
THE PURPOSE OF TWIS SUBROUTINE IS TO ADVANCE THE ELAPSED T_MES INCOL0110
CELLS BY AN AMOUNT APPROXIMATEL! EQUAL TO THE PRE-SELECTED COLLISCOL0120
TIRE. THERE ARE FOU_ TIaES FOR EACH CELL, SAVED IN AN ARRAY CALLECOL9130
iT', CORRESPONDING TD THE FOUR TYPES OF MOLECULAR COLLISIONS _HICCOL0!q0
CAN OCCUR. TO ADTANCE THE VAEIOUS TIMES, AN APPROPEIA_E NU_ER OFCOL0150
TBE CORRESPONDING MOLECULA_ COLLISIONS IS CONPUTED. TEE ACTUAL COL0160
ROLECULES TO COLLIDE ARE SELECTED AT RAMDOS, AND THEIR VELOCITY VCOL0170





D = YTB{aTA) ¢ WT_ (RTB)
WA (HTA) =ET._ ('_TA)/D
NA {MTB} =WTM {,_TB)/D
R4=WTM (.gTA) _&'Ta (._TB)/D
CBT=CHI {aTA} ÷CRI {_TB} +2.0









_LE: GKBEXT DECK • PRIRCETON UWIVERSZTT TZME-SHARI_G STSTEN
"100
LKW=LKV (N}
IF(T(_TA,STB,_}.LT. AZSE) GO TO 100
ZF(T(STB,ETI,N).GZ.AI._Z) GO TO 220
NA=NB (aT•, N) *NB (_TB, N)
I?(_TA.Y-Q._TB) NA =(NI-NB(._T_,_))/2-
IF(NA.LT. I) GO TO 220
KS=0
120 KC=0
CPUT=ELTZ E E t0)
KS=KS+ 1
ZPCKS. GT.RA) GO TO 220
130 KC=KC+ I
IF(KC. GT.NA) GO TO 220
135 I=RB (_TA,N)*RAND(0) +l+t_'B_ (._TA,_)
IF(Z.GT. NB_(ETA,N+I)} I=NBE (ETA, R+ I}
J=LZ (._TA, I)
CR=LPT (ETA ,J)/•KW
I?(CR.GT.0.99) GO TO 1=0
ZF(R_MD{O).GT. CR) GO TO 135
I_0 K=NB (MTS,N)=RAND(0) ÷I+NB._(ETB,N)
IF (K. GT.._BM (_TB, R+ I) ) K= NB _"(F.TB, R+I)
IF(._TA.EQ._TB.A_D.Z.EQ.K) GO TO I_0
L=L_(_TBaK)
CR=LPT (.'.TB,i)/A_w
iF(CR. GT.0.99) GO TO I_5
IF (_AND(0).GT.C_) GO TO 1_0
1_5 CO._TINUE
GRI=VX(ETA)*PAU(_TA,J) +WA (_TB) *P_U(_TB, L)
G._2=&'A (_TAJ *PAV (_TA,J} +WA (_TB) "PA¥ (._TB,L)





IF(GS. LT.I.0E-8) GO TO 130
ET=.R._=G S
EI=EB (ETa,J) ÷ER {_TB,L)
YR=GS _* (.5-ETT/2. )
ZF(VR. GE.CS(ZTA,_VTB,I] ) GO TO 160
CN(_T_,MTB,I)=CN(ETA,_TB, I)+VR




IF(._.EQ. 1196} WRZTE(6,2) _,CPUT, VR,GI,G2,G3,ZI




IF(._oZQ. 1196} VRITE(6,3) S,C_UT,VB,GI,G2,G3, ZI
ZF(PHT.EQ.0.) GO .TO 175
_, Xl=O. 0
IF(CHZ(ETA).EO.-1.) GO TO 175
X1=1.0
I__ (CSZ (_TS) .E0.- I. ) GO TO 175
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170 XI=RAND{0)
IF((CHI(MTI).EQ. 0.).AND. (CHI(BTB).EQ.0.}) GO TO 175
IT=X I_CHI CNTA) * Cl.-X1) m_CHI {MTB)
IF{XT. GT. CM{MTA,MTB, S)) GO TO 175
CN |MTAeMTB,3} =CN {MTA,MTB, 3} +IT
IF{CN(ETA,MTB, 3) .LT. CM(._TA,MTB,3}} GO TO 170




IF [C.EQ. 0.0) C=DB (MTA, N)
IF|D.EQ. 0. O} D=DB{MTB,N)
IF(T[._TE,MTB, N).GE°AIME) GO TO 180
PAU (_TA,J) =GM I+Wl (MTB) *G I
PAT (ETA, J) =G_2+_A CMTB) SG2
PEW{MT_,J)=GM3+WI{MTB)_G3
IF{PHT.GT. 0.) ER[MTA,J)=XI*EI
LCOL (P-TA,J) = I
NCOL {MTA,MTB) =NCOL [MTA,MTB) + I
T {MTA, MTB, N} =T (MTE, MTB, N) +CN8 (MTE, MTB) *LPF (ATE,J)/NBF (MTA, N) /D/VR
IF(MTA.EQ._TB) GO TO 190
180 I7{T{MTB,MTA,E).GE. AYME} GO TO 210
190 PAU (MTB, L) =GMI-_A (._TA) *GI
PAV (MTB, L) =G_2-_A (_.TA} *G2
PAW(MTB,L)=GM3-WA (.WTA)*G3
IF {PHT.GT. 0. ) ER {._TB,L} = {I--I I) *El
LCOL (_TB,L)=I
NCCL{MTB,MTA)=NCOL (MTB,_TA)+I
T (MTB, ETA, N) =T (MTB,ETA, N) +CN8 (MTB, MTE) eLPF (_TB,L)/NBF (MTB, N)/C/VR
210 CONTINUE
IF{R.EQ. 1196) _RITE(6, I) AIME,T(MTE,MTB, N),T(MTB,MTA,N),NBF(MTA,N)
I ,NBF CMTB, N)








SUBROUTINE MOVE{KS_CH,IKN, MJ,NS,NREDG, T_ETAZ,XSTART, I2,I3,1_,I5, DEMOT0010

















PEU(I,_),PET{Iel),PA_{I,I),CTICS, I) ,CTR {3,1)









""LE: GKBHXT DP-CK & PRINCZTO_ UNIVZR_TT TIN_'--$HIB'rMG STSTZm
DIBZ_SION PXI(I,1),PAICI, 1),PAZCI, 1),IWS(1),BS(1)
DIMZNSION _TCT(3,I_,2,I5,3),F?(3;I_,2,25,3)
DIMENSION ER(_,I),CNGC1),C_GC1),CHI(1)
COB50_ /THIRD/PI, NREG _OTO 170
COHBON /FORTH/NBZ,R_.,XR, DOMP BOT0180
COBBON /FITTH/_;D, TIMZ, DTB BOVO 190
COBMON /ST_TR/LA_,BU,NU,BT,N,J,II,_I,ZI'TUSZ MOT0200
NASELI ST/CHZCK/TI R E, I, T, Z, DI, DT, DZ, TLZFT ,RADS, R_S, IR
._-. _0¥0210
THZ PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO ADVARCZ THZ SP&TZAL pOS7TION._OV0220
OF ALL THE _OLZCgLES BY AN A_OUNT APPBOPRIATZ TO THZZR CUREZNT VZ_OV0230
















IF (KSWCH.EQ. I) TLEFT=TLZTTtRIRD(0) _OV0320
IP(_.GT._(_T)) GO TO 150 BOT0330
I_R= PA U {_T,N} ROT03_0
IT (LAR. EQ. 0. ) LA._=. 0000001 _OV0350
._U=PAV (IT, N) _OV0360
NU=PAg(_T,N) _0V0370
II=P_ I (_T, I) BOV03B0
TI=PAI (._T,N) _OI0390
ZI=PAZ (_T, N) ROV0"00
DI=TLEFT=LAR BOV0 _ I 0
DT=TLEFT._ U BOV0_20






IF (RADSoGToR._S) GO TO 900
_AD=SQ_ (_S)
KEI=ABS (LAZ)/LAd+. 5 _OVO_90
DO 60 L=I,_AREA BOV0500
IF (II-ILI_ (L)) 65,55,60 50V05 I0
_=L+KZI-2 BOV0520
GO TO 70 _OT0530
CO_TINUE BOT05_0
•_ITZ (6, 2) DT_, I!,LA_,._,KZT,_ARZ&,L,ILIN- {L) _OT0550




IF[(K. E0.0).OR. {K. ZO. NAREA+I)) GO TO 100 BOT0600.
TUBE= (ZLI_ (K)-Z_)/L_ B ROT0610
ZTE_P=-ZLI_ (K) HOT0620
IF{TUSZ. LZoTLZFT) GO TO 75 BOT0630
TUS_=TLZFT BOV06_O
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ZTEMP= XI +TUSESLAZ MOT0650
75 IF(|J. E0.0).OR. {J. E0.UREG+I)) GO TO 85 MOVO660
CALL INTEES{IKN, MJ,NS,NWEDG,S_TCH,THETAZ,ZSTART,I2,IS,I_,I5,DELANGMOT0670
1, NREDGE, BTA,C2,C3,DTA, FL,BTI, HTRaJNT,TB, XCB, CTI, CTR, CNZ,CNR, ALPHA, MOV0680
2SIGMA, COEFF, ETS, HTS$, NTS, RTSF# UTL, UTT, VTS, MS,IWS,NTCFe ETCV, FT, PAD, MOV0690
3PAV, PAN, LPF, LCOL, I P, EB, CHI, CNG,CMG, Z, UTLI, UTTI, VTSI}




90 PAI {MT,N) =El
PAY (MT,N) =TI
PAZ (MT,N) =IBS {ZI)
PA_ (MT,N) =AB5 {ZI)/ZI_PAN {MT, N)
TLEFT--TLEFT- TU SE
IF(TLEFT.GT. 0.} GO TO 15
GO TO 10
NZ=NM {MT)
PAX {MT,N) =PAZ (MT, NZ)
PAT (MTeN) =PAY {MTeNZ)
PAZ (MT,N) =PAZ (MT.,NZ)
PAU{MT,N)=PAU(MTeNZ)
PAY (MT,N) =PAV (MT, NZ)
PAN (MT,R) =PAN (MT,NZ)
ER (MT, N) =ER {MT, NZ) •
LPF CMT,N) =LPF (MT, NZ)



































SUBROUTINE ACCU._(I2,IS,FNB, NB, PAD, PAV, PAW,ER,TMP,TRP,XV, YV,ZV,L._,
IIP,I,LPF, N_F, NB_)
INTEGEr*2 LM (-'/,I),LPF(I,I) ,NBM (I,I)
INTEGER* 2 NB, ._'BF
DIRENSION FNB(1),_B(I,I),PAU(I,I),PAV(I,I) ,PAN (I, I) , _KP (I,1)
DZMENEION XV {I,I),YV {I,I),ZV(I,I),ER{I,I),TRP(I,1) ,NBF (I,I)
COMMON /_ORTS/WBZ ACUMO50
ACU._060
TEE PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO ACCUM_I_TE TEMPERATURES, ACUX070
VELOCITIES, AND DENSITIES IN VARIOUS ARRAYS FOR DETERMINING THE ACU_O80
AVERAGE FLOW FIELD PROPERTIES AFTER STEADY-STATE HAS BEEN REACHEDACU._090
................. ACUM 100
N=O ACOM 110
DO 180 K=I,NBI ,. ACUM120
IF[FNB[K).LE.O.) GO TO 180 ACUM130
N=N+ 1 ACUM 1 _0
DO 110 MT=I,IP
IV (MY, N) =0.0 ACUM 160
TT|MT,N)=0.O ACOM170
ZV (MT, I) =0.0 lC_H 180
TMP ( MT, N} =0. ACUM 190
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NI'=NB_ (MT, N) +L
J"LM {-_T,RA)
AKW=LPP (MT ,J)











IT (aT, N) =UI._
Yv (IT, _) =V/_
Zv (._T,N) =W/_


























SU3ROUTINE AVRGE{F._B,DB, DBAtNB,NBT,IV,YV,ZV,XVA,YVA,ZVA,TRP, T_PE,
ITRP, T_PA,_P, I, NBP, NBS)
INTEGEH*2 NB,NBT,NSF,_BS
DI_ENSION ?NB[I),DB(I,I),DBA[I,I),NB[Z,I),_BT[T, I) ,TRP [!,I)
DIMENSION TMPA(I,I),XV [I, I) ,XVA [!, I) ,YV [I, I) ,YYA (Z,I),ZV(I,I)
DIBENSION ZVA{!,I),TEP(I,I),TRPA{I,I),NBF(I,I),NBS (I,I)
CORMON /FORTE/N BE









IF (FNB [Z_) .LE. 0.)
N=N+I













;LE: GKBEZT DECK & PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHARING SYSTEM
100
110
NBS (aT,N) =NBS linT,N) +NB (_T, _)
IF(C.LT.I.) GO TO 100
DBA {MT,,N) = (DEA (NT, N) _A+DB (MT,N) _B}/C
IVl (MT,N) = (IVA (MY, N) =A+IV {MY, N) "B)/C
TVA (MT#N) = (YVA (MT,N) tA+TV (MT,._) =B)/C
ZYA (MT,N)= (EVA (MT, N) *A+ZV (roT,N) #B)/C
TmPA {mY, N} = (TMPA {mY, N) '_A+T_P {UT,N) *_B}/C















SUBROUTINE DRAG{AKN,MJ,NS, WWEDG,THETAZ,ISTABTeI2,13, I4,15, DELANG,
IN'EDGE,ETA,C2, C3, DFA, FL, BTI,BTR,TB,XCB,CTI,CTB,CNI,CNR,ALPHA,SIGMA
2,COEFYeHTS,HTSI,NTS, NTSF, UTL, UTT, YTS,MS, IWS,NTCF,NTCV# FV,PAU,PA¥, P




DIMENSION DELANG{I),N"EDGZ(1),BTI {I),C2(I),C3(I),FL{I) ,BTI (I)
DIMENSTON BTR_I),TB[I),XCB[I),ALPHA[3,1),SIG_A [3,1),COEF. _[4,1)
DIME_SIO_ LPF(I,I),PAU (!,I),PAV[I,I),PAW(I,I),CTI(3,1) ,CTR(3,1)
DIMENSION HTS(3,I2,I3) ,BTSI'3, I2, I3),NTS(3,12, IS),_T.SF {3,_2,_3)
DIRENSION UTL(3,12,13) ,UTT{3,I2,I3),VTS(3,12,I3) ,LCOL(I, 1)
DIMENSION UTLI (3,I2,I3),UTTI (3,12,13),VTSI (3,I2, I3)














THB PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO ACCUMULATE THE DEAG IND REATDRG0180
TRANSFER _NC_E_ENTS ON T_E BODY CONTRIBUTED ST EACH MOLECULE wHICDRG0190
COLLIDES WITH THE BODY. IN KDDITION, EACH _OLECULE WEICH COLLIDESDEG0200
_ITH THE BO_T IS ASSIGNED AN IPPROPRI_TE NEW VELOCITY (OF _EFLECTD_GO210
WHICH IS _SED TO CCYTINUE ITS SPATIAL TRANSLATION ($N SUBROUTINE DES0220
---DRG0230
100




TANG=IS0. • (I.-ARCCOS [ARG)/PI)
I_DG=TANG/DELANG (I) ÷ I.
IF((I_DG °GT.N_EDGE(1)).AND. (DELANG(2}.NE. 0.)}




G=ER {MT, N) _AKW
S=G
DO 100 m=l,_D
IF(XCL.LT.ICB(M)} GO TO 110
CONTINUE














_LE: GKBEIT D_K A PRINCZTON URZVERSZT_ TZ_E-SR_RIKG STST_
110 UI=LI_ • DRG0360
YI = (NU*JLT-NUSKAT)/ONE DRG0370
VID=LAR.ETE+MU,jAT+NU=KAT DRG0380
UZ &:LA B*O_E-ETE= (_U*J_T+RU=KAT)/ORE DRG0390
_-RERD (0} DRG0400




GO TO 125 DRG0"50
115 V=q. sRERD(0) DRG0_60
C2 (BT) sC2 (qT) +. 5_33 I*¥s¥=V_EXP (I. 5-V'V) DRG0U70
IF{C2(_T).LT.I.) GO TD 115 DRG0_80
C2 (_T)=C2 (IT)- I. DRG0490
IF(_TSF(RT,_,IWDG) ._Z. 0) GO TO 117 DRG0500
LTR=ALPHA (_T,_} STB [.')/SIGMA (_T, R) DRG0510
GO TO 118 DRG0520
117




C3 (-'T)=C3 (_T) +A
II'(C3(_T).LT.1.) GO TO 120




URD=-V* B, COS (C)
R_=V"B,SI_ (C)
IT(CHI[_T) .EQ.-I.) GO TO 125
122 X=9. *_._D (0)
I-_(_.ZO. 0.0) GO TO 122
XTESP= I.0
IF (CHI (.'.T)._E°0.0) IT___P=I*=CHI[_T)
CRG('_T)=CNG(_T) ÷_TE_P*EZP(-_)
IFCCRGC_T) .LT.C_GC_T)) GO TO 122
12_ COnTInUE
CRG(RT)=C_G(HT)-CSG {FT)
IF(CNG(_.T) .GE.C._G(ST) ) GO TO 12_
ER (_.T,_)=Z=_TR
H=ER (ST, R) *kKW
125 URsEYE*¥RD+ONE_URD
P_U (_T,_)=U_
PK¥ (_T,R) =JKT_YBD - (KET=WR_ETE*JAT=URD)/ONE
PAW (BT,N) =KXY=VED+ (JKY*ER-ETE*KKY*URD) /ORE
IF (TIRE. LR._ST) RETURN
IF(TI. GT.0.) GO TO 130
TI=TST*DTB
130 I_Z= (XCL-IST_ET) *KKR
T_Z=PA D=AK_

































FL (MT) =PL (_T) +AKW*DFA (._T}
HTI (MT)=HTI (ST) +D+G
BTR (MT) =HTR {ST) -B-H
CTI (ST, I) =CTI (ST, I) +UIDSONPSAKB
CTI [HT,2} =CTI (ST, 2) +UTI*AK_
CTI (MT,3)=CTZ (MT, 3) + (XMZ*UYI-T4ZIUID*OHE) _AKW
CN7 |MT, I)=CHI (ST, I) +VID*EYE +AKW
CNI(MT,2} =CNI {ST,2) +VID+JAT*AKW
CNI {RT.3} =CNI {MT, 3} • (XMZ*JAY-TMZ*ETE) _VID_AKR
CTR (MT, =CTR (MT, _-URD*ONE*AKW
CTR {ST,2} =CTR {ST, 2) -UY_*EK_
CTR (MT,3) =CTR {ST, 3)- (XMZ*UTR-YMZ+URD$ONE) RAKE
CNR {ST,l} =CNR {ST, I)-VRD_ZTE*AKW
CNR {ST,2) =CER (ST, 2)-VRD*JA¥*AKW
CNR(MT,3)=CNR{MT,3)-{XMZtJAT-YMZ*ETE}*VRD*AKN
NTS[MT, B,IWDG)=RTS{MT,_,I_DG} +I
NTSF (ST, M, IWDG) =NTSF (ST, M,I_DG) +AKW
UTLICMT, M, IWDG}=UTLI (MT,M,!WDG)•UIDSAKW
UTL (ST,M, I_DG) =UTL (MT, M,TWDG) + (U:D-URD) .AKE
UTTI{MT, M,I_DG)=UTTI (MT, M,IEDG)• _I_AKW
UTT {ST,M, IWDG) =UTT (ST, Z,IWDG) + (WI-VR) *AKW
VTSI {ST, M, IWDG) =VTSI (MT,M,I_DG)-VIDWAKR
VTS (ST, M,I_DG) =VT$ (ST, M, IWDG) + (VRD-VID) sAKW
HTSI [MT, M,IWDG}=RTSI [MT,M,I_DG) +D+G
HTS(MT,M,IWDGJ=HTS(MT,M,Z_DG) +D-B+G-H
IF(RS.EQ. 0) RETURN •
NC= (2*LCOL {ST, N) ) / {I +LCOL {ST, N) } +I
DO 160 L=I,NS
MTEST=MS {L)
IF{(_I. NE. MTEST).OR.(I_DG. NE.IBT)) GO TO 160
I_ (NC. EO. I) NTCF (ST, L) = NTCF {ST, L) +AK_
DO I_5 JJ=1,_J
IF(ABS(VID).GT°FV{MT,L, NC,JJ, I)) GO TO 135
NTCV(MT,L,NC,JJ, I)=NTC£ [MT,L,NC,JJ,I)+AKW
IF(UIDoGT. FV[MT, L, NC,JJ,2)) GO TO I_0
NTCV(MT,L, NC,JJ,2)=NTCV (MT,L,NC,JJ,2)•AK_

































SUBROUTINE _NTERS{&K_,MJ, NS,NgEDG,S_TCH,THET_Z,XSTI_T, I2,I3,1_,I5, I_T0010
IDEL_NG,NgEDGE, BTA, C2,C3, DFA, FL_ HTI, BTR, JNT,TB, IC_, CTI, CTR, CNI, CNR, INT0020
2_LPHA, SIGHA,COEFF, HTS, HTSI, NTS,NTS?, UTL, UTT,VTS, MS,I_S,NTCY, NTCV,._INT0030
3F,P_U,PAY,PA_, LPF, LCOL,IP, ER,CHI,CNG,CMG,I, UTLI, OTTO, £TSI)
INTEGERs2 LPF, LCOL I_T0050
INTEGER S@TCH IRT0060
REAL LAS, MU,NU,LINEA_ I_T0070
D_MENSIO_ DELANG{I),N_EDGE(1) ,_TI{I),C2(I),C3(I) ,FL(1) ,HTI{I) INT0080
DIMENSIO_ HTR_I),T_{I) ,XCB {I) ,ALPHA _3,1) ,SIGMA (3,1) , COEFF {", I)
DIMENSION LPF{I,I),PAU{I,I),PAV{I,I)•PA_ (I,I),CTI{3, I) ,CTR{3,1)
D_MENSION HTS(3,I2,I3) ,HTSI{3, Z2,I3),NTS{3,I2,_3),NTSF{3,I2,13)
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_(I,I},CNG(1) ,C_G (_),CH:I {1)
CO_O_ /$VNTB/LAS, MU,NU,._T,N,J,II,YI,ZI,TU$_ I_T0150
........................... INT0160
THE PURPOSE O7 THIS SUBROUTT._Z IS TO DETZRSINE FOE EACH -_OLEX'ULARINT0170














IF(SQUAEE. EQ.0.) GO TO 150
DISCR=LIN_.AR* L_ N "A P" SQUERE*CONST




IF (LI._EARo EQ. O. } RETURN
TT_E=-° 5_COKST/L_ ZAR
I_{TT._E. GT. TUS.v) _ETU_




CALL DRAG(ARN,SJ,_S,N_EDG,T._ETAZ,:START, 12,I3,1_,I5, DELAMG,_VEDGE,
IBTA, C2,C3, DFA, ?L, ETa, I{TR,T_, ICB,CTI,CT R, C.RI, CXR, AL?HA, SIG.'.A,CO Er?,
2MTS,_.T$1 ,_T$, ._TSF, UTL, UTT, VTS, R$,IV$, NTCF, MTC¥, ._T,PAU, PA T,PAW, LPF,









COR._ON /S¥_TH/LA._, BU, ._U,.gT,._,J, KCL,'TCL, ZCL " " .





























































GKBEXT D_K • PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIRE-SHARING SISTER
EIE=DFDX/DENOR
Ji T= D FDY/D ENON
KAT=DFDZ/DENOR


















SUBROUTINE pRINTI(DT_COSANG,SI_ANG,R_A,ENU,DEF,FCF,HTF,FL, HTI, HTR,
ICTI,CTE,CNI,CER)
DI_ESSION DDf3),WD(2'5),PP[_,U),QQ[",_),RE (".O),SS {",_),TT [",")
DIMENSION UU{,,4),PI (,,,),QI (",") ,El (",") ,PA {_),PB {4),PC ("}
DIMENSION FL(1),HTI(1),RTH|I) ,CTI (3, I) ,CTE (3,1} ,CNI {3, I) ,CNR (3,1)
DIBENSION _MA(I},RRU{I}























THE PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO PEIST OUT THE GROSS SURFACE





I FOR_._T(//IX,50 ('*'),' GROSS SURFACE COEFFICIENTS ',50{'*')/'
IULAR WEIGHT',I2I,FS-3,3{19X, F8-3)/25X,
2 _ INC. REF. TOT. INC. REF. TOT.
3REF. TOT. I._C. REF. TOT.')
10 FORMAT{' NU_BER FLUX _, _(F9.3, 18X})
12 FOR_T(IZ,2A_,2X,'SHEAR ',_(3F8.3,3X|)..
11_ FOR._T (I IX, ' PRESSURE ',_ (3F8.3,3X))
16 FOR_AT(IIX,'TOTAL ',_(3F8.3,3X)/}













_LE=GKBEZT DECK A PRIWCETON UNIVEESITT TIME-SHARING SYSTE._
EBB=0.0
DO 50 RT=I,3
DD (RT) =RE& (BT) =RNU (MT) =DE.P/DT


















PP {._T,I) =CTI |.".T,I) =DD [_.T)/R.".R
QQ (_T,I)=CTR {ET, i) =DD (RT)  ERE
$S {_.T,2.) =CNI (._T,I) *DD (_.T)/._".R
TT (_T, I) =CNP (RTo I) *DD {.'.T)/R_R
P1 (._, I) =PP (._T,I) ÷ SS (_T,I)
Ol (_T, I) =QQ (_T, i) ÷TT (_.T,I)
ER (@T,I) =PP (._T,I) ÷QQ (._T,I)
UU (_T, I) =SS (.'T,!) +TT (.".TeI)
RI (-_T,I) =P 1 (._T,I) +QI (.",T,I)
PP[";I)=PP(U,I) +PP(ET,I)
OQ (;,I)=OQ (_,I)+QQ (_T,I)
;_i_[,,I) =EE C_,I) +RE (_T, I)
SS (_e I) ":SS (", I) +SS (.'.T,I)
TT (",I)=TT{a,'-) +TT(_T,I)
UU(4,I)=UU (_,!) +UUC_T,I)
PI (q,I)=P1 (=,I) +PI ('.T,I)
O1(_,I)=O1(_,I) +QI (?.T,I}
E1 (,,I)=_I (_,I)+RI (.'T,I)
150 CONTINUE
TRITE (6, 12) (WD {J,I) ,J=1,2) , (PP (K, I) , QQ (K,I) , R_ (K,I) ,K= I, _)
_RITE(6,1_) (SS(K,I),TT(K,I),UU(K,I),K=I,_)






pp (K,;)=;A*pp [K, I) +BB_pp (K, 2)
@0(K,")=A_"QQ(K,I)÷BB*QQ (K,2)
-RR{K,_)=A_*RR(K,I) +RE'RE{K,2)
.SS (K,,)=AA"SS {K, 1) +BB_'$S (K,2}
" TT (K,_) =_&'TT (K, I) +BB'TT (K, 2)
UU (K,a) =AA*UU (K, I) +BB*UU {K,2)


















'ILE: GKBEZT DECK A PEIUCETOR ONIVERSITT TIRE-SHARING SISTE_
QI (K,,)--AA*QI (K, I) +_B.Q1 {N,2)
250 RI (K,q)=AA*R I (K,I) +BH=RI (K,2)
_RITE [6, 12) (_D (J,I) ,J= 1,2), (PP |K,,), QQ |K,,) ,RE [K,4), K=I, 4)
WRITE(6, lq) (SS(K, 4),TT (K,_),U0 (K, q) , K=I ,4)









PA (._T)=HTI (NT) -R_A (_,T)=RNU (RT) *RD/R_R
PB (MT) =HTR (_T) *R3A (_T) *RNU (_T) *RD/R._R
FA (.)--PA (.) ÷px (_T)
PB (q) =PB (_) +PB [._T)
PC (_) =PC (_) *PC (_T)
q00 CONTINUE











SUBROUTINE P_INT2_AKN, ISTAHT, DT, RNU, RMA, DP.F,?CF, HT-v,UTLI,UTTI,VTSI
I, HTSI, DELANG, N_EDGE, XS, IC_, YCR,HTS,._TS,_SF, UTL, UTT,VTSo I2 oi3, IF}
DINENSIO_ ERA (1),RNU (1),DELANG(1) ,_gEDGE(1),XS(1),ZCR{I) ,YCS(1)
DIMENSION HTS(3,I2,I3),NTS(3,I2,I3),NTSF(3,12,I3),UTL{3, Z2,I3)
DI_.ENSION UTT(3,I2,I3) ,VTS(3,I2, I3),UTLI (3,I2, I3),UTTI(3,I2#I3)
DI_ENSIO_ VTSI(3,12,13),RTSI(3,Z2.I3)
COR_O_ /FIFTH/ND
TEE PURPOSE OF THIS SU_ROUT:NE IS TO PRIST OUT













8 FOR_AT_'/IX,_5{°*'), ° DISTRIBUTION ON SURFACE s,q5('_o)/71I,'INC°
I TOT. INC° TOT. INC. TOT.°/IIX,°SEGMENT GEOMETRY U,
21qI, oBOL. _OLE SAMP NUN° SKIN SKIN PRES- PRES-
3 HEAT HEAT'/' NO. CENTER DELI CENTER DELANGO,_Z;'_GBT.
4RACT. o, 10Z,
5 _FLUX FRCTN FRCTN SURE SURE TRNSF TRNSF °)
10 FOP._AT (I I, I3,F8.3, F7° 3,F9.3, F8.3, I X, 2F8._,I6,7F8 •_)
11 FORMAT {37I,F8o q, ' Io 0000',I6,7F8._)
PT20230
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'N GLE=-DELA NG [L)
R=R-° 5tANGLE
ICNT=N EZDGE (L)



















PI=NTSF (_T,.W,J) =P_LT*R _U C_T)
P3=P3+PI
QI=SQRT (UTLI (_T, N, J) ="2÷UTTI (_T, _,O) *=2) *_gO (.'T)*_._A (.'.T)"Q_L_/R._E
Q2=SQ_T(UTL(ST,N,O) *'2÷ UTT(ST,_,O)*=2) "E_U (._T)*R.".A_T) "QZLT/2_2
Q3=Q3_ Q1
O_,=O_ +02
_I=VTSI (_T, N, J) *RSU (._T)*R_A (_T) *QBLT/R'.R
R2= VTS (_T,N,J) =ENU (MT) =R."A {._T)=Q_LT/_-'R
SI=HTSI (_T, N,J) *RNU (.".T}*R.". _. (."T)*S._LT/R.'.R





90 gEITE{6,10)I,P,Q,R,K_GLE,R._K{._T) ,RNU(_T),BI,PI,QI,q2,RI,B2,SI, S2




























"ILZ: GKBEIT DYCK A PRINC_TO_ URIVZRSITT TIRZ-SRARIHG STSTZ._
SgBROUTI_E PRINT3{ TP,BJ,RS, RgEDG, 72,I3, I4,15, RRA,XS,IWS,
PT30020IRS,TANGN, HTSF, NTC.P,_TCV, FV)





6 FORMATV21X,TS, m UWCOLLIDED
1CULES ', F 8.4/)
8 FORMAT (Z5,_X,A3, 12 (IZ, Fg. _))








OF INCIDZNT DISTRIBUTION _ONCTIONS IPT30100
PT30110
















ID=NTSF (_T,_P, ITT) -IC
E=NTST (MT, ._R,ITT)




E=NTCF (_T, I) PT30" 50
DO 121 _C=Io2 PT30q60
DO 120 K=1,3 PT30"70
QUO (RC,K) =0. PT30q80
IF(E.EQ.0.) GO TO 120 PT30q90
QUO (NC,K) =NTCV (BT, IeRC, I,K)/E PT30500
120 CONTINUE PT30510
E=_TS_ (RT, _R, ITT) -_TCF (._T,T) PT30520
121 CONTIRUE PT30530
• RITE (6,8) N, _ (_T), FV (_T, I, I, I, I) ,QUO (I, I) ,F¥ {BT, I, I, 1,2) ,000
I (1,2) , FV (_T, I, I, I, 3) ,QUO (I ,3), ?V (RT, _, 2, I, I) ,QUO (2, I), £V (MT, I, 2, I, PT30550
22) ,gUO (2# 2} ,FV (_T, I, 2, 1,3) ,OgO (2, 3) PT30560
IF(BJ. EQ. 1) GO TO 150 PT30570
' DO 1._0 J=2,MJ PT30580
E=_TCF (_T, I) PT30590
DO 131 ._C=I,2 PT30600
DO 130 K=1,3 PT30610
OgO (NC,K) ==0. PT30620
• I_(Z.E_°0.) GO TO 130 PT30630
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0UO(NC,K) --ITCV (MT, I, NC, J, K]/Z PT306_0
130 CONTINUE PT30650
E_NTSF (._T,_R, ITT) -NTCF (_T,I) PT30660
-.131 CONTINUE PT30670
I_0 WE_TE (6# I0) F¥ (BT,I, 1,j, I), 0UO {I, I} ,FV {MT,I, I,J,2}, QUO {I, 2} #FV (HTPT30680
I,Z,I,J,3},QO0 (I,3) ,FV{MT,I,2,J,I},Q00(2,1},F¥{MT, I,2,J,2),QUO{2,2) PT30690
2, F¥ _HT,I,2,J, 3) ,QUO (2, 3} PT3070O





TVeZ¥, KS,NB, XC,TC, ZC,LE¥, LKW)
INTEGER*2 LK_{I)















I FOR._AT{//II,_5{'=e), ' INSTANTANEOUS FLOR FIELD INFURIATION ',45{'*PT50160
I') ) PTS0170
2 FOR._AT{/2I,'L_YEL=',I3,3Z,'WEIGHTING ?ACTOR (M_X)=',I3,3X,'_EDGE AN
IGLE ='#F7.2,' D3GREES',3X,' RADIAL POSITION =',E11.3/2I,'BOX# X PO
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3T) TE._P. ', I_X, '_OLE FRACTIONS')
3 FOH_AT{//IX,_6{'*'),' ACCUSULATED FLOW FIELD INFOR._A_.IC_ ',_6{'*'}
I)






IF {KS. IE.0) WRITE{6,3)
• DO _10 _T=I,3




CHT=CHT+CHI {_T) *RNU (_T}




_ILE: GKBEXT DECK A PEINCETOK OgIYEESITT TIME-SHARING SYSTEM
DO 110 R=I,NBX
N=HUMCEL (_)
IiP(N.LE.O) GO TO 110


















I¥8=X¥_* IV (MT, N) BEHU (MT) *RT._ (MT) _HB(_T, _)
TVR=TVE_YVfMT, N) IR_U(_T)SgT_{_T)_NB|_T,H)
2VM=ZV_+ZV (_T, N) *RHU (MT) *_TM (_T) _NB (_T,_)
DBA=DB'I+DB (_.T,H) "_TZ (_T)
TR P_=T SP,_* RNU (._T) * NB [_ T, N) *TRP (_T, N)
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DBT (RT)=RNU (_T) _NE (_T, .q)
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MASTER'S THESIS OF Y.P. TSAI
COLLISION INDUCED VIBRATIONAL TRANSITION
PROBABILITIES IN DIATONIC MOLECULES
ABSTRACT
In order to improve the Monte-Carlo Direct Simulation
calculations for hypersonic flow in the transition regime, we
have to incorporate the effects due to vibrational non-
equilibrium and potenial dissociation for a diatomic gas.
The state-to-state transition probabilities are desired. In
this paper, we model the diatonic molecule as a harmonic
oscillator which collides with another molecule collinearly.
Two different methods have been developed, the first one is
the semi-classical treatment and the second one is the fully
quantum mechanical approach. The interaction potential
between two molecules is assumed to be the Lennard-Jones 12-6
interaction law which is a small perturbation to the
colliding system. Some numerical results of the state-to-
state transition probabilities and comparisons are presented
in Chapter 4. Discussions, which present the important
aspects of this kind of problem for further study, are made
in Chapter 5.
Chapter 1 Introduction
The characteristic flow in a highly rarefied gas is
called "free molecular flow'. In this regime the mean free
path is large compared to the characteristic dimensions of an
aerodynamic body in the flow; and molecules that impinge on
the body, and are then reemitted from it will, in general, be
far away from the body before they strike another molecule.
The characteristic flow in a moderately rarefied gas is
called "slip flow'. The flow regime intermediate between
slip and molecular flow is known as the "transition flow
regime'. It corresponds to densities for which the mean free
path has the same general order of magnitude as the
characteristic dimension of the flow field. There is a
dimensionless parameter called the Knudsen number Kn,
introduced to serve as a criterion for determining the
relative importance of these rarefaction effects.
-- M
where Kn = d ~
and l = molecular mean free path
d = characteristic dimension of vehicle
M = Mach Number
Re = Reynolds Number
Free molecular flow is usually defined as that flow for which
Kn>10. Slip flow is characterized by a Knudsen number of a
few per cent, 0.01<Kn<0.1, and the intermediate transition
regime corresponds to Knudsen number in the range 0.1<Kn<10.
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These values are, of course, arbitrary. Since the Knudsen
number is defined as the ratio of particle mean free path to
body size, it therefore increases with altitude for a fixed
size body travelling through the atmosphere.
Generally, for a body of the order of a meter at
altitudes 150 Kilometers above the earth's surface, the mean
free path of the particles is much larger than vehicle size
(here the free stream mean free path _== 40m). Hence the
particle-particle collision process in the vicinity of the
vehicle nee_ not be considered and the relation of
measurement on the surface to atmosphereic properties is
explained in a relatively straightforward manner through free
molecular theory. Below 90Km, (here the free stream mean
free path _=z2.5 cm), the Knudsen number is so small that the
fluid can be treated as a continuum with limited influence of
transport properties and slip-flow boundary conditions.
However, between these two zones, i.e. in the lower region of
the thermosphere, is what we called the "transition flow
regime" in which neither of the limiting theories is
applicable.
Flight at very high altitudes often involves extremely
high velocities and resulting high gas temperature. At
velocities which correspond to effective temperature of the
order of a few thousand degrees Kelvin, the so called "real
gas" effects associated with vibration, dissociation, and
ionization of the gas molecules can begin to be of
importance. We are interested in atmospheric entry of a
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vehicle such as the space shuttle. The Mach number is
generally above 20 in passing through "transition flow
regime" and the flow ks hypersonic there. At such high
speeds, any significant number of collision_ between incoming
particles and those reflected from the body can produce
extreme changes in the environment near the surface of the
vehicle. Measurements on the surface are thus strongly
affected making inference of conditions in the ambient
atmosphere extremely difficult. For the purpose of data
interpretation, previous calculation based on direct
simulation Monte-Carlo computer technique have been developed
by G.A. Bird(l). By using the Monte-Carlo method, the real
gas molecules are replaced by their statistical models, and
the motion of one or more of the chosen particles is traced
by the computer. In the "Bird" method the real gas molecules
are simulated by several thousand modeled molecules, rigid
spheres in the simplest version(l). Theoretical calculations
of the heat transfer and aerodynamic characteristics of a
body submerged in the transition flow regime may be carried
out in this way. Modifications involving more realistic
interaction laws have been also carried out. Molecules,
however, contain internal structure, which is important
primarily for its effect on the energy content of the flowing
gas. Being composed of nuclei and electrons that have motion
relative to the center of mass of the molecule, the molecules
can possess rotational and vibrational as well as electronic
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internal states. Therefore, translational energy is not
necessarily conserved in all collisions. The hypersonic flow
past the sharp leding edge of a flat plate incorporating the
effects of rotational non-equilibrium for a diatomic gas was
studied by D.I. Pullin, J.K. Harvey, and G.K. Bienkowski(2),
and subsequently applied to other blunt body problems(3,4). A
different model was used to incorporate the same effect in
other works such as references 5 and 6. At the present
stage, we want to improve the Monte-Carlo calculations by
including the effects due to the vibrational degree of
freedom of diatomic molecules.
It is convenient to divide vibrational energy exchange
into two cases: the V-V process, in which the total
vibrational quantum number of the system is unchanged, and
the V-T process in which energy is exchanged between
translation and vibration without conserving the vibrational
quantum. For harmonic oscillators in the V-V process, the
amount of vibrational energy lost by one molecule is gained
by the other and no vibrational-translational energy transfer
occurs. Considerable interest has been shown in the details
of inelastic molecular collisions. The treatment of
scattering between particles with internal structure is
capable of producing differential and total cross section for
state-to-state transitions. Our purpose is to calculate
scattering cross sections for different transitions with
known initial and final states as a function of collision
energy or initial relative velocity. We emphasize here that
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we need state-to-state transition cross sections rather than
some overall "rates of transition" (rate coefficients) which
are averaged over an equilibrium velocity distribution for
the relative translational motion (e.g. Maxwellian
distribution). The reasons are twofold:
i. We are dealing with a hypersonic flow system in a
highly non-equilibrium state with a non-Maxwellian
distribution of relative velocities of collision.
The relative contributions of different energy
molecules to the overall rates may therefore be
drastically different than in the equilibrium
state. This effect is accentuated by the steep
rise of cross-sections with energy coupled to the
generally decreasing magnitude of the distribution
function with energy. This unifies that small
changes in the fraction of molecules with high
energies due to the non-equilibrium aspect of the
flow can have extreme effects on inelastic
processes without corresponding effects on mean
properties such as density or fluid momentum.
2, The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo Code (DSMCC)
consists of tracing a set of "test" molecules
through a designated volume surrounding the body.
The velocities and internal states of the
simulated molecules are altered on the basis of
collisions computed (as determined by local
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collision probabilities) at fixed time steps. The
positions are then advanced to new values on the
basis of motion through the time step increments.
This detailed computation of individual molecular
collisions requires, in principle, state to state
transition probabilities in order to incorporate
the inelastic energy exchange into the computation
of molecular velocities and internal states after
collision. While the results we desire must
ultimately be consistent with overall measured
rates the level cf detail necessary within the
program is well beyond the level of availability
of experimental data.
Early theoretical studies of vibrational, rotational,
and translational energy transfer in collisions were based on
approximate analytical solutions to the quantum mechanical
and classical equations of motion. The method of Zener (7),
later to become known as the distorted wave method, and the
Born (8) approximation are leading examples of approximate
solutions to quantum mechanical collision problems based on
first order perturbation theory. A more detailed literature
review on previous work in the field of vibrational
collisions is given in the next Chapter.
Instead of doing an approximate treatment of a three-
dimensional realistic system, in this work, we do an exact
numerical treatment of a simpler model one-dimensional system
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which has some important features in common with the real
one. A calculation of transition probabilities for
vibrational-vibrational-translational energy transfer in a
collision of two diatomic molecules is to be presented. This
simple collision model is approximate, utilizing a collinear
collision of harmonic oscillators with an exponential
repulsion between center atoms and no chemical reaction
between the molecules. It may be argued that the
configuration allowing the most efficient transfer of energy
between translation and vibration is that in which the atoms
are collinear. Collinear or head-on collisions make the most
significant contribution to the transition probability. The
averaged probability is equal to the probability of
excitation in a head-on collision times a "steric factor"
smaller than unity which takes account of unfavorable
trajectories. For homonuclear molecules it is usually taken
as _ (the average of cos28 taken over a sphere). A more
detailed theory for the steric factor of linear molecules has
been propounded by Herzfeld (9). It is our belief that an
accurate treatment of a collinear model is of more worth than
an approximate result for the three-dimensional problem. The
latter approach frequently contains errors which are
difficult to estimate. The general magnitudes and trends of
the transition probability obtained by this restricted
treatment can show us qualitatively, or semi-quantitatively,
some characteristic features of the problem.
Two different methods for calculating transition
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probabilities are discussed in this paper. One is a semi-
classicial approach, and the other one is a fully quantum
mechanical treatment. In the semi-classical calculation,, it
is assumed that the vibrational amplitude of the harmonic
oscillators are small and so the molecular oscillatioons do
not greatly affect the external classical collision
trajectory. The trajectory can be calculated from the
classical equation of motion. The classical trajectory is
assumed to define a time-dependent perturbation potential for
the colliding system and quantum theory is used to derive the
transition probability. Essentially, the Schrodinger
equation is solved subject to certain initial conditions
according to time-dependent perturbation theory. A detailed
discussion about this theory can be found in the book Quantum
Mechanic by Schiff (10).
In the quantum mechanical calculation of transition
probability, the wavefunction of the whole system is expanded
in terms of the complete set of eigenfunctions of vibrational
states of the diatomic molecule. With the aid of the
orthonormality property of these eigenfunctions, a set of
coupled second order differential equations is obtained for
_he translational wavefunctions. The transition probability
is given by the solution to this set of equations in the
asymptotic region, subject to appropriate boundary condition.
Several different numerical methods for solving the set of
coupled equations have been developed by Diestler and Mckoy (Ii).
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Riley and Kuppermann (12), and Gutshick et al (13). Solving
a problem of quantum scattering between two diatomic
molecules is then reduced to the task of finding a good
numerical scheme for integrating a system of coupled
differential equations acccurately. In this work, we use IBM
IMSL ROUINE DGEAR to solve for the scattered wavefunction in
the asumptotic region and then calculate the transition
probability.
In Chapter 2, a brief review of previous semiclassical
and quantum mechanical methods on vibrational collisions will
be given so that we can identify the new points in the
current work in Chapter 3. Chapter 3 is devoted to a
discussion of the general theory. We derive some equations
and expressions there which make a numerical algorithm
feasible. In Chapter 4, theoretical results of state-to-
state transition probability specifically for N2-N 2
collisions at different relative velocities are presented.
Comparison is made with published results. Finally, we
discuss some important problems related to inelastic
molecular collisions which deserve further study because they
make extension to a more realistic treatment of molecular
scattering possible.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
In 1931, Oldenberg (14) discussed molecular collision
processes qualitively to show the persistence of the
rotational and vibrational motion, gener (7) was the first
to give a detailed mathematical treatment for collisions in
which molecular vibrations are excited or de-excited. He
restricted himself to collinear collisions between a
diatomic molecule and an atom. His theory was based on the
distorted wave method which includes direct transition from
the initial state to the final state and assumes that the
probability of transition is small. It is a perturbation
method and cannot treat strongly coupled system.
Takayanagi (15) then extended Zener's one-dimensional
treatments to three-dimensional collisions. In order to
save computational labor, the modified wave number
approximation was introduced. Meanwhile, Schwartz, Slawsky
and Herzfeld (16) gave a mathematical formulation for the
vibrational transitions based on the distorted wave
approximation due to Jackson and Mort (17), simplified by
the modified wave number approximation due to Takayanagi,
in diatom-diatom collisions. Their formulation is referred
to as the SSH theory now and is a quantum mechanical
result. For purpose of future reference, we describe SSH
theory in more detail.
Consider the head-on collision between two diatomic
molecules AB and CD (assume harmonic oscillators). For
exponential intermolecular interaction between nearest
_11
atoms B and C, one has,
V = V ° exp(-urBC)
= V o exp [-_ (R-Alrl-A2r 2) ]
(2-1)
where R is the distance between centers of mass of two
molecules, r I and r 2 are vibrational coordinates, ! is the
range of the potential and V o is a constant.
= ' _2 =mA+ • mc+
m i is the mass of the i-th atom. Solving the Schrodinger
equation, the transition probability is given in the closed
analytic form:
! ! 2 ! !




Vl(nln I) = _+= Zl(nl,r)exp[_l(r-rel)Zl(n!,r)dr (2-3)
m_
_c 2
{cosh zqr-cosh zq }2"
(2-2)
V 2 (n2n 2) = Z
!
2 (n2'r) exp [el2 (r-re2) Z 2 (n2,r) dr (2-4)
Zi(nj,r) is the vibrational wave function for harmonic
oscillator "i" in quantum state nj; rel and re2 are
equilibrium separations for AB and CD respectively, and
2knln 2
q = qnln2 - u (2-5)
2kn{n_
q' = qn_n_ u
(2-6)
_12
Aq2 q 2 q2 • 8U ) (n_) +
= ' - = - _h--_a [El £2(n2)- cl(nl) - c2(n2)] (2-7)
The wave number of relative motion before and after collision are
knln2 and knl,n2, which satisfy the energy conservation law:
El(n I) + E 2(n 2) +
2 2 h2k 2n_n_h knln 2
2_ = E l(n_) + a2(n_) + 2p
(2-8)
u is the reduced mass of the whole system; ei (n) is the
energy of molecule "i" in the n-th vibration state. For
the special case, V-V transition, in which nl+n2=n_+n _ and
A q=0. Applying L'Hospital's rule, we get:
I
Lim q 2 _ q2 _ 2q
q,÷q cosh zq' - cosh zq _ sinh wq
Then the transition probability for V-V process becomes
P(nln2_n_n_) = IV l(n_nl) 121V2(n_n2)12 q2
(2-9)
SSH theory has been most widely used for quantitative
comparison with experimental measurements of vibrational
relaxation, but the coupling between rotation has been
ignored.
Zelechow, Rapp and Sharp (ZRS) (18) have developed a
semi-classical method for calculating transition
probabilities for V-V and V-T energy transfer in a
collision of two diatomic molecules. Their basic
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assumption are:
(I) The perturbation potential is linearized in the
oscillator coordinates.
(2) The collision velocity is not too high (e.g. the
upper limit for N2-N 2 collision is 10Km/sec) and
the collision induced time-varying force constant
k'(t) is small compared to k, the characteristic
force constant of the molecule.
Under these two conditions, Kerner (19) method can be
applied to solve the Schrodinger equation and closed form
analytical results are obtained. However, this approach
restricts itself to the transitlons of processes of
symmetric type only. The general formula is:
AB(n)÷BA(m) > AB(n')+BA(m')
where n,m are vibration quantum numbers before collision
and n', m' are that after collision. The collision is
symmetric in the sense that the two B atoms are in the
center.
The development of the high speed electronic computer
has made it possible to solve the collision problem by
direct numerical techniques. T.E. Sharp and D. Rapp (20)
have calculated the vibrational transition probabilities
for collisions between a diatomic molec'_e and an atom.
In their semi-classical treatment, an N-state approximation
method is used, in which the total wave function is
expanded in terms of N eigenfunctions of stationary states




energetically intervening states. A Runge-Kutta single-
step integration method is employed in the computation
program. Generally, the value of N needed in expanding the
total wave function increases with collisioon velocity. An
"exact" solution for any transition probability Pj*k is
reached when the addition of more states to the computation
results in no significant change in Pj_k" We extend this
method to collisions between two diatomic molecules
(Chapter 3-A).
In quantum mechanical treatment of collisions between
two diatomic molecules AB and CD, taking B and C as the
inner atoms of the system, the total wave function is
expanded in terms of normalized vibrational wave functions
ZAB(nl,r I) and ZCD(n2,r2). That is:
= _ _ f (R) ZAB(n I ) (n2,r2)
nI n2 nln2 'rl ZCD
Inevitably, we have to solve a system of coupled
differential equations, which are equivalent to the
Schrodinger equation, of the following form (detailed
discussions will be given in Chapter 3-C).
d 2 k2
-- +
fnln2(R) = Z Z <nln_IVlnln2>fnln2(R) (2-10)
n I n 2
where <n_n_IvInln2> is the matrix element. In principle if
we can obtain _
_,e solutlon to equation (2-10) with the
asymptotic form
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fnln2 (R)÷ 0 R * - =
fn_n_ (R) _ __'_ __,_ exp(-ik_,_,a)
•*i_*i _'2"2 "'1"'2
+ Anent; nln2exP (+ikn_n_R)
R-_+_
(2-ii)
the probability per collision for transition (nl,n 2)
-----)(n[,n_) will be given by:
P(nln 2+n_n_) = knln2 IAn_n_,nln21
knln 2
(2-12)
A number of numerical methods (7-9) have been proposed for
solving the systems of equations (2-I0). However, due to
the rapidly oscillating wavelike solutions to the
Schrodinger equation, the numerical technique is not
straightforward. Riley (12) developed the initial-value
technique with periodic "reorthogonalization". Gadschick
et al. (13), on the other hand introduced a technique of
integration using Dirichlet boundery condition and sinp!e
one-step Euler integration. A new method for constructing
wave function for bound states and scattering has been
proposed by Roy G. Gordon (21), perhaps this procedure can
save much computer time. Our quantum mechanical treatment
of this molecule scattering problem is similar to the
method due to Riley and Kuppermann (12). It is relatively
simple and straightforward, but in our procedures, the
virtual states (energetically inacessible) are not included




The collision model is shown in Fig. 3-1.
Fig. 3-1 Collision Coordinates
This figure is the collinear collision configuration
between two diatoms AB and CD. Assuming that CD is the
target, and AB is the incident projectile from right. The
laboratory coordinates of A, B, C and D are x A, x B, x C and
XD; their masses are m A, m B, m C and m D respectively. Let
VAB and VCD be the binding potential of molecules AB and
CD. The short range interaction is assumed to be a sum of
interatomic interactions,
VIN T = VAC(XA-X C) + VAD(XA-X D) + VBD(XB-X D) + VBC(XB-X C)
The interatomic potentials are exponentially decreasing
functions, so that for the collinear configuration under
consideration, only the term VBC(XB-X C) is important and
thus
VIN T _ VBC(XB-X C)
The Schrodinger equation for the system is:
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I h2 92 h 2 92 h 2 92 h 2 22 + VAB(XA-X B) + VcD(Xc-X D)
+ VINT(XB-Xc) I _(XA'XB'Xc'XD) = ETOT _(XA'XB'Xc'XD)
(3-i)
We designate the distance between the centers of mass of
two molecules as R. In molecule AB the distance between




X = XA - X B
y = X c - X D
Let RCM =
mAx A + mBXB+mcXC+mDXD
mA+mB+mc+mD
which is the coordinate of
center of mass of the whole system. In terms of the new
coordiniates (x,y,R,RcM) the Schrodinger equation becomes:
h 2 92 h 2 92 h 2 22 h 2 22
8RcM
+ VAB(X) + VcD(Y)
(3-2)
+ VINT (R-TABx-TcDY) I _(x'y'R'RcM) = ETOT _(x'y'R'RcM)
where
M = mA+mB+mc+mD = total mass of the system.
(mA+ B) (mC+





_CD = mc_ D
= reduced mass of the molecule AB
= reduced mass of the molecule CD
= B' - mc+mD
Since there is no external force applied to the system, the
center of mass of the system moves like a free particle and
its motion can be described by a plane wave9 2 eiKcMRCM,
h'KcM
and the energy of the center of mass, TcM = 2M ,is also
a constant of motion. This does not affect the energy
transfer and need not be considered further. We can remove





?(x,y,R,RcM ) = _(x,y,R) e , ETO T = E + TCM
Substituting these into equation (3-2), we arrive at a
Schrodinger equation concerning the internal coordinates
x,y and the relative motion R of thee two colliding
molecules as follows:









where Xeq and Yeq are equilibrium separations of AB and CD.
Then X and Y are displacements from equilibrium of each
oscillator. Now we introduce harmonic bonds
(intramolecular potential) into AB and CD with force
constants kAB and kCD, hence
= 1/2 2,
VCD = 1/2 kcDY2,
A conventional representation of the intermolecular
potential energy curve is given by the Lennard-Jones 12-6
equation. Since the elementary models for energy transfer
are based on expontial potential, the exponential function
-_Xb-XC;/L
VINT(XB-Xc)~e - E must be fitted to the Lennard-
Jones potential (Appendix I), where L is a parameter
characterizing the range of the interaction. Landau and
Teller (22) assumed that only the short range repulsive
part of the intermolecular potential is steep enough to
influence energy transfer, so that the long-range
attractive potential c can be neglected. The molecular
interaction is then assumed to be an exponential repulsion
between atoms C and B.
Let v = initial relative velocity




where R T is the distance at the classical turning point.




VINT(X,Y,R) = EoeXp [--_ (R-TABX-TcD) ]
Equation (3-3) can be written in the form:
I
_h 2 2 2 _h 2 2 2 h 2 2 2





I 2UAB _x _ 2_CD _V + ½ kABX2 + ½ kCDY2
_(x,Y,R) = ih _-_ _(x,Y,R) (3-5B)
We shall solve the time-independent Schrodinger equation
(3-5A) by purely quantum mechanical method and the time-
dependent Schrodinger equation (3-5B) by semi-classical
method.
B. Semi-classical Calculation
Since the deBroglie wavelength of the relative motion
of two molecules is usually very small compared with atomic
dimensions (e.g. for N2-N 2 collisions at velocity 5Km/sec,
the deBroglie wavelength is of the order 10 -15 cm, however
the dimension of N 2 molecules is of the order of a few _),
it is a fairly good approximation to use the classical
trajectory for relative motion. The classical equations of
motion are:
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dr2 _R VINT (X'Y'R) (3-6A)
d2X = - kABX -
_AB d_t _X VINT(X'Y'k) (3-6B)
d2y = - kcDY - _ VINT(X,Y,R) (3-6C)
]_CD dt_ _-Y
Generally, the incident energy is much larger than the
change in the vibrational energy, or in other words, due to
small transition probabilities, only a small fraction of
the translational energy is transferred to vibrational
energy. We may then assume that during the collision, the
vibrational amplitudes of the oscillators are not driven to
large values, that means
X<< L,
Y << L. (3-7)
In a series calculation given by Wolfberg and Kelley (23),
we can see that conditions (3-7) are justifiable. Wolfberg
and Kelley have calculated the energy transfer for
collisions involving two harmonic oscillators via an
exponential collision with L=0.22_. Other parameters and
data are: mA=mB-mC-mD=12a.m.u., angular frequency =2.3xi014
sec-I (cf: for N2-N 2 collisions mA-mB=mC=mD=14
a.m.u.,-4.45x1014sec-1), the initial energy Eo= 5.078 ev
(corresponds to v o - 9Km/sec), then the vibrational energy
transferred to each diatomic molecule is _EcD = 1.78xi0 -3
ev. Obviously, both _EAB and _EcD are much less then E o.
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The vibrational amplitude never exceeds 0.007 _, and since
L=0.22 _ the conditions (3-7) are fairly well satisfied.
At low velocities (still high enough so that the deBroglie
wavelength is much less than the atomic dimension), the
energy transfer becomes smaller because the oscillator can
readjust adiabatically to the perturbation caused by the
incident particle. Conditions (3-7) are satisfied even
better. Under conditions (3-7), the molecular oscillations
do not greatly affect the external classical collision
trajectory. Therefore, one can neglect the motion in X and
Y in treating the motion in R. Equations (3-6A), (3-6B),
and (3-6C) may then be replaced by:
d2R
= - --VINT(R,X=0, Y=0)
at---_ _ (3-8)
Solving equations (3-8) with VIN T given by (3-4), one finds
that the trajectory R(t) satisfies the relation
Uot
exp( R(t)L ) = sech2 (L_-L-) (3-9)
R(t) is then inserted into the interaction potential
function VINT(X,y,_ ) to obtain VINT(X,Y,t ). In this
semi-classical treatment, VINT(X,Y,t ) is used as a
transition inducing perturbation acting upon a quantum
mechanical harmonic oscillator. Finally, from equation (3-
5B) we get the time-dependent Schrodinger equation to be
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solved numerically by first order time-dependent
perturbation theory.
h 2 _2 h 2 _2 7ABX+TcDY
I ÷
Uct (sech 2 (2-_-) _ (X,Y,t) = in _-_ $ (x,Y,t)
There is one more comment about the assumptions of
this semi-classical model. In principle, if the deBroglie
wavelength associated with the relative motion is much less
than the atomic dimensions, it is a good approximation to
use classical mechanics for solving the relative
trajectory. As just mentioned before, if the criteria (3-
7) are fulfilled, in other words, each of the oscillation
amplitudes of the two colliding diatomic molecules is very
small compared to the characteristic range of the
interaction potential, a further simplification can be
made in solving for _(t), the relative trajectory. These
procedures correspond to the "approximate" classical
method, because the trajectory R(t) is determined with X
and Y set equal to zero. As a result, these calculations
do not include the conservation of energy, and E is assumed
to remain as the energy in coordinate R, regardless of
how much excitation occurs in the oscillators. For more
accurate semi-classical calculations, one must solve
equations (3-6A), (3-6B), and (3-6C) for "exact" classical
trajectory R(t) to be used as a time-dependent
perturbation. Prior to the work of Wolfsberg and
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Kelley (23), it has been thought that the criteria (3-7)
are automatically satisfied for all low-velocity
collisions. Actually, this is not the case Wolfsberg and
Kelley proved that the approximate classical method should
be limited to collisions between a light particle and a
heavy oscillator.
For our case of N2-N 2 collision, Wolfsberg and
Kelley's requirement is satisfied. The energy transferred
to each diatomic species is very small compared to the
kinetic energy of relative motion. Both molecules are
negligibly distorted during collision approach and the
molecular oscillations never deviate substantially from
their equilibrium configurations. The semi-classical
approach is a good approximation even within the high
velocity range in which we are interested. The reason is
that as v o increases, the deBroglie wavelength
characterizing the relative mootion in R is small compared
to the distance over which the interaction potential varies
significantly in R, i.e.L.knln2>>l. This implies that
both q and q' defined by equations (2-5) and (2-6) are much
greater than unity. In this limit, q >> 1 and q' >> i, the
quantum mechanical results of equation {2-2) are reduced
to the classical results of Landau and Teller (22).
Let _AB and _CD be the angular frequencies for the AB
and CD molecules, their isolated __--- H _AB_'''






= -- + _AB_AB x
H(AB) (X) - 2_AB _X--_ ½ 2 2
h 2 82
= - __ _CD_CD YH(cD) + ½ 2 2
2_CD
Suppose the individual eigenfunctions of H(AB)(x) and
H(CD)(Y) are ¢_)(X) and ¢(CDIy), we have:
H(AB) (X)Cn (AB) (X) = (n+½) h_AB# (AB) (X) n = 0,1,2...
(CD) (X) = (j+l)_ _(CD) (y)H (CD) (y) _j n_CD_j
Set
Cnj (X,Y) = -n_(AB) (X) _j(CD) (y)
j = 0,1,2,...
(3-11)
Wij = (n+½)h_AB + (j'_')h_cD (3-12)
Ho(X,Y) = H (AB) (X) + H (CD) (Y) (3-13)
Ho(X,Y) is the unperturbated Hamiltonian of the system. It
is obvious that Ho(X,Y)_n j (X,Y) = Wnj_n j (X,Y) (3-14)
Wij are eigenvalues of the unperturbed Hamiltonian Ho(X,Y ).
The solutuion to the equation (3-10), i.e. the total
wavefunction for the system of two oscillators _ (X,T,t)
can be expanded in terms of the individual harmonic
oscillator wavefunctions X) andCj (Y).
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$(X,Y,t) = [ [ anj(t)_(AB) (X) _(CD)(y) e-i(n+_)_ABte-i(j_)
n j -n -j
_CD t
(3-15)
where the expansion coefficients anj depend on time.
If the oscillators AB and CD are initially in state N and J





The probability of the system ending up with AB in state Q
and CD in state K is
PNJ÷QK = laeK(+=) 12
We are now in the position to solve for the expansion
coefficients a(t). Substituting equation (3-15) into
Schrodinger equation (3-i0), and using the relations (3-Ii_--_
(3-14), we find:
(ih) ZT. d _ (AB) _ (CD) e-i (n+_ _ABte-i (j+½) _CD t
-n -j




Uot _ (AB) _ (CD)
7ABX+TcDY) sech2(2--_ -) Z_ a (t) (X) (Y)
exp ( L nj nj -n •-j
e-i (n+½) _0ABt e-i (j+½)_CD t
(AB) * _ (CD) *
Equation (3-16) is multiplied by _n' (X)_j, (Y)on both
• _ (AB)
side, where _n.B)r_ is the complex conjugate function of _n'
(CD) *
and _j (Y) is the complex conjugate of -3_!CD)(y) , and
then integrated. Equation (.3-16) then becomes:
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(ih) Z_. _t anj(t)gnn'_jj'
n]
e-i (n+_12)mAB t e-i (j+½)_CD t
Uot *
= EoSeCh2 (_L--) ZZ (t) [f+= _ (AB)
nj anj -= Vn'
(x)eTABX_ (AB) (X)dX]
-n (3-17)
7cDY_ (CD) (Y)dY] e -i (n+½) _ABte-i (J+½) _CD t
(Y)e _j
where use has been made of the orthonormal property for the
set of harmonic oscillator energy eigenfunctions _(AB) (X) and (CD) (y)
-n _j
_n' (X) _n (X)dX = 6nn,
(X) _J_(CD) (y) dY = 6j j
I_[ _(AB)* _AB x ABLet Un'n = n' (X)e Cn (X) dX
+= _ (CD) * 7cDYe (CD)Vj, j = -= _j, (Y) e _j (Y) dY
d
an,-,j (t) =
Un, n and Vj,j are the coupling terms between states, called
matrix elements. Equations (3-17) can be written now as:
Eo sech 2 Uot
!
(l-T[) (--2_) ?Z anj(t ) Un,nVj,j e-i(n+Z)_AB t
nj (3-18)
e-i(J_) _CD t
Equation (3-18) is a set of coupled first order
differential equations subject to certain initial
conditions. Actually, this set of differential equations
is equivalent to the Schrodinger equation (3-10). Next,
let
anj (t) = Anj (t) + iBnj (t)
(3-19)
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where Anj(t) is the real part of anj(t), and Bnj(t) in the
imaginary part of anj(t). Both Anj(t) and Bnj(t) are real
functions of time t. We also know that Um, n, Vjj are real,
and
ei(n+½)_ABtei(J+½)_CDt = c°s [(n+½)_ABt + (J+½)_CDt] (3-20)
+ isin + cj+½  cDt3
Inserting equations (3-19) and (3-20) into equation (3-18),
with some algebra, the real part and imaginary part on each
side of the equation must be equal separately. So we
obtain a set of coupled differential equations for A's and
B's:
d__ An , (t)dt j'
E o Uot
= _-- sech 2 (_--) ZZ {Anj(t) sin[(n'-n)mABt +
nj
+ Bnj(t) cos [(n'-n)_AB t + (j'-j)_cDt]}
(j '-j) _CD t]
U n ,nVj, j
(3-21)
E o Vot
_tBn, ,j (t) = _-- sech 2(-_) Z7 {Bnj(t)
nj
- Anj (t)cos [(n'-n)_AB t + (j'j)_cDt]} Un,nVn,j
sin [(n'-n)_AB t + (j'-J)_cD t]
Ars (+®) and Brs (+=) are to be found, hence
lars (+=) 12 = IArs(+=)l 2 + IBrs (+=) I 2
the desired transition probability.
In Chapter 2, we mentioned that in the work of ZRS
(18), they treated collinear collisions between two
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diatomic molecules with symmetric configuration only.
Therefore, TAB is equal to 7C D i.e.:
YAB = 7CD = 7
The intermolecular potential function in equation (3-10),
rot >_BX+TcD Y)
Eosech2 (2--_--) exp ( _ L )is expanded in a Taylor series
to the second order of X and Y;
Vot Vot




neglecting high order terms in X,Y. Equation (3-10), with
interaction potential given by equation (3-22), can be
solved analytically by applying Kerner (19) method. Our
semi-classical approach differs from the method of ZRS in
Vot
that we do not expand the potential function E o sech2(--_-_) exp
(YABX+YCDY ) into a Taylor series. We make a direct
L
numerical integration of the coupled equations (3-21),
which are equivalent to equation (3-10). It is appropriate
to carry out classical calculations in which the
approximate equation (3-8) is used, but the potential
expansion (3-22) is not carried out. Numerical comparison
between these two methods for N2-N 2 collision will be
given in Chapter 4.
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C. Quantum Mechanical Calculation
To clarify the presentation of the theory, we shall








Inserting equations (3-23A) an.d (3-23B) into equation (3-
5A), it becomes:
_2 *2 '_2 *2 h 2 _2
{½ h0JcD(- _y + y ) + ½ h_AB(- _ + X ) 2_ _R_
+ E o exp
1
h 2 _(1








(x*,y*,R) = E_ (x*,y*,R)
(3-24A)
Dividing both sides by i/2h CD' equation (3-24) looks
simpler. If we define:
_AB E* = _ r* - 1
= -- ' 1 h_CDmCD
YCD
i
L* 1 ( h 2 )4 1 mD








1 h 2 (_cDkcD...5.)_[ --I
-- = -- 2
m ]_CD h _
7CD
mc+m D 2 M
_-CD (_) mc= - _ = (mA+n%)mD
1
TAB kCDUCD) _ 18=-- ( =--
-_CD kAS_ "% _CD
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The new equation (3-24) is dimensionless, namely;
_2 *2 i _2
{(_ _ + y*2) + (_ _ + x ) - =---_2
_y m _j
* * * * e * *
-SX )]) _ (x*,y ,r ) - E $ (x ,y ,r )
E o
+ ( 1 )exp [-L* (r*-y*
_h_cD
(3 _24B)
Since the constant coefficient E° can be absorbed
1/2h_cD
into the argument of the exponential function exp (-L*(r _-
is invariant under the




we can choose I/2h_c D
The notation x*, y*
> r* + any constant,
= 1 with no loss of generality.
and r* refer to dimensionless
variables, we now dro_ the "*" for convenience. Hence the
scaled Schrodinger equation is:
_2 y2 42 1 _2
{(- _v 2 + ) + _ (- _--_-+ x 2)
_x 2 m 8r
= E _ (x,y,r)
+ exp [-L (r-y-Sx)] }¢(x,y,r)
(3-25)
The system is specified by the five dimensionless
parameters. They are _, m, B, L* and E*, E* is energy of
the system in term of ground state energy of molecule CD.
The dimensionless form of the unperturbated Hamiltonian H o
is:
_2 y2 _ x 2




ij(x,y) and eigenvalues Wij, then
= Wij _ij (x,y) i = 0,1,2,...
j = 0,1,2,...
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where _ ij(xx,y) - %i(Y)_j(x)
Wij - (2i+i) + (2j+l)
_ij (x,y) is the product of the individual harmonic
oscillator wavefunction which indicates that molecule AB
with internal coordinate x is the vibrational state j, and
molecule CD with internal coordinate y is in the state i.
Let the system be in a particular initial state (no,too).
We can expand the total stationary scattering wavefunction
_omo(X,y,r), i.e. the solution to equation (3-25) in terms
of %nm(X,y) because they form a complete set.
N-I M-1
_nomo(X'y'r) =n=o_ m=o_ fnm,nomo (r) Cn(Y)¢m (x) (3-26)
Substituting equation (3-26) into equation (3-25) get:
N=i M-I d 2
Z 7_ {Wnmfnm ' (r) _n(y) _m(X) -1
n=0 m=0 nomo m _n(Y) _m(X) --dr2 fnm,nom O(r)
+ exp [-L*(r-y-Sx)] fnm,nomo(r) Sn(Y) _m(X)}
N-I M-I
* fnm 'nora O=E 7 _ (r) _n(y) _m(X) (3-27)n=0 m=0
where we have used the relation
Ho(X'Y) _ij (x,y! = Wij _ij (x,y)
When equation (3-27) is multiplied by _n' (Y)_m' (x) on both
sides and integrated over x and y, we have:
1 d 2




• _ -- _--j-wAs ] l Cnl n
+ fnomo,nm(r) <_n'm (x,y)lexp [-'_ '_ "' _v_ (x,y)>}
, N-I M-I
= E Z Z f (r) (x,y) l_n_n(x,y)>





<_n'm' (x,y)l_nm(X,y)> - f
D_
_n' (y) #n (y)dy f _m' (x) %m(X)dx
= 6n,m6m, m (3-29)
<#n'm' (x,y) lexp [-L*(r-y-Sx)] n_nm(X,y)>
-f: • f: •= exp (-L r) _n,(y) exp (L y) _n(y)dy #m' (x) exp (L Bx)_m (x) dx
Defining: Vnvml ,nm (r) = m <#n'm' (x,y)]exp [-L (r-y-Sx)] l%nm(X,y)>
(3-30)
and using equation (3-29) and (3-30), equation (3-28)
be come s
toWn 'm' fn 'm' ,noraO
d 2 N-I M-I
(r) - .---T--fn'm' 'nomo(r) + _ _ Vn





Rearranging this equation, we get
d 2 N-IM-I
-- fn (r) = _ _ V n (r)dr 2 'm''nomo n=0 m=0 'm',_ fnm,nom O
(E* (r)




kij = /m (E* - Wij)
= _' (E-(2i÷l)-(23+l))
(3-32)
N and M are the number of states of CD and AB included in
the expansion. We introduce (9)
i = n + m.N n = 0,1,2,...N-I m = 0,1..M-I
j = n + m.N n - 0,1,2,...N-I m = 0,1..M-I
k = n + m.N n = 0,1,2,...N-1 m = 0,1..M-I
to indicate the states of the system. For example, i =
(n,m), j = (n,m) and k = (n,m) etc. By incorporating the
(r)
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definition of k, equation (3-32), we obtain a system of
coupled second order ordinary differential equations An
matrix form which is equivalent to the Schrodinger equation
(3-32). __d2 _(r) = (___2)
dr 2 (3-33)
where (_ (r)) ij
(_(r)) ij
= (_(r)i(n,m)j(n'm')
= (_ (r) i (n,m) j (n,m,)
= fnm,n'm' (r)
= Vnm,n,m, (r)
and (_)ij = (_)i(n,m)j (n'm') = knm6mn'6mm '
In the asymptotic region where r is very large, V(r) tends
to zero, so integrating equation (3-33), we get
Lim _(r) = e-i_rG + e i_r
r-_0o
(3-34)
Equation (3-34) is the asymptotic form of F(r) at large r.
In principle if G and J are determined, then the transition
probability from state i = i(no,m O) to state j = j(n,m) is
given by: k.
Pij = ] (_ _-l)jil _i (3-35)
where _-i is the inverse matrix of G.
rather difficult to find matrices
However, it is
G and J in a




d E(r) = F(r)
(3-36)
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Letting r O be some point in the asymptotic regime, the
-4-
asymptotic form of F(r) may be also written as
-i_(r-r o) _ ÷ eiK(r-r O)
Lim _(r) -- e
and then,
(3-37)
Lira E(r) = Lira _d_ = -i_e -1_(r-rO) G + iKei_(r-r O) _
r÷® r*_
So, as the point r = r O in the asymptotic region, it is
obvious that:
(ro) - G + J"
(ro) +





• -iKr e IKr (e-iKro _'_-le-iKrojGLim _(r)_-le -IKrO = • + ),
then the transition probabilities are:
Pij = (3-39)
(e-i_ro _-I e-iKro) I2 _,"
ji i
Since kj is real for open channels, that is to say the
incoming particle has sufficient energy to excite the bound
particle to any of its lowest N eigenstates, matrix K is
real too, and these are the only observed ones. _n
equation (3-39) since K is real, we end up with
k.
Pij = (j_l) ji _i
This result is exactly the same as the probabilities
obtained based on the asymptotic form oof F(r) in equation
(3-34). We can find G and J in terms of F(ro), and E(r O)
with no difficult, since G and J are related to F(ro),
E(r o) by equation (3-38A) and (3-38B). Solving for G and
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we obtain:
2G = F(r o) + i 1 ro )
2J = F(r O) - iK -I ro)
S JG- •Defining S = Re S + i.Im S
where Re S is the real part of S and Im S is the imaginary
part of S, (both are real) then
I__Ii 2 = i_ 1 2 = (Re _)2 + (Ira S) 2
We must find Re _and Im _ in terms of _(ro), E(r O) and
We know that (19) given three matrices A,X, and Y such that
A= X+
where X and Y are real, if
then the inverse matrix of A is
_-1=_ + iW.
In our case F(ro), E(r o) and K are all real, we may define
D = K_IE(r o)
so that equation (3-40) becomes:
_. .%. -_
2G = F(r o) + iD
2J = F(ro).- i D
Here we want to find the inverse of G, then set:
(3-41)
and solve for Z, W in terms of F(r o) and D. Equation (3-
41) means that
Or equivalently F(ro)Z - DW = 1
F(ro)W + DW = 0




Substituting W into the first equation of (3-42), get:
4. 4. 4. --_ 4. 4.
(F(r o) ÷ D(F(ro))D)Z = 1
4. 4. 4. ÷ -i F -ihence Z = (F(r o) + D(F(ro) ) )
4. 4. _ 4. 4.4. -I -i
and W --(F(ro)) IDCF(ro) + D(F(ro) ) 5)
in turn, _ = 2((_(ro)+5(_(r O)) 5) -l-i(_(ro))-ls(_(ro)+5(_(ro))-ID)-l)
The derived result is clear now-
JG_'_"i=( F(ro)-iD)_ ((_(ro)+_(_(ro))-I .-ID) -i (_(r o ) )
4. 4. 4. 4. -I 4. -I 4.
D(F(ro)+D(F(ro)) D) )=Re S + Jim S
-1
(3-43)
Since the real part and imaginary part on each side of
equation (3-43) are equal to each other respectively, we
have :
Re S = (F(ro)-D(F(ro)[l D)(F(ro)+D(F(r ))'ID[I
O
4. 4. -_ 4. 4. -I 4. -I
IM S =- (2D)(F(r)+D(F(r )) D) (3-44)
O O
4. --l
where D = K E(ro).
The transition probability from state i = (no'm")o to state
j = (n,m) is:
k
Pi(no,mo)4.j(n,m) = ((Re _)2ji + (Im _)ji)2 _i
where Re S and Im S are given by equation (3-44). This
completes the basic principle in calculating transition
probability for one-dimensional scattering problem within
the quantum mechanical approach. Discussions of boundary
conditions in integrating equation (3-36) will be made in
the next Chapter.
The original Schrodinger equation has rapidly
oscillating wavelike solutions which are difficult to
represent numerically. The integration of equation (3-33)
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is numerically unstable, unless special algorithms are
used. Secrest and Johnson, ( ) in their exact quantum
mechanical treatment of the one-dimensional scattering
problem, convert the coupled differential equations into
equivalent integral equations. The integral involved is
then replaced by a quadrature sum. The resulting matrix
equation is then solved indirectly by numerical method to
obtain the transition probabilities. Chan et al. (24),
propose a different numerical approach to this problem. It
involves converting the set of coupled second-order
equations for the translational wavefunctions into first-
order equations in matrix form and then solving it by an
expotential method developed by W. Magnus (25). The idea
was first conceived by Light et al. (26). The method we
just discussed for quantum mechanical calculation of
transition probabilities is a direct integration of the
state expanded Schrodinger equation. This treatment is
similar to the method due to Riley and Kupermann (12). It
is relatively simple and straightforward, but in our
procedures, the virtual states are not included in the
total wavefunction expansion. Roy G. Gordon (21) developed
another method for integrating coupled differential
equations arising in bound state and scattering problems in
quantum mechanics. The wavefunctions are constructed in
piecewise analytic form, to any prescribed accuracy. The
chief advantage of this method is that it avoids searching
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for the correct initial derivatives of the wavefunction.
It is claimed to be numerically very stable.
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Chapter 4 Numerical Results
A. Semi-classical Results
For the specific N2-N 2 molecular collision, the two
molecules are identical, then _o = _AB = _CD = 4.45 x 10 -14
sec, TAB = 7CD, and m A = mB = m C = m D = 14.0 a.m.u... This
implies that the matrix elements Un,n and Vn, n are equal. The
matrix elements Un, n are given in Table 4-1.
As mentioned in Chapter 3-B, we may set:
k = j + (n-l) J, j = 1,2,3,...
n = 1,2,3,...
where J is an integer which is the number of states of
molecules C D and AB included in the expansion of the total
wavefunction _ . The integer k is used to represent the
state (j,n) which means that molecule CD is in the state j
and molecule AB is in the state n. For example, if we
choose J = 4, there are 4x4 = 16 states involved in the
expansion of total wavefunction $ in terms of the
individual harmonic oscillator wavefunctions. In other
words, there are 16x2=32 coupled first order differential
equations to be solved in equation (3-21). (for J greater
than 4, the extension is straightforward). In general,
J=N, let K=k+N.N, where k=I,2,3,...(N.N). In this way, Anj
and Bnj can be designated as:
Y(k) = A k = 1,2,... (N.N)
nj
Y(K) = B K = (N.N)+I,(N.N)+2,..2(N.N)
nj
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Y is then a vector of length 2(N.N). This is the suitable
form for doing numerical integration of equation (3-21).
In our computer program, the IBM IMSL ROUTINE DGEAR is
called. On input, Y(1), Y(2), .... Y(2N*N) supply initial
values which are initial conditions for the system. One of
the arguments in the subroutine DGEAR, TOL, must be chosen
suitably. Otherwise the computer time is unecessarily
long. This parameter TOL, is an estimate of the local
truncation error. In a series test calculations, we choose
N=ll, Vo - 8 km/sec and initial state = (1.2), for three
different values of TOL, 10 -7 , 10 "8, and 10-9 . We obtain
the data as shown in Table 4-2. We then choose TOL = 10-8 .
The initial value of the step size H, is chosen small
enough at the beginning of integration so that it can pass
the error test (based on TOL). In the subsequent
procedures H is adjusted by the routine itself, but
changing in the step size always satisfies the error test.
The number of states used in the total wavefunction
expansion, N*N plays a very important role in integration
of equation (3-21).
In principle, we have to increse N until the final
transit/on probabilities converge to values independent of
N. Table 4-3 to Table 4-5 show the transition probability
as a function of N for initial state (1,2) at low, medium,
and high initial relative velocity; i.e. v o = 3 Km/sec, 6
Km/sec, and 9 Km/sec respectively. From these tables, it
is obvious that for high value of velocity v o, we need more
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states in the expansion of total wavefunction _ .
Generally speaking, for v less than 6 Km/sec, N = 7 i.e.
o
7x7 = 49 states expansion is good enough for initial states
(I,i), (1,2), (2,2), (3,1), and (3,2). For v o = 7 Km/sec,
N should be no less than 9; and for v o = 8 Km/sec, N should
be no less than 11. For v ° = 9 Km/sec, N must be larger
than 12. We also find that the value of N depends on the
initial state. For example, for initial state (4.1) at
velocity 6 Km/sec, only N - 9, i.e. 81 states expansion
makes the transition probability converge. The integration
limits are adjusted until t_e constraint equation (4-1) is
satisfied: (for suitable N)
final state
Pinitial state * final state -I.0
where _ is an arbitrary small number, we choose 6 = I0-4
here. The integration limits depend on the initial
relative velocity Vo, e.g. for v ° = 3 Km/sec, the lower
limit T = -1.6x10 -13 and the upper limit TEND = 1.6x10-13;
for v = 6 Km/sec, T = -1.0xl0 -13
o , and TEND = 1.0xi0-14;
for v = 9 Km/sec, T = -5.0x10 -14
o , and TEND = 5.0x10 _14.
Condition (4-1) serves as a useful criterion on numerical
calculations.
The numerical results of transition probabilities for
different initial and final states as a function of v are
o
obtained by the semi-classical method and shown in Tables
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4-6 to 4-10. Figure 4-1 through Figure 4-5 plot the
transition probabilities as a function of v o for five
initial states (1,1), (i,2), (2,2), (3.1) and (3,2). A
scaling relationship can be very useful for both the
theoretical and experimental analysis of molecular
scattering problem. With this relationship, it is easier
to write the direct Monte Carlo computation program and
save computer storage space. For a systematic study of the
scaling relationship, we need more data. It is too
expensive to be done at this time. In Figure 4-6a and 4-
6b, we plot only the scaling relationship for V-T processes
(l,i) (l,i+l) at different v . Since the collision is
o
symmetric, there is nothing new in the results by changing
the initial state (i,j) to (j,i). We examine Figure 4-1
through Figure 4-5 and find that at low energies the
probability of transferring a given number of quanta by a
V-V process is much greater than the probability of
converting them by a V-T process into translational energy.
For V-T process, the probability increases rapidly with
increasing collision energies in the low energy regime.
However, the probability of V-V transfer rises less sharply
with increasing collision energy. For V-V transitions
involving two quanta jumps such as (3,1) (1,3) and (3,2)
(1,4), the transition probability is less than that of V-V
process (1,2) (2,1), which involve only one quantum jump.
Generally, at low energies, the transition probabilities
are very small and multiple quantum transitions are assumed
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primarily due to stepwise transitions via single collision
j _ j+l ÷ ... ÷ K-1 _ K. At high collision energies the
direct transition j _K has significant contribution to the
transition probability of multiple quantum jump. For V-V-T
transfer to an adjacent level, processes involving transfer
of a single quantum (such as (2,1) _ (3,1) and (2,1)
(2,1)) are much more probable than processes of several
quanta such as (1,2) _ (3,1). Likewise, transitions (3,2)
(4,2), (3,2) _ (2,2) and (3,2) _ (3,1) are much more
probable than the transition (3,2) ÷ (2,1). In Figure 4-
6a and 4-6b we notice that the general trend of the scaling
relationship for transitions
(l,i) --> (l,i+l),
seems to be a weak v -dependent function. We need more
o
data for further analysis.
A useful check on numerical results is provided by
time-reversal invariance (which leads to the principle of
detailed balance). Stated classically, the principle
implies that a system executes its motion in reverse if
time is allowed to run backward. In quantum scattering
processes this means that P = P.. , i.e., the probabilit_
ij Dl
of a transition for state i to state j is equal to that for
transition for state j to i. For example, check table 4-8
and table 4-9, we have P(2,2)->(3,1) = 0"845x10-3' P(3,1)
= 0.843xi0 -3 this gives
i--> (2,2)
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IP (3,1)÷(2,2) -P(2,2)_(3,1) I
P (3,1)*(2,2)
= 0.237%, at
vo = 4 Km/se_
At v o = 6 Km/sec, both P(3,1)÷(2,2) and P(2,2)_(3,1) are equal
to 0.121. The principle of time reversal invariance is satisfied
quite well.
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Referring to Chapter 3-C, it is clear that the
numerical procedures for calculating transition probability
b v the quantum mechanical method are as follows:
(1)
(2)
Integrate equation (3-36) and solve for
F(r o) and E(ro).
÷ ÷ ÷ )-1Form D and the expression (F(ro)+D(F(ro)
..). .¢.
(3) Construct Re S and Im S.
k.
14) Pij _ ((Re _)2 + (Ira $12 )
For N2-N 2 collisions the parameters of the system are
0.113 (corresponding to L = 0.2 A), _ = 1.0, 8 = 1.0, and m
= 0.5. The total energy E can be assigned a suitable value
which corresponds to some value of vo. Having all these
parameters, the IBM IMSL routine DGEAR is called to
integrate equuation (3-36) and find F(ro) , E(r _. There
are four factors in this problem that can affect the
numerical integration.
(I) Integration error.
(2) Number of states retained in the state
expansions.
(3) Starting point of integration r s.
(4) End point of integration r
O
The local trunction error is conntrolled by TOL, which is
one of the arguments of the subroutine DGEAR. We choose
TOL = 1.0xl_ 8 here. The starting point is chosen as the
point r = rs at which the largest diagonal element of _(_)
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is equal to twice of the total energy there• The starting
point is just beyond the classical turning point and in the
classical forbidden region• Now, it is appropriate to
discuss the initial conditions for this system. We set N -
M - 2, so that there are four states involved in the total
wavefunction expansion (for high energy collisions we need
larger N and M to get more accurate results). The initial
states of the molecule AB and CD are no and m° definitely
at the beginning, where n = 1,2; m - 1,2. Therefore the
O O
initial value of the matrix F(r) is a unit matrix:
O
1.0 0 0 0
0 1.0 0 0
0 0 1.0 0
0 0 0 1.0
Since the point r - r is in the classical forbidden
S
region, the diagonal element of V(r s) is much larger than
the element of K, equation (3-33) becomes:
d  (rsI
dr 2
The diagonal element of F, f, satisfies
d2f




The as vm..ptotic solution is then Lim f(r) = e
d_ this gives the initial value of matrix E at
E=_,
starting point r s as:
• Recall that
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where g -_me-_. The stopping point r °
g 0 0 0
0 g 0 0
0 0 g 0
0 0 0 g
is chosen as the
1.O
point where the diagonal element of V(r o) are less than_0"_0.
of the total energy. In principle, we have to increase the
total number of states N,M, until the probabilities do not
change significantly. We keep N-2, and M=2 in this work
and calculate trnsition probabilities among states (1,1),
(1,2) and (2,2). Obviously, this four-state expansion is
good for low energy collisions only. Table 4-11 and Table
4-12 display the quantum transition probabilities as a
function of V for initial states (2,1) and (I,I). In
o
Table 4-13 through Table 4-16, we list the probabilities
for transitions (1,2) ÷ (I,I), (1,2) _ (2,2), (1,2) *
(2,1) and (i,i) _ (1,2) by the four different methods.
Since the computer expense is prohibitively large for fully
quantum mechanical method, we do not have enough data for
plotting purpose. Here, we show that the method just
explored does work. The plots of these tables are thus
given by Figure 4-7, Figure 4-8, Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10
respectively.
We check these Figures (4-7) through (4-10) and find
that for the three V-T transitions the probability
obtained by the semi-classical method is almost one order
of magnitude smaller than that obtained from ZRS analytic
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method. For V-I process (1,2) _ (2,1), the semi-classical
and ZRS results are very close to each other, however,
the ZRS results are always slightly larger than the semi-
classical results. The SSH theory is only good for low
energy collisions, if the energy is too high the
probability is greater than unity. This theory breaks down
there. Since we are interested in high energy collision
processes of two molecules. We concentrate on the semi-
classical method. We believe the semi-classical treatment
can supply a reasonable estimate in calculating transition
probabilities. This is very helpful because the semi-
classical method can save much computer time and the
numerical algorithm is relatively simple.
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Chapter 5 Discussions
In this final chapter, we discuss some important
problems requiring further study for vibrational energy
transfer.
A. Three-Dimensional Collisions
One of the assumptions which we have made in the
collinear molecular collision model is that the target
molecule is struck in the direction of its axis. To avoid
this assumption in the collinear treatment, we have to
average over the relative orientation of the molecule at
the proper stage of calculations. However, the period of
rotation is usually comparable with the duration of the
collision, there is no simple way to take the average. A
constant steric factor is generally used.
Since the rotational energy spacing is much smaller
than the vibrational spacing, appreciable rotational
scattering occurs over a range of molecule-molecule
separations that is considerably longer than that for which
vibrational transitions are important. The coupling
between rotational and translation is usually strong too,
so that the rotational state generally changes before the
vibrational transition occurs. When a vibrational
transition takes place the corresponding energy change will
appear in either translational motion, or rotational
motion of molecules, or both. It is obvious that if we
calculate the vibrational transition probabilities,
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effects of rotational motion have to be considered. In the
collinear treatment however, we have assumed that the
simultaneous rotational and vibrational transitions are not
important and the impact parameter is zero. The realistic
three-dimensional analyses that take rotational transitions
into account should include the correction to the
vibrational transition probability that results from the
finite size of the rotational energy spacing in future
work. Also, the incident particle is described by a plane
wave which contains the partial waves of different orbital
angular momentum (the one-dimensional model corresponding
to an s-wave scattering problem). Usually, many partial
waves have to be considered and this makes the problem very
difficult.
B. Effect of Anharmonicity
It has been found by experience that the potential
energy function of actual diatomic molecules can be
represented quite accurately by a simple analytical
function called Morse potential, which contains three
adjustable parameters. If Morse potentials are used to
describe the intramolecular forces, the diagonal matrix
elements of the interaction potential which enter into the
quantum theory of vibrational energy transfer are
approximately but not identically equal. In the
calculation given by F.H. Mies, (27) the consideration was
restricted to the head-on collision between a structless
incident particle and a diatomic molecule. The transition
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probability is found to decrease markedly when the ratio
of the diagonal elements of the initial and final
oscillator states is allowed to deviate even slightly from
one. The deviation in turn, increases with the
anharmonicity of the molecular vibrations, and an
anharmonic correction factor of the order of I0 -I to 10 -2
should be applieed to the generally used probability
expression for atom-molecule collision. There must exist a
correction factor of this kind for molecule-molecule
collision.
C. Interaction Potential
Choice of a potential function to be used in
calculating the transition probability is a very important
task since it affects the results considerably. In the
theory of inelastic molecular collisions, the scattering
potential to be adopted should be simple enough to make the
calculations feasible as long as the essential features of
the physics of collision is not lost. This requirement is
relaxed if we deal with numerical calculations. The chosen
interaction potential for some pair of molecules must be
relatively accurate and can be used to represent the real
situation. If the intermolecular interaction is strongly
orientation dependent, as in the polar gas, the molecules
may take a particular orientation during the encounter.
For this problem of preferential orientation, a somewhat
different treatment is required.
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D. Exact Classical Trajectory
In our semi-classical approximation, the classical
equations are first solved to obtain the relative motion of
the molecules as a function of the time. The time-
dependent Schrodinger equation for the internal motion
under the external perturbation is then solved to obtain
the probabilities of various transitions. However, the
occurrence of inelastic processes are not taken into
account in solving the classical equation of motion in that
the effective intermolecular potential and the effective
translational energy depend on the internal state. If the
incident energy is much greater than the internal energy,
the influence of inelastic process on the relative motion
is unimportant. It is a good approximation to ignore the
internal state in calculating classical trajectory. For
more rigorous calculations, an exact classical trajectory
must be found in which the energy conservation law is
satisfied. For high energy collisions, the semi-classical
treatment is, however, a fairly good approximation. It
requires less computational effort and saves much computer
time.
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Appendix 1 Exponential Interaction Potential
A conventional representation of the intermolecular
potential energy curve is given by the Lennard-Jones 12-6
power law (28)_
12 6
vCr) -4E (Ir_ - Cr_ ) CAI-I_
where V(r) is the potential energy at separation r, and r
is the distance between atom B and C. This is shown
graphically in Figure AI-I.
is the depth of the potential well at intermolecular
12
a
distance rm, where the repulsive force ( _ ) takes over
6
c
the long range attractive force ( _ ) , and V(r ) is them
minimum of the potential function V(r). a is the
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separation at zero energy, when V(r) = 0, sometimes loosely
called the "collision diameter". The exponential function
VINT(r) = constant.e -r/L _ ¢ (A1-2)
must be fitted to the Lennard-Jones potential V(r),
equation (AI-I). Here, the choice is made that the
magnitudes and slopes of the potentials are set equal at r
- rc. rc is the minimum value of r. These two potentials
are illustrated in Figure AI-2.
Figure AI-2. The exponential potential VINT(r) fitted to
the Lennard Jones potential V(r). The magnitudes and
slopes of the two potentials are set equal to each other at
the classical turning point r - r c.
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We deduce an approximate formula:
~ a
L - FF/.S
For N 2 molecule, o- 3.749 _, so L t o.2z _..
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Appendix 2 The Choice of Initial Time Reference
Coordinate in Quantum Scattering Process
Consider the general scattering in one-dimensional
space, A flux of incoming particles with mean momentum Po
are incident from left and scattered by an arbitrary
potential distribution V(x) as shown in Figure A2-1, where
+
V(x) is finite and V(x) * 0 as x * _=
Figure A2-1. Particles scattered by an
arbitrary potential.
For large and negative x, the wave packet with mean
momentum p can be superposed as:
o
+= 2





apR(p_exp (-_Cp-po_2exp(-_) exp (-ii t_
where R(p) is the reflection coefficient which is a
1
constant over a region Sp- _-. For large and positive
x, the transmitted wave packet is:
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(x,t) = I dpT (p) exp (-_ (p-po) 2) exp (_)exp (-i 2L_) (A2-2)
where T(p) is the transmission coefficient which is
1
constant over a region _p~_ . _ Since for large Ixl
and Itl, the term exp(i(_ - _)) in equation
(A2-1) and (A2-2) is a very rapidly varying function of
momentum p, the integrals are essentially zero unless p, x,









where-- is the classical velocity. Equation (A2-4)
gives the result that t<<0, if x<<0. Let's check the
second term in the right hand side of equation (A2-1).
1
Since R(p) is approximately a constant within a width _p -_
centered at p = Po' then,
I dpR(p)exp(-(p-po)2)exp(-i _-_)exp(-i )
= R(Po ) I dpexp(-(P-Po ) )exp(-i +
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Stationary phase conditions require that:
P = Po
and % (h___ + _
_-_ Cmh' = 0 (A2-5)
-Po t
Equation (A2-5) implies that x = --m ' this means that
reflection occurs only when t>0 because the reflected wave
exists only at x--> - ® . Combining the discussions
just made, we conclude that the incident particles hit the
pootential at x = 0 and t -- 0, and the initial conditions
of the system are described at t-->-= , the final
conditions are the states at t--> +=.
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C HAZN PROGRAR FOR aONTE CARLO 3-D ENTRANCE PROELER CALCULATIOHS
C OBJECTIVE OF THIS gAIN PROGRAH IS TO SET THE DIMENSIONS
C _AIN RUNNING PROGRAR IS _** RUN ***
C





C THE NEIT CARD IS ASSOCIATED _IT_ PRINCETON RANDO_ NU_B_R G_NE_ATOR
COR_O_/RANCOR,'I_RAN(")
: THE FO_LOEING DIMENSION STATERENTS SET THE RAJOR ERRAY DIMENSIONS
AND RUST BE CONSISTENT _ITH THE FCLLOWING DATA CARD
3
RSP=NUR_ER O.F SPECIES - EXAMPLE EZLO_ .SSP=I
: NJV=N3Z_ER OF SOBDIV!SIO_S OF I_PUT DISTriBUTION FUNCTION
: EXAMPLE BEL0_ NJY=22
: NHC=NURSER OF F_NAL CELLS - EXAMPLE BELOE _C=150
2 NRP=HAI NUMBER OF ROLECULES OY EACH SPECIES ALLOWED IN PROGRAHo
: IF EXCEEDED, PBOGRAR ESTHER FAILS OR RZSTART5 AT BEGINNING
Z WITH NUMBER REDUCED BY 10% - EXAMPLE-BELO_ N_P=5000
: NPB=HAXIHU_ NUZBEB IN EACH CELL - EXASPLE NPB=150
DINENSION DBA (I,150),NB(I,150) ,N_T (1,150)
DIMENSION TRP(I, 150),TMEA (1,150),IV(I, 150) ,IVA(I,150)
DIMENSION Z_{I,150),YTA[I,150) ,Z¥ (I, 150),Z.VA(I,150),DB(I,150)
DISENSION TBP(I, 150) ,TRRA (1,150),_B_(I,150)
DZ_E_SION UBN(150) ,T(I,1,150)
DXSENSZON LB(5000) ,L_(I,5000) ,EN(I,5000}
DZSENSION PAU(I,5000),PAV(I,5000),PA_[I,5000)
DIRENSION PAX(1,5000),PAT(I,5000),PAZ(I,5000),LCOL(I,5000}
DIMENSION FNB(150) ,IC(150) ,TC(150},ZC(150)
DZ_ENSZON TZL(22,_,I),PF_|22,_,I)
DATA NSP/I/,_JV/22/,NRC/150/,NSP/5000/,NPB/150/
2 FORBAT(/17I,'NORSAL TERRZNATION OF THE PROGRAS')
N&EELIST/DI_/NSP,_JV,NSC,NRP,NP_,N_AN






TLE: GKB!NT AUG82 A PRINCETOB UNIVERSITI TIHE-SBABING SYSTEH
• PRINTOUT OF _AJOR ARRAY DIMENSIONS USED ABOVE
WRITE(6,DI_)
CALL OF gAIN OPERATING PROGRA_ RHICH REQUIRES INPUTS:
&CONTRL,HTIRES,_FLOREF,_OLEC,_SHAPES,_GEOM,GINCUPL,HINOUT
THESE INPUTS ARE ALL CURRENTL! IN THE-NA_ELIST FORMAT
AND _AY HAVE TO HE CHANGED IF THAT CONVENTION IS NOT AVAILABLE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PARAMETERS FOLLOWS
GCONTRL - ONE OCCURRENCE (NEW OR RESTART)
• PARAMETER DEFAULT DEFINITION OR EXPLANATION
NAME 8 BLANKS ANT ALPHANUMERIC NAME UP TO 8 CHARACTERS
TITLE 2_ BLRKS ANY ALPHANUMERIC TITLE UP TO 2_ CHARACTERS
PERCNT .001 ACCURACY IN INTEGRATION PROCEDURES
ICOPY 1 NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL COPIES OF OUTPUT
DUMP .TRUE. IF TRUE _ILL CAUSE SISTER DUmP FOR ANT OF 12
PROGRAMMER DESIGNED ERROR HALTS.
DEBUG[_} .FALSE. IF TRUE WILL PRINT MESSAGE WHE_ CELL POP. EXCEEDS MNB
DEBUG (2) .FALSE. IF TRUE WILL PRINT CPU TIME AROUND EACH PART OF LOOP
DEBUG(3) .TRUE. IF TRUE WILL PRINT CPU TI_E RE_AINING AT END OF LOOP
NAY .TRUE. IF TRUE - NEW RUN - IF FALSE - RESTART OF RUN
SAVE .FALSE. IF TRUE - SNAPSHOT SAVED ON TAPE(9) FOR RESTART
REDO .FALSE. IF TRUE PROGRAM _ILL AUTOMATICALLY.RESTART _ITH 90_
OF TOTAL IF TOTAL CELL POPULATION EXCEEDS _NN
ONE OCCURRENCE (NEg OR RESTART)
DEFAULT DEFINITION OR EXPLANATION
- " - REAL NUMBER - FRACTION OF _EAN'FREE TIME PER CYCLE
" - - INTEGER - NUMBER OF CYCLES PER SAMPLE
- " - INTEGER - NUMBER OF CYCLES _ETWEEN PRINTOUTS
- - - INTEGER - ESTIMATE OF NU_BER OF CYCLES TO STEADY STATE
- - - INTEGER - TOTAL ND_SER OF CYCLES TO END OF RUN -
WILL TEE_IN&T£ SCONER IF CPU TI_E IS TO BE EXCCEDED
8FLOREF - ONE OCCURRENCE [NEW RUN ONLY)
PARAMETER DEFAULT DEFINITION
ii_ - - - I_ITIAL NU_RER OF MOLECULES LLR<MNM< OR = N_P
_N_ - - - _AII_UN NUMBER OF SOLECULES PER SPECIES
RNB - - - RAIIMUM NUMBER PER _T_C... - DIAGNOSTIC ONLT
HSP -- " - NUMBER OF _OLECULA_ SPECIES (MAX. IS 3)
_ET 0 IF 0- DATA IS _N SI (_ETRIC) UNITS
IF>O- DATA IS IN ENGLISH UNITS
U ""- FLOW VELOCITY {M/SEC) OR (FT/SEC)
ANGLE - - - ANGLE OF ATTACK (DEGREES}
RNU 0.0 ARRAY GIVING ZOLE FRACTIONS OF SPECIES IN FREE STREAM
._RMA 0.0 ARRAY GIVING _OLECULAR WEIGHTS =" _PECIES ABOVE
TF ....- - - FREE STREAM TEMPERATURE (K OR R)
DENF - - - FREE STREA_ NUMBER DENSITY (NUM/_**3 OH NUN/FT**3)
_NOLEC - -ONE OCCURRENCE {NEW RUN ONLY)
PARAMETER DEFAULT . DEFINITION
TRF .... REFERENCE TESPERATURE FOR SOLECULAR DATA
DIN : O.O CROSS-SECTIONS AT REFERENCE TEMP. (ESPI_SP)
ETA .:. . D.O PARAMETERS IN DIFFUSION AND VISCOSITY LAg (RSPIMSP)









ILE: GKBIWT AUG82 A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIRE-SHARING SYSTE_
CHI 0.0
ACE .001
ROTATIONAL DEGREE OF FNEEDOB PIRARETER (NROT/2 - I)
ACCURACY IN ffOLECULAR COLLISION CALCULATIONS
$SHAPES - ND+I OCCURRENCES WHERE ND=NURBER OF BODY SEGMENTS (NEW RUN)
PARAMETER DEFAULT DEFINITION
FIRST OCCURRENCE
BODY_I) I>3- - NEED NOT BE SPECIFIED
BODY(I} - - - START OF BODY {ISTART) IN ARBITRARY COORDINATE
BODY(2) 0.0 TEZPERATURE AT FRONT OF TUBE IN K OR R
BODY(3) 0o0 DIAMETER OF TUBE IN 8ETERS OR FT.
SUBSEOUENT OCCURRENCES (ND}
BODT(1) - - - I COORDINATE FRO_ FRONT OF BODY OF THE DO_NSTREAH
EDGE OF THE CURRENT BODY SEG-_ENT
BODY[2) - - - TERPERATURE AT THE BACK OF THIS BODY SEG._ENT
BODY(3) - - - SNITCH - IF NOT 0.0 THIS IS THE LAST SHAPES CARD
BODY[I} I EVER ALPHA - ENERGY ACCOqODATION COEFFICIENT FOR SPECIES
BODY(J) J ODD SIGMA - TANGENTIAL ACCONODATION COEFFo FOR SPECIES
I AND J < [_+2*_SP}
_GEO_ - O_E OCCURRENCE (NEE RUN O_LY)
PARAMETER DEFAULT DEF! NITIO-q
N_EDG - - - INTEGER GIVING T_E NUMBER OF WEDGES WITHI_ 180 DEGREES
NW - - - NU.qBER OF FIRST LEVEL CELLS IN X DIRECTION












ONE OCCURRENCE (NEW RUN ONIY) = II,CPUT DISTRIBUTION
DEFAULT DEFINITION
3°0 FLUX INPUT IN TER?,S OF FREE STREAR FLUX - ONE
NUMBER FOR EACH SPECIES
0°0 FRACTION OF ARRIVING ROLECLUES THAT HAVE
PREVIOUSLY COLLIDED
- - - RATIO OF "CAVITY" PRESSURE TO THE EFFECTIVE
PRESSURE OF TEE INCO,_ING STREAM AT ENTRANCE
- - - THE NUMBER OF VELOCITY INTERVALS FOR DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION INFOR._ATION
4 NURBER OF CORPONENTS OF DISTRIBUTION
KZX=3 IF NO POTATIONAL ENERGY (CBI---I)




K=I DESIGNATES NORMAL VELOCITY
K=2 DESIGNATES TANGENTIAL VELOCITY IN FLOE DIRECTION
K=3 DESIGNATES TRANSVERSE TANGENTIAL VELOCIT!
K=q DESIGNATES ROTATIONAL ENERGY
-- - VELOCITY BOUNDARIES FOR DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
1<J<JV VELOCITY BCUNDARIES
- - - PROBABILITY OF VELOCITY(OR ROTATIONAL ENERGY)
INCIDENT AT ENTRANCE BEING BELOW V_RG(J)
SAMPLE INPUT DECK IS GIVEN BELOW:
C-3
:LZ: GKBII_T AOG82 _ PRIiCETO_ USIVERS_TT TZ-_E-SHARING $TSTZ_
8CORTRL HASE='I_TE',sRNALS,TZTLE =-' PAR','ABOU,'A AT',' ?5K','S B','OK. ',
• DEBUG=. F. ,. F. ,. T. tNEWs. T. ,5A YE=. F., _COPT=0, REDO=. To GEND
tTZBES DT,_=.010,ITS=5,ITP=I000,TST=_00,TL!._=I000 tESD
":FLOREF LLR=2000,_RS=5000,S_B=I50,_.SP=I,SET=0,O=7485.9,ARGLE=28.,R_U=I.,2*0o,
RMA=28o 9_,0., 0., TF= 195.5 I, DENF=2.52E÷19 tE_D
"8ROLEC TRF=I000,DIR=3.5E-19,ETA=. 10q,PHI=0.0,CHI=-I.,ACR,_.O01 8-_ND
'SSHAPES BODT=0.0, I000.,o00235 tERD
'GSHAPES BODT=.0025,555.,0.0,2tl.0 tEND
'tSHAPZS BOD_=.0050,3_5.,0.0,2*I.0 8E._D
;SHAPES BOD][=.0100,300. #0.0,211.0 8EI_D
"&SHAPZS BODT=.0200,300°,0.0,2*I.0 tERD
'8SBAPES BODY=.O3OO,3OO. ,O.O,2sl. O. 6END






8GZC)._ _ZDG=2, N_=20, NB=3, _Z._D
8_NCUPL ._LUZIN=2oI_29,PCOL=I.0,R-_P=-0.0,J¥=22,K_.X=3 8E._D
;INOUT ¥A_8=0., I. ,2., 3. ,_. ,5. ,6. ,7o,8., 9., I0o, _I., 12., 13., I_., 15.,I 6., 17°,18.,
19.,20.,21.,CUR_=0.0,.070,. 170,.282,.369,._59,.537,.599,.656,.710,.750,°785,
o815,. 8_5, ° 872,. 900,. 922, . 951,.975,. 988,. 996, I. 00, tEND.
_¢_O_T WA R_-20°,-19°,- 17.,-15o,-I 3° ,-I I. ,-9o ,-7. ,-5. ,-3° ,- I. , I., 3., 5o, 7., 9°,
11., 13., 15.,17.,19.,CU_V=_*0.,.003,%013, o036,.08_,.I_9_°250, ._06,.6_I,.762•
.871 ,° 932,.962,°98Z,. 995,. 999,3" I. 0, 8ZND
;I_OUT FARG=-20°,-19.,- 17. •- 15. ,- 13.,- 11. ,-9° ,-7. ,-5. •-3o ,- I. , I°, 3. •5.,7. ,9. ,
11.,13.• 15°, 17.,19.,CURW--_*0°0,.003,°013,.036,.08_,. I_9,°250,._06,.611,°762,
° 871,. 932, .962,.9_, . 995, .999,3"1.0, 8Z._D
CALL RUN{._SP,_JV,N__C,NMP,._PB,DB_,N. _,._ST,T._P,T-_PA,XT,X_A,YV,
IZVA,ZV,ZYA,T,DB,FRB,ZC,YC,ZC,L_.,PAU,PA'¢,PAg,PKX,PAY,




SUBROUTIHE RON[._SP,WJV,._,_C,NSP, NPB, DBA,WB,_BT, T._PoT._PA,X¥,XVA,
I T_,TYA•Z?,Z¥_,T,DB, F._B,IC,TC,ZC,L_,PAU,PAV,PAW,PAX,PAT,PAZ,
2LCOL,T_P,TEPA,E_,LB,_B_,_B_,¥EL,PFV)
_A7][ RU_ZNG PROG_-_ ** _UN *'" CALLS ALL OTHE_ SU_OUT_NES
_TEGER*2 L_, LCOL
INTEGZR* 2 LB, _BS,._ B._,_B,_BT
I_TEGZR PRT, SA BP, TST, TLI _, TI_Z, O
LOGICAL DUSP,DEBUG (3) ,SAVE,NZg,_ZDO




DIRERSIO_ ENU(3),_A(3),gT-_(3) , CHI(3), DIR(3,3),DA_(3,3},PHI{3,3)























CTZ [3,3) ,CTE [3,3),C_I(3,3) ,C_E (3,3),SN [3),ST(3)
DI(3),D2(3),D3(3),D,(3),BOD_[15),DBGI[3,3),LIMIT[IO)
coE.vy [.)
%LIM (2], NCOL (3,3]
ICB (18) ,IS [18) ,TCB (18) ,TB (18) ,ALPHA (3, 18),,SIGMA (3, 18)
NTS (3, 18,12) ,gTL (3, 18, 12) ,UTT (3, 18, 12]
¥TS (3, 18,12) ,HTSI (3, 18, 12),HTS (3, 18, 12)
UTZI (3, 18, 12) ,UTTI (3,18, 12) ,£TSI (3,18, 12}
ENT (3,2) ,REM [3,2), FLUIIN {3), FCOL _3)
VARG(_2J,CUEV("2),IFLUI(3,2)
LB (N_P), NBN (NMC) ,NB_ [NSP,NMC) ,LM (NSP,N_P)
EE (NSP,NMP) ,TEP (NSP, NMC) ,TRPA (NSP,_MC)
DBA (RSP,NMC) ,NB (NSP,NMC),NBT{NSP,NMC)
TMP (NSP, NMC) ,TMPI (NSP,NMC), XV (RSP,NMC), EVA {NSP, NMC)
TV(NSP,NMC),TVA (NSP,NMC) ,ZV(NSP, NMC),ZVA(NSP,NMC)
T {NSP, NSP, NMC) ,DB (NSP,NMC)
FNB [NMC) ,XC (NMC) ,re (NMC) ,ZC (N_C]
VEL(NJV,4,NSP),PFV(NJV, 4,NSp)




COMMON /FIRST/NL, NW, NH
COMMON /SECND/BE,BH,E_P,R_N,R_F e
COMMON /THIED/PI,NEZG,S, SINANG,COSANG,AKN,&KT, AK_I,AKN2,AKTI,AKT2
CORMON /FORTH/NBX,ER,IR, DURP,Cg,LL(3),LL_
COMMON /FIFTB/ND,TIME,DTB,TI,TTS, ITP,TST, TLIM, RMA,R_0, DIE
COMMON /SIITH/RSB,XST_RT,I_S,MN_,MNB,NEW,SAVE,PERCNT,NSR,TR











DATA DBGI/_ GAS', _ AT _'110 _FLOW', _ AT _,_130 ',_ RUN', _ AT ',RON0630
I_303 _/ RUN06_0
DATA LIMTT/12,9,18,500,3600,70,900,3,20,3/
DATA TITLE/_ _,_ . _. _,m m _ _ _ _/ RUN0660
















"'ILE: GKBINT AUG82 A PRINCETON UNIYEESZTT TIRE-SHARING SYSTEZ
2 FORMAT{IHI/17E,wHARIFIED SUPERSONIC FLOW OF BINARY GASI,T7_,'Z_)
3 FOR,_AT('+',I03I, ICOPY ',12)
4 FORSAT{/17I, tFLOW THROUGH ALL T.=.E BOUNDIRIESI/51, e._T',5I,'MASS HOL
IE FR.I,10X,'FCOL. :LOCI8 FLUXES (ENT) ')
5 FORRAT{31#_,_9.2, F9.",5X,4FI0.,)
25 FOR._AT(/SX,'PRESSUEE RATIO{INSIDE/ENTRANCE) - EITHER TTPE =',F13.5
I, t R_P',T76,'Z'/6I,'DENSZTY RATIO{I_SIDE/ENTRAMCE) - EITHER TTPE
2=',F13.5, I RRM',T76,'I'/9X,'FLUI RATIO(INSIDE/ENTRANCE) - EITHER
3TTPE =',F13.5, I H_F' ,T76, 'I'/)
26 FOR_ET(//10I,'FLUX RATIOS FOR SPECIES RRI" =',F7.2/21,'BOUNDARYt,
11 INFLUX REFLUI BET FLUI NET FLUI/RHO*UI/2I, IZ_TRANCE',
2_FI0o_/_I, ICLVITY',_FI0.4/)
30 FON_AT('ITI_E =°,F6°3,60X, IRANDO_ NUZBER GE._ER_TOR HAS EEER CALLED
I lilt0,' TI_ES')
31 FORMAT( _ CPU TI._E LV.FT - ',F8.3)
32 FOR,_AT (71, '-MOLECULES- '/31,31 6)
33 FORMAT{ I TI._Z = 'eF8.3,5X,'COLLISZOR LOOP=I,F8.3,5X,'MOVE LOOP = I
I,FS°3,5Z, ITOT_L TI_E = ',FS. 3/211,_2_D ROVE LOOP =',F_°3,5X,
2eCLEINUP LOOP--',FSo3,_X,'PA_TICLZ NUMSERS = ',416)
3_ FOR._AT(PI,'-._OLECULAR COLL,_SIO_S -'/3 [311_/))
35 FORSAT(2I,'-COZLZSIONS WITH SURFACE-'/3Z,3IB}
36 FO_.'.AT (' Y,_II_U_ _U_BER O_ ZOLECULES SO F'A_- ',I6//) "
38 FORMIT(' E_CZSS -mOLECULES OCCURRED IN
40 FORMAT(/' SO._ETHING IS WRORG _ITH BOX
15)
_4 FOP,aAT(' NB(',Z2,',',I4,') POPULATIO_
lIME =.',._7.3)




NUSBE_ING IN RUN '/915,5E14.RUN0900




















DEBUG [I) =° FALSE.
DEBUG (2) =. FALSE.

















ILE: GKBIRT AUG82 A PRINCETO_ UNIVERSITY TIME-SHARIRG SYSTEM
58 BODY(I}ffi0.0





. FCOL [I) =0.0
LL {I} =0
DO 59 J=1,18
ALPHA (It J) =1- 0
59 SIGMA _I,J) ffil-0
DO 60 K=I,3
ETA {I,K) =0.0
PHI (I, K) =0.0




















WRITE (6, TI .".ES )





DENF. U, XRET, TPF,KAWLS.NL,NW, NR, BW,BH,NREG,XLB,XLC, PI,UD,







UTL, UTT,TTS, HTS,HTSI,ENT, RE_,TSP_,










WRITE (6,5) (._T,RSA (ST) ,R._U (_T) ,FCOL (._T),FLUII_ (_T), {ENT (_T, K) ,K=I ,2
I) , ST=I,_SP)
WRITE (6, 2)
CALL P_INTA(NWEDG,TITLE,_A-_E,ICB, YCB,TB,ALPHA, SIGSA, XLIS"
ICOEFF, LI SIT, ZSP)
CALL PEINTB[FN_,._SP, FNB, N._,ILI-_,XC,TC, ZC'MB'_SP)
GO TO 280
103 READ (5,TI._ES)





















R_R=RR2+RMA (4) *RNU (R)




ETT=-ETT÷R_U {_} =R_U (K) *ETA (_,K)
S_A=SQRT{.5=_,_. TM ( 1./R_A (._) + 1./R_A (._)) )
DSR=D_R+R_U (._)*R_U (E) =DIR (._,K) * {T_F/TF) =* (ETA (_, K)/2.) *SR,=A
ERET=I./(DENF*D_R* 1. _ lq 2 lU)
VELR=SQET ( 16628.6 L;=TT/R "R)






• RITE (6, SHAPES)
XCB (I) =BODY (1)/XREF
TB ( 1)=BOD! (2)/TF
ILZ,, [1,)=xcB (1)
ISTART= XiI._ (1)





IF{;D. GT.LI._IT(3)) CALL DIAG(3,LIF.._T(3),ND)
XCB (RD)=BODY (I)/X_Z. _
TB (lqD)=BODY {2)/TF
DO 110_ B=I,_SP
ALPH_ [4, _D) =BODT (2+2,_)
SIGT. A (_, ND) =BODT (3+2*_)
IF{TBCI(D).GT.TR} TR=TB[ND)
IF(BOD]_(3)°Z_.0. O) GO TO I0_
_STZP=_REG÷I







RRFPI=TB {I) == (.5+ETT/2.) / [2. "PIROOT*S}
































IF (NWEDG.GT. LI_IT (I))












SR {"T) =S*STA {'T)
CALL DIAG(I,LISIT(I},N_EDG}
DIAG (5,LISIT (5) , SN_)
DIA&(6eLISXT(6) ,SRB}
DIAG (_,LISIT(4) ,NBX)
DIAG (7,LISIT (7) ,Jr)
SRT=- S_ (_T) *?L?X-__ (ST)/RNU (_T)
IF(SET.GT. SRY,X) SFZX=SRT
CO._TINUE
IN.'.=LLS*SQRT (TB (I))/PIBOOT/SR,',I/[I. +RSN)
DD N=I RS/VOL
DO 1_0 ST=-I,SSP
FDN {_T) =RNU (ST) *DDR
DFA (ST} =R_U (_T)
SM (ST)=SR (_T) *COSA NG
ST (ST) =SR [ST} *SIN_RG
DO 117 K=I,RSP
DAR (Ks_T) =DIR (K, _T) * (TRF/TF) ** (ETA (KeST)/2..)/DSR
CN8 (K, _T) _DDN/DAS (K, _T) "I. q I_21_
BTf_INI (BTA (K) ,BTA (ST))
¥_ If St3.* (I. +SQRT (TR))/ST
VR2ffi3. *SQRT ((I.+2.*S*.2/(5. +CHIS| )* (I./WTS (K) + I./_TB (_T)) )
CB(K¢_T, I)=A_AXI(VEI,VR2)
C_ (K,_T, I) =_A_D(0) *C_ (K,ST, I)








"L_: GKBINT AUG82 A PRZNC'ETON UNIVERSITY T_E-SHAEING SYSTEZ
DS=PHI (K,_T) * (2.-. 5*ETA (K, _T) )-I. 0
DO 917 N=2,3
XPB= ICR**A.".IN 1 (DF, DS)
IF ( (DF.GT. 0.) .END. [DS.GT.0.) ) XPN = (DF/{DF+DS) ) _*DF* |DS/|DF+DS) ) s*DS
XPN=ACR**I_AII (DF, DS)
IF {{DF.LT. 0. ). AND. (DS. LT. 0.) )/pN= [D._/{DF+DS) ) **DF* [DS/|DF+DS) ) *sDS










VEL (J, K, MT) =VARG (J)
PFV (J, K, MT) =CURV {J)
118 CONTINUE
Z._T (RT, I)-'IN_*S*DTMIAKN'YLUIIN {._T)/HNU (_T)
ENT (RT,2)=R_N*ENT [RT, I) "SQRT (TB |ND)/TB 11) )
RER [.'.Tm I)=0.0
REM |_T,2) =0.0
LL [ST) =I_.*PI_OOT* (I. +RZN) *S._ (._T)/SQRT (TB (I)) "FLUX(._.(_T)/R._U ("-.T)
I._(CET.GT.0.) CRG (_'T)=CHT'*CHT*E_.P(-CHT)
IF (CRT.EQ. 0. ) C".G (_T) =I. 0
IF (CET.LT.0.) CRG (_T)=ACR'=CHT"E_[P(-ACR)




155 XS (.W)= (°5 _ [XCB (._')+XCB (N-I))-_START) *AK._
TCB (1) =0.0
DO 160 N=2,ND
160 _CB (N) =2." (_CB (_)-ZC_ (_- _) )/_3















C2 _._T),.RA_ D {0)

















ILE: GKBINT IUG82 A PRINCETON UNIVERS_TT TIRB-SHARIRG STSTEB
C8 (ST) =RISD (0)
DI (_T) =RARD (0)
D2 (._T)=RASD {o)
D3 (ST) =RA_D {0)















NTS {ST,N, K) =0
HTSI (_T, _, K) =0°
UTLI (ST, N, K) =0.
UTTI {BT, N,K) =0.
VTSI (ST, N, K) =0°
UTL [ST, R,K) =0.
UTT (_.T,_, K) =0.
VTS {ST, _,K) =0.







ZVA (.',T,N) = O.
TMPA (ST,_)=O.
TRPA (_T, N) =0.0
DO 2q5 _N=I,NSP




DR F=2. / {._ D"S*S_'RS B* RR B*PI)




WRITE (6, 5) {_T, RS_ {ST) ,RNU (ST}, FCOL (._T},FLUIIN {._T), (ERT (ST, K} ,K=I,2
1) , _T=I,SS_)
WRITZ (6,2)
CALL PRINT_(NWEDG,TITLZ, NASE,ICB,TCB,TB,ALPHA, SIGmA, ILI_,
ICOZI'F, LI SIT, SSP)
CALL GES(NWEDG,D_'LANG,ND,BTA,CI,DFA,NZ,F_B,DB, NB,NBS,NBR,
IP&U,PAV, PA_, PAX,PAT,PAZ,XLI_, COE_F,LB, LI_IT {q) , LI_IT {6} ,XCB,TB,



































',:._ GKBINT AUG82 A PRINCETO_ UNIVERSITY TI_E-SEARIHG STSTEq
I
280
CPUTT M=TFI ND {0)
IF{LARGE. NE. 0| GO TO 345 RUNS060
DO 265 I=I,._SP
!65 IP(N_(Z).GT. NMA_) N._AX=NR(Z)
CELL PRINTB(FNA,MSP,FNB,N_.,XLT_,XCoTC,ZC,I_B, WSP)
IIP{DzBUG(2)) WRITE _6,1)




GO TO 3_0 RUN5130
TI.".E=TI _E ÷ I RUN51 _ 0







El RE=T _._E _ DT._ RUN 5170
DT=-AT _E-TI
IF [DEBDG[II)NEITE[6,33)AIZZ, CPC, CP_",CPI,CPB,CPA, (NN{I),I=I,3),N_AI
PRT=PRT÷ I RUN5180
SA_P=SA_P_ I RU_5190
CALL COL_DE (C._:,C"-,WT_, DB, DBA, NB, NCOL, LCOL, P_U, P&V, PAW, EP.,T, LE, _S P,









{I))_.=.ITE{6,33) AI._E,CPC,CP._,CPI,CPB,CPA, [NR(1) ,I=I ,3),N.".AX
CALL ROVEfO,AEN,N_EDG,XSTART,L!._!T[3),L!_IT(1) ,LI._IT (8),LI_IT(9),
IDELAN$, BTA,C2, C3,D PA, FL, _TI, HT_,, JNT, NN._, N_.,XCB, ILl"-, CTI, CTR,
2CNI,CNR, KLPHA, SIG_A,CGEFF,HTS,HTSI,NTS,UTL,UTT,VTS,P_U,PA_,PAW,
3PAX, PAY, PAZ,LCOL,TB,-".SP,ER,CSI,CNG,CSG,NS_,UTLI, UTTI, VTS_, IFLUI)
CPS= ELT!._E {0)
IF {DEBUG (1))_EITE(6,33)AI._E, CPC,CP_,CPI,CPB,CPA. (N_(I) ,I=I,3),N"-AI
TBI=TB (ND)
CALL FLON[NWEDG,SN._,LARGE,BTA,CI,C7,CS,ZNT, RE-_,LCOL_SP, N_,SN,ST,
_TBI, PAU, PAV,PA_,PAX, PAY,PAZ, E.R,CHI,CMG,CRG,_SP,JV,FCOL,VEL,P-_V}
IF(LA_GEo_B. 0) GO TO 3,5 RU_5330
CPB=ELTI_E (0)
IF (DEBUG (I)) WRITE (6,33) AI._E,CPC,CP._,CPI, CPB,CPA, {N.'.{I) ,I=I ,3), _SAX
CALL _OTEII,AK_,NWZDG,ISTART,LISIT{3),LIEIT|I) ,LI_IT_8),LISIT{9),
IDELANG, BTA,C2, C3,D._A, FL, HTI, HTR, JNT, EN._, NF.,IC3, ILIa, CTI,CTR,
2CNI,C_R, ALPHA,SIG_.A,COZFF, ETS, HTSI,_TS,UTL, _TT,¥TS, PAU,P_¥, PA_,
3PAX, P_I, PAZ. LCOL,TB. _SP, ZR, CHI,CNG,CSG, _SP, UTLI, _TT_, VTSI, IFL_X)
CPH=CPB+ELTTSE (0)
I_ [DEBUG {I) ) W_ITZ (6, 33) AISZ,CPC,CP',CPI,CPB,CPA, (NS {I) ,I=1,3), NZAX
:DO 330 ST=I,RSP .....
DO 290 N=I,NBI _UR5_2O
























IF(K°LW. NBI) GO TO 305
WRITE (6, 40) L,Z,IVDGE, _, NH, NWEDG, K,ZT, _, X,Y, Z, R,TANG
IF(DUSP) CALL ABEND(,)
STOP
305 J=HB(RT, K) ÷I
IF[J.LE._NB) GO TO 308
IF(DEBUG(1)) WRITE(6,=_) ._T,K,._NB,_I._E




NB_ (_T, 1) =0
DO 320 M=I,_BI
A=_B (._T,B}
IqBM [ _T, R4.1 ) = I_B_ (_T, F.) + ._B (MT, _)






IF(SASP.LT.ITS) GO TO 335
CALL _CCU_{NBC,_PB,P_B,RB,PAU,PA¥,P&W,ER,T_,TRP,X¥,TV,ZV,L_'SSP'
SA_P=-0
IF(TIBZ. LE. TST) GO TO 335

































ILE: GKBINT AUG82 & PRINCETON UNIVEBSZTY TI_B-SEAEING SIS_EM
3,5
IF (DEBUG [3| )_R_TE (6, 33) AIdE,(PC, CPM, CPI,CPB,CPA, (N_ (I) ,I=1,3) , N_AI
IF (TIME. EQ.0) GO TO 355
IF((T_E.GZ. TLI._)oOR. (CPUTT._.LZ.CPJ)) GO TO 3q5
IF{PRT°_.T. ITP) GO TO 280
PET=0
RR_TE (6, 30) AIDE, KANLS
IF (DEBUG(3)) WRITZ{6,31)CPUTTM
WRITE{6,32) (N_(1) ,I--1,3)
WRITE (6, 3a) ( (NCOL (I,J), J=1,3), I=I ,3)
VRTTE (6, 35) (JNT [I) ,I=I,3)
IP[LARGZ. NZ. 0) GO TO 360
WRITE (6,36) NSAX
IF[.NOT. SAVE) GO TO 355
















DENF, U, IRZF,TR?, KA_'LS, NL, NW, N_, BW, BH, NREG, ILB,XLC, PI, ND,
S,SIBANG,COSANG, AKN, ART, NBX, RS, XR,T_ME, DTS,TI, ITS, ITP,TST,
TLIZeR._A ,RNU ,D_R ,XS_ ART , SMR, _NB, TR, BZC ,C._7 ,DRF ,FCF ,FNA ,
HT.v, IN_", Ii.".,NAT, :_AX, N_EDG, PET, SA_.P, AKN 1, AKNI, AKTI, AKT2,
BTA, CI,C2, C3,C7, C8, DAB, DFA, FL, DZLA _G, FDN, _T_, HTB,J NT,K _5,
NS,_TR,Ca, V_S, NCOL, CTI, CT_.,CNI, C_R, SN,
ST, D I, D2, D3, D", NR A N, V ELR, R._P, R_E, R._F, I FL UX, FLS Xl N,
IL_S,COEFF,XCB, XS, TZB, TB, ALP_.A, 51G._A,NTS,
UTL, UTT, VTS, HTS, ETS.', ._h'T,-_E_,T._PA,
DBA, NB ,N._T,TRP, IV, IVA, TV, Y._A,ZV, EVA, T, DB,FNB, XC, YC,ZC,
PAU, PAV, PA_, PAX, PAT, PAZ,LCOL,LS,
ET_,PEI,CHI,CN,C_,CNG, C.'.G,CN 8, TRP, TEPA,".SP, ANGLE,TF,






B_I=IFLUX {_T, I) *DT_/DT
RF2=IFLUX [._T,2) *DT_/_T
_NF2= (FIN2-RF2)/._NI
RFSI=?,NF_- _LUXZN [_T) IF}_'U(_T)
I_I_S2=RNF2*FLUXI_ (RT)/RN_ {._T)
356 WRITE(6,26) _A(ST),FINI,EFI,RNF1,RFSI,?IN2, EF2, RN_2,RF52
IF(TIME. EQ.0) GO TO 280
_F {TI_K. LE.TST) GO TO 350
CALL PEI_TI{DT,COSA_G, SINANG,R_A,RNU,DRF,FCF,HTF,FL, HTI,HTR,CTI,
1CTR,CRI,CNR)
CK_.L PRINT2(AKN,XS_ART,DT,RNU,BRA,D_F, FC?,RTF,UTL_,UTT_,¥TS_,BTSI,
IDELANG,NWEDG, XS, ICB, TCB,_TS, _TS, UTL, UTT, _TS, LI _IT (3) ,IISIT (I} , MSP)
CALL PRINT"/_SP,CAT,E_'U,NSP, TRPA, FDN,WTR,DBA,NB_,TZPA, XV&,
ITYA, ZYA, 1,_BT, IC, YC, ZC)
GO TO 353
350 CONTINUE
.. CALL PR_RT" {SSP,C_, _NU, NSP, TRP, FDM, WT_, DB, NB, T._P, X¥#T_,Z_,
10, NB, XC, TC,ZC)
353 IF (DEBUG (2)) WRITE (6,1)






























,RITE (6, 5) {ST, RMA |MT) ,RNU (ST) ,FCOL {ST) ,FLU_N (MT), {ENT {ST,K} ,K=1,2
1) , MT=I,MSP)
WRITE {6, 2) RU_7120
WRITE (6, 3) IC RUN7130
CALL PEINTA{NWEDG,TITLZ,NAME, XCB, YCB,TB, ALPHA,SIGMA,ZLIM,
ICOEFT, LIMIT,MSP)
CALL PRINTB{FNA,MSP, FNB,NM,XLIS,XC,TC, ZC,NB, NSP)
S1 VE=. FALS Eo RUN7180
GO TO 3"5 RUN7190
360 WRITE(6,38) (DBGI{I,LARGE),I=I,3) RUX7200
IF{(RZDO).A_D° {TIME. LE°TST}) GO TO 36"
IF{DUMP} CALL ABEND(9) RU_7220
STOP RUN7230
36q CONTINUE
IF (NEW) GO TO 365
REWIND 9
READ {9) DENF,U,XREF,TRF,KAWLS,NL,NW,NR,BW,BH,NREG,XLB, XLC, PI,ND,
S,SIRKNG,COSANG, AKR, AKT, NBX, RM,XR,TIME,DTM,TI, ITS, ITP,TST,
TLIM,RMA,PNU, DIM, XSTART, MN_", MRB,TP, BZC,CN7, DRF,FCF,FNA,
HTF, INS, LL_, NAV, NMAX, NWZDG, PET, 5AMP, AKN I, AKN 2, AKTI,AKT2,
BTA,CI, C2, C3, C7,C8, DAM,DFA,FL, DELANG,FD._,HTI,HT_,JNT,KNM,
NSeWTM,C", VRM, NCOL, CTI,CTP.,CNI,CNFt, SN,
ST,DI, D2, D3, Da, NEAN, VELR, _--'P,RMR ,E_F,I FLUX,FLUXI H,
XLIM,COEFF, XCB, XS,TCB, TB, ALPHA, SIGMA,NTS,
UTL, UTT, VTS, STS, HTSI, E_T,PEM,T_PA,
DBA,NB,NBTtTMP,XV,IVA,T%',YVA,ZF,ZVA,ToDBtFNB,ICtYCeZC,
PAU, PAV, PAW, PAX, PAY,PAZ,ICOL,L._,
ETA,PHI,CHI,CN,CM, CNG,CSG,CN8, T_P, TRPA, MSP, ANGLE,TF,





FCP= FC ?/. 9
HTF=- RTF/. 9
DO 370 MM=I,MSP





E_T (MM#NK) =ENT (M._,RE) *INM/ANM
370 REM{MS,NE) =0.0
IF (NEW} GO TO 220


















REAL*8 PARAB {I0)/' NWZDGE' , I NRZG', i
1 BNB',' BNB',' _BZ',' AS', I
DZAG010







32 FOR_AT{gZ,'ENT,RE_,E_TS, RERS,FTH,TRETA,DTR v} DIAG090
'_2 FO_._AT{///5X,Q3R ARRAY DISENSION_ ARZ ABOUT TO "BE VI'OLATZD°/) DIAGI00
_0 FOR._AT(5X,17_ BAXZ_U._ VALUE IS,15,19H, _HEREAS TOO _MPUT,15,3H {,
IAS,IH)) DIA3120
56 IPOR_AT{/SI,78R _T TOO DZSI_Z T_) USE TE_'S VALUE, TRZ FOLLOWING AREADIAG330
IYS ._UST BE RE-DZ"_Z_SIO_ED°/) .. DIAGIq0
62 FOR.'.AT (gx, _HTS, HTSI, _TTS, ._TS?',UTL, UTT,TTS') DZAG150
6_ FOE_AT{9X,'XL_,COEYF'//IIX,'NOTZ THAT THE ILIZ ARRAY BUST HZ DI_EDIAG160
INSIONED TO 3 ROBE THAN THE COZFF ARKAT.') DIAG170
66 FORRAT(9X, 'XCB,XS, TCB,TB,_LPHA,SIG_A') DI_G160
68 FO_._AT (9X,'DBA,N_,NBT,T.".P,T_PA,Z¥,XYA,_7,TVI,ZV,ZYI, T, DB') DIAG190
70 FOR._AT(9-Z,'PAU,PAV,PA_,PAX,PAZ,PAZ,LCOL'}
72 FOR._AT(SX,3H /-_)
70 FOE.".AT {//5_,76H I._ YOU C_ANGE T_E ARRAY DZ_EMSIONS,
1E 'II._IT' DATA STAT._E_'T.)
"75 FOEMAT(gX,'ALL ARF.AY$ ASSOCIATED WITH SPECIES'}
76 FOR_AT{gX,'FNB,_C, TC,ZC')











WRITE {6, _)ITEST, NU_, PARAS (.W)
WP.ITE (6, 56}
GO TO {1,2,3,_,5,6,7,8,9, 10) ,_
WRITE (6, 62}
WRITZ (6,32)
GO TO 1 1
2 BBITE {6,60)
GO TO 11
3 WRITE (6, 66)
_RITZ (6,62)
GO TO 11
_. ITE (6, 68)
IRITE (6, 76}
GO TO 11
5 _RITZ (6, 70)
GO TO 11























10 WRITE (6, 75)
11 @RITE (6,_)
5TOP




DIRENSION LI_!T(1) ,TITLE (6),NA_EC2),XCB(I},ECBCI),TB{I}
DIBENSION ALPHA(3,1),SIGMa(3,1),XLIH(1),COEFF(")




CORZON /THIRD/PI,NREG,S,SINANG,COSANG, AKN, AKT,AKNI,AKN2,AKTI,AKT2
COMRON /FOBTH/NBX, RR,XR,DU_P_C9,LL(3),LL_
COMMON /FIFTH/ND,TIME, DTM,TI,ITS,ITP, TST,TLI_,R_A,ENU, DIB
















3 FORRAT (' +'
IAq,' - ',6A_,' - ',12,' EEGIONS',T74,'I',I6_/T7_,'I'})
FOR._AT(7X,'FRORT OF BODY =',E12. q,' ISTAET _&I HEIGHT =',E12._, _
IR_B',T7_,'I'/TI,'BODY TE,_PEEATUEES =',F12.2,' T FR.STR_.',F12.2,
2' T ENT_.',F12.2,' T CAVITY'/71,'I-LINIT',T37, 'BODY COEFFICIENTS',
3T74, 'I')
6 FOR_AT(5FI_.6,3X,'I')
10 FORZAT (II, 72 ('-'))
12 FORMAT(//lqZ,'PARA_ETERS OF SEG._ENTS FOR BODY COLLISIONS_eT96,'I'/
181, 'I-COORD. TE._P. ALPHAI ALPH&2 ALPHA3 STG_AI SIGRA2
2 SIGMA3 AEEAS',T96, 'I')
1_ FORMAT (qX, E12.", 7F9. _, E12. _,T96,' I' )
17 FOERAT(///251,'A-_RA¥ STOEAGE USED'/5X,I6,' _',I016,T96,_ '}
18 FOR_AT(1H1/17X,'LENGTH OF CELL :_N _EAN-FEEE-PATHS.= ',F12._,' BE _
A,T76, _ I _
1/17I,'HEIGHT OF CELL IN REAN-FREE-P_THS = _,F12. q, _ BH_,T76,_I m
2/16X,_NU_BEE OF LI CELLS ALONG FLON AXIS =_,I13, _ NN',T76,'I _
3/17X,'NU_BER OF LI CELLS IN RADIAL DIE. =_,I13,# NH',T76, mI m
_/21X,'NU_BER OF LEVELS OF CELL "SIZE =_,I13,' NL',T76,'I')





,"0('-') ,T7_,'I'//gx,'3-D',I2,'-FLUID PROGRAB - ')
,31I, Aq) P_AO 190




-LE: GKBIWT AUG82 A PRINCE_N UW_VERSITY TIME-SHARING SYSTEM
2_ .wORHIT(161,,BISIC TI._E I._TERVAL FOR COLLISIORS =',Z13. q,' DTM
I I'/SI,'TI_Z INTERVAL FOR SAMPLING FLOW F_ELD INFO =',EI3. G,' DTS
2 Ie/24Ie'TI_Z I_TERVAL FOR PRINTING =',E13.4,' DTP I'/9X,
3'TIME TO STEADY-STATE CONDITIONS (A$SU_ED) =',E13. q,' TST i'/
_19I,'TIME AT WHICH RUN IS TERMINATED =',E13._,' TLIM I'/)
25 FORBAT(/5I,'PRESSURE RATIO(INSIDE/E_TRANCE) - EITSF2 TYPE =',F13.5
I,' RMP',T76,'I'/61,'DE._SITT RITIO(I_SIDE/ESTBANCE) - EITHER TYPE
2=',F13°5,' RMN',T76,'I'/gI,'FLUX RATIOCI_SIDE/ENTRAHCE) - EITHER
3TYPE =',F13.5, ' RMF' ,T76,'I')
26 FORMAT(5X,'FREE STREAM NUZBER OF MOLECULES- EITHER TTPE =',I13,'
A TNB I'/gz,'IRIT_AL _U_BER OF "-OLECULES - 8AIZMUM =',713,
I I LLM I'/9X,'MAXIMUM NUMBER OF MOLECULES - EITHER TYPE =',113
2,' MNR I'/IX,'_AX NUMBER OF MOLECU/.ES IN ANT CELL - EITHER TT
3PE =I,I13,' ._HB I')
27 FORMAT( /221,'VELOCITY OF FREE STREAM FLOW =',E13._,' U',T76,'I'/I
19X,'SPEED RATIIO OF FREE STEEIM FLOW =',E13._,' S',T76,'I'/19I,'MAC
AH NUMBER OF FREE STREAM FLOW =',E13.4,' M',T76,'I'/19X,'SPECIFIC H
BEAT RATIO (CALCULATED)=',E13._,' G&_A',T76,'I'/ 35X,_ANG
2LE OF ATTACK =',F13._,' ANGLE I'/16X,'NUMBER DE_SITT OF FREE ST
3REAS FLOW =',E13._,' N',T76,'I'/19X,'TE_PE_ATURE OF FREE STREAM FL
qOW =e,F13°_,' TF',T76,'I'/161,'._OLE FRACTIONS OF FREE STREAM FLOW
5=',3E13._,' RNU I'/161,'._OLECULA_ _IGHTS OF SPECIES A."OVE =',3F13
6._,' R_A I'/18X,'INIT_AL _UZBER5 OF SPEC_-ES ABOVE =',31_3,' LL I'
7)
28 FORMAT( /10X,'REFERE._CE TEMPERATUPE FOR MOLECULAR DATA =',Y13.,,'
1TRF e,Tg0,'I'/I_X,'CROSS-SECTION',26X,'TE_P EXPOSENT',T90,' I'/3 (3X,
23EI2°_,3Z, 3FI2.6,Tg0,'I'/)/ 5X,'CHI/2-1',11Ia'_OTATIONAL PARA."ETER
3 PRI',Tg0,'I'/3 (FI2.,,SI,3FIE.6,T90,'I'/))
29 FOR_AT(/gX,'DATA SAVED ON TAPE 9')
30 FOR_AT( 31X,'REF MOLECULAR SPEED =',E_3._,' YELR',T_6e'I'/20X,'SP
IECIES FREE STREAM MOLECULA_ SPEZDS',T76,'I'/IqI,3EI6.6,T76,'I'/26X
2,'REFERENCE MEAN FREE PATH =',E13°_,' XREF',T76,'I'/26X,'SPECIES M
3EAN FRE_ PATHS',T76,'I'/IqI,3HI6°6,T76,'I'/IIX,'LONGITUDINAL KEUDS
UE_ NU._BZR (FREE STR_.)=',E13._, j AKN',T?6,'I'/13I,'TRANS?ERSE KNUD
5SEN NUMBER (FREE STR_.)=',E13._, ' AKT',T76,'I'/IIZ,'LONGITUDI_AL K
6NUDSEE NUMBER ( ENTRANCE )=',E13._,' AKN1',T76,'I'/13X,'T':.ANS_ERSE
7 KMUDSE_ _UZEE_ ( E._TRANCE )=',E13._,' AKTI',T76,'I'/IIX,'LONGITUD
8IWAL KNUDSEN NUMBER ( CATITT )=',E13._,' AKN2',T76,'I'/13I,'TRAN





II_IT (6) | +56*L'.HIT (5) + LISIT (8) * (68÷96"LI-"IT (9)) .20*L$'_/T (7) +22q=L_._PRA0720
2IT [I) PEA0730
WRITE(6, I) MSP
IF(WEW) _RITE(6,2) _OT PRA0750
• RITE(6,3) NA_E,TITLE, NREG PEA0760
WRITE (6, _) XST_RT,R._B PBA0770
DO 100 I=I,_REG PRA0780
100 gRITZ(6, 6] _L_M (I÷I), (COEFF (J) ,J=1 ,_)
_RITE (6,10) PRA0800
_RZTE(6, 12) "PRA0810
DO 110 I=I,ND PRA0820




_LE" GKBINT AUG82 _ PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIME-SHAETNG SYSTEM
1 (z)
WRITE [6, 10)
WRITE(6, 17)IARRA_, (LZ._IT (I) ,Z=1,10)
_dR..TTE (6, 18)BN,BH, NW, NH,NL
ZETA Z= 180.







120 CHT=CHT+C_II [J) "RNU [J)
GAMMA= [7. +2.*CHT) / (5.+2. =CHT)
AM=S*S0_T (2./GA M._A)
WRITE (6, 24) DTR, DTS, DTP, AST, ALIB
WRITE (6,26) INM,LLM, B_M, MNB
YRITE (6, 25) RRP,R.gN,RF.F
WRITE (6, 27)U,S, A.9,GI._MA,ANGLE, DENF,TF, (R_D (I) , I=I,3) , (RMA{I) ,I=1,3
I), [LL [I) ,,I=1,3)




210 ESP [I] =0.0
DO 220 J=I,F.SP





WRITE[6,30) TELE, [VELS[I|,I=I,3),IREF, [XSP[I),I =I,3),AKN,AKT,






















FO R.gAT (2X, _.... CELL
I........... '/2X, 'BOX LEVEL POSIT_O_
2INZTIIL POPU LATiOI;'/2X, ' NU_. ', 12I, 'X', 7Z, ' T THET&', 12X, '
3AL _,' EACH SPECIES *,' CELLI') -
3 FORM_T(IX, Iq,IS, 3X,2FS.3, FT° I,EI2.3,2X,I_,21,315,3Z, I_)



























I? (MSP.G_. 3) _.3:NB |3 ,1)
MM=M l+M2+M3





Ir {_sP.GP.. 3) _M3:N._ {3}
WRITZ(6,_) FNA, NM (1),N_.2,NM3
R..TUt_N
END











THE PURPOSE OF THIS SUBrOUtINE IS TO " • CELL060
I. COMPUTE THE VOLU_E OF EACH CELL (ILL 3 POSSIELE LETELS) CELL070
I_D STORE THE RESULT IN THE ERRIT CALLED 'FN_'. CELL080
COMPUTE THE I, R, END THETA COORDINATES OF THE CERTZ_ OF CELL090
EACH CELL (ELL 3 POSSIBLE LEVELS) AND STORE THE RESULTS INCELLI00























SUBROUTINE IMPACT (RM, G I,G2, G 3, ZT, ET, PHZ, CH_ #ETA, XN,CIM)
CO5_OS/THI RD/PI








IF{CHI.EQ. 0.) GO TO 20
DF=PHI_ (HI- I.
DS=PHIs (2.-. 5=ETA} -I.
E=ET+ZI
I=RAND {0)
ZF(E.EO.O°O} GO TO 10
ZT=I_'*DF = (I.-X) **DS
IF(IT.GT. KM} GO TO 15
CIM=CIM+IT .
IF(CZM.LT. XM) GO TO 10
CIM=CIM-IM








G3=GP* SSX* SIN (EP)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GAS(NWEDG,DELAWG, ND, BTA,CI,D?A,N_,FNB,DB, NB,NB_,NBN,
1PAU, PAY, PAW, PAX, PAY, PAZ, ILIA, COEFE, L._,I2,I3, XCB, TB,LARGE,
2RN_, RNB, DEBUG I, LCOL,IP, ER,CHI ,CRG,C_G, I, LB)
INTEGER'S2 LM (I, I) o LCOL (I,1) ,LB {1) ,NB._ (I, I} ,NBN (I)
INTEGER*2 NB
LOGICAL DUMP, DEBUG I
DIMENSION BTA(1),CI(1),DFA (I) ,N_(1),FNB(1) ,(HI {I)
DI._ENSION DB (I,I),NB(I,IJ,PAU (I,I),PAV(I,I),PA_{I, I)
DISENSION PAX (I, I) ,PAY (1,1) ,PAZ(I, I) ,ER(I, I} ,COEFF (4) ,ZLI._ (I}
DI._ENSION CNG(1),C_G(1) ,XCB(1) ,TBCI)






THE PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO
I. CO._PUTE THE INITIAL VELOCITY OF EACH ROLECULE.
THE YELOCITT ARRATS aRE 'PAU t, |PAY |, AND 'PAWI°
2. CO,_PUTE THE INITIAL POSITION OF EACH ._OLECULE.
THE POSITION ARRATS ARE tPAIW, =PaY t , AND tpazq.
3. CREATE AN AERA! WHICH STORES THE CELL POPULATIONS-
eNBI .'POR THE ACTUAL POPULATIONS
_° cREaTE A CROSS-REFERENCING aRRAT (WHOSE CONSTRUCTION IS
INDICATED BY A CO"._ENT CABD) CALLED 'LM'.



















SOZETHING IS WRONG WICH BOI NUHBERING IN GAs'/gI5,5eI_.5
SOMETHING WRONG IN CELL ¥OLURES IN GAS|/"SIe515,2EI_-5}
C-21
i
_LE" GKB_I NT AUG82 1 PRINCETON UNIVEESITT TIMZ-SBARING STSTE_
q FORMAT{' NB{',I2,1#',Iq, ') pOPOLATION ZXCEEDED ',I3,' IN GAS "I) GAS03q0
BP= (I.-RSN)
CPfl.-R_N=*2
DO 180 BT=-I,ZP GAS0370
R=0 GAS0380
110 N=N+I
IF(.W.GT. LL(.'.T)) GO TO 180







PAT (MT, N) =R*COS (D)
PAZ (_T, ._)=R-SI_ (D)
DO 126 J=2,RD
IF(I.LE. ICB(J)) GO TO 128
126 CONTI._UE







TL=TB (O-I) + (TB (J) -TB (O- I) ) * (I-ZCB (0-I)) / (ICB (J) -ZCB (J-l))
T=4. =RAND [0)
VV=V*V •
CI (._T)=CI (._T]+VVZEIP (I.-VV)
IT(CI(_T).LT.I.) GO 30 130
cl (_T) =¢1 _T)- _.
,l= 1. -2. " R1,ND {0)
B=SQRT (1.-l.=A)
C=2. *PI =_A-_D (0)





IF (CUI {ST) .LE.-I.} GO TO 136
ZI=9.=_-AND(0)
IF(E_.EQ.O.0) GO TO 135
IT=ZI**C_I (ZT) *EZP {-El)
_F(XT. GE.C-"G(_T)) GO TO 136
C_G (ST) =C_G (_T) +XT
IF(CNG(MT).LT.C_G(RT]) GO TO 135
CNG (_T} =CNG [_T) -C._G (_T)
ZR (ST, N) =EX*TL
TANG=A80. = {1.-D/PI)
IVDGZ=-TANG/DELANG+ I





K=NtZDG = (L=NS+R) *I WDGZ
IF{K.LLNBZ) GO TO 165

















ILE: GKBINT AUG82 & PRINCETON UNIYERSITY TIeR-SHARING STSTEB
IF(DUSP) CALL ABEND(11)
STOP
165 J=NB (_,TeK) ÷I
LCOL (_T, N) =0
IF(J.LE. MNB) GO TO 166
IF(DEBUGI} WRITE(6,Q} _T,K,_NB
166 NB (_.T,K| --J
LB (W}=K
167 IF(N.LT. LL(_.T)) GO TO 110
NB_ (NT, 1} =0
DO 170 N=I,NBI
A=NB (_Te N)
DB {_T, N) =A'_DFA (_T)/_NB (N)






























SUBROUTINE I'LOW (RYEDG, MNM,LARGE, BTA, CI,C7,CS,ENT,RE_,LCOL, IP,N_,
ISR,ST,TBI, PAU, P_¥, P_, PEI,PA_, PAZ,ER,CHI,CNG,C._G,I,J¥, FCOL, VALe
2PFV)
INTEGER* 2 LCOL
DIMENSION BTA (1),N_(1) ,SN (1),ST(I)
DIVERSION CI (I).C7 {I),C8(1),CRG(1),FCOL(I},VELK(,)
DIRENSION PAD (I, I) ,PAV (I,I) ,RAW(I, I) ,PAI (I,I),PAT(I, I) ,PAZ (I,I}





THE PURPOSE 07 THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO ADD A NEW BATCH OF ROLECULESFLO0130










DO 180 NT=I,2 FLO0200
Ve= (SORT (J_BG**2+2.) +&RG)/2.
SB=A_AII (0.0,VB-_.)
C-23
"LE: GKBINT AUG82 A PRINCZTON UNIVERSI_ TIME-SHARING SYSTEM
SMM=VM+_ o-SM
AM=E_T (MT, NT) ÷RZ_ (MT, NT)
M=A._
RZM (MT, NT) --A-'-_
IIp(M.EQ°0} GO TO 170
DO 160 N=I,M
IF(_M(MT)°GE°MNM) GO TO 380




PIY (MT, N._Z)=R"COS (D)
PAZ (MT, _.'.I)--R=SrN (D)
LCOL (MT, N."X)=0
!F(FRAC. EQ.0.O) GO TO 130
PF=RIND (0)







IF[PFV (J,K,MT)°GT.P) GO TO 165
102 CONTINUE
VELK [K) =VEL {Jr, K, "-T).
GO TO 110
105 VELK (K)=VZL (3-I,K, MT) + (P-PFV (J-l, K,_T) )* (VEL(J,K,_T)-VEL (J-I,K,
IZT) )/ [?Fv (J,._, _T) -PFv (J-1,K, _T) )
110 CONTINUE






CI(_T)=CI (ST) *V*EXP {VM==2-V''2+2.*ARG= (V-VM))/VM
ZF(Cl [F T).LT.I.) GO TO 130
CI (_T) =CI (_T)-I.
PAU (_T, N._X)=E*V=TV
I_0 _=8.=RA_D(0) -_.
C7 (MT) =C7 (.".T)+EXP (-V=V)
I._(C7(MT).LT.I.) GO TO I_0
C7 (MT) =C7 (MT)- I.
PAV(MT,NMI)=STT+V*TV
150 V:8. *RA_D (0)-_.
C8 (MT) =C8 _T) +._XP C-V'V)




IF|CHI (MT) .LE.-I.) GO TO 156
" 155 X=9. =RAND (0)
IT(X. LE. 0.0) GO TO 155


















-LE: GKBINT AUG82 A
IF (XT. GE.CMG (MT))
CNG (_,T)=CNG (MT) +IT
IF (CNG (MT). LT. CMG (MT))
CNG (MT) =CNG {MT) -CMG {MT)





























SUBROUTINE COLIDE{CN,CM,WTM, DB,DBA, NB, NCOL,LCOL,PAUePAV,PAW, EE,T,
ILM, MT, I2, I3, AT1, PHI, CHI,CN8,NP, NBM)
I_TEGER TIME
INTEGEN_.2 LM{NP, I) ,..LCOL{NP, I}
iNTEGER*2 NBM,NB
DI_.ENSION CN{3,3,1),CR_3,3,1) ,_T,_{I) ,DBCNP, I),DR*(_P,I},NB{NP, I)
DIMENSION NRL(NP, I) ,NCOL(3,1) ,T(NP, RP, I) ,ETA {3,1),PHI(3, I) ,CRI (I)








THE PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO ADVANCE THE ELAPSED TI_,ES IrCOi0
CELLS E_ AN AMOUNT APPROXIMATELY EQUAL TO THE PRE-SELECTED COLLISCOL0
TIME. THERE ARE FOUR TI_ES FOR EACH CELL, SAVED IN AN A2F.A_ CAILECOL0
_T', CORNESPO!_DING TO THE FOUR TYPES OF _OLECULAR COLLISIO!_S WHICCOL0
CAN OCCUF. TO ADVANCE THE VARIOUS TIMES, AN APPRDRRIATE NU_.LER OFCOL0
THE CORRESPONDING ._OLECULAR COLLISIONS IS CO._PUTED. THE ACTUAL COL0
MOLECULES TO COLLIDE ARE SELECTED AT RAMDOZ, AND THEIR VELOCITY VCOL0





D = WTS(MTA) + WTM |MTB)
WA (MTB) =WTM (MTR)/D
RM=k'TM |MTA) *_TM {MTB)/D




IF {T{MTA,MTB,N).IT.IIME) GO TO 100
IFCT(MTR,MTA,E).GE°AIME) GO TO 220











IZ: GKBINT AUG82 i PRINCETON UNIYERSIYY TI_Z-SHAEING SYSTZ_
IF{._TA.EQ._TB} WA={NA-NB{BTA,N))/2.





ZF|KS. GT. NA) GO TO 220
130 KC=KC+ 1
IF{KC. GT. NA) GO TO 220
135 X=RB_RTA,R}_RAND(0) +I+NBMCMTA#N}
IF |Z. GT. NBS (_TA, N+ I) ) I=NB._ {_.TA, _+ I}
J=L_ {_TA,I)
I"0 K=NB (._TB,R} _RAND (0) +I+NB._ (_.T._, N)
IF (K.GT° RB_ (_TB, N+ I) ) K=NBZ [RTB, N+ I)
IF{-_TA.ZQ. STB. AND. Z. EQ.K) GO TO 140
L=LR (RTB,K)
G.".I=WA (_TA) sPAU (._TA,J) +_A (RTB) *PAU (.",TB,L)
G,",2=WA {_TA) *PAV (RTA,J) +WA {_TB) "PAV (".TB,L)
G_3=WA{_TA}=PAW C_TA,J} +_A(RTB}=PAW(_TB,L}
GI=PAU {._TA,J)-PAU (._TB, L)
G2=PA¥ (BTI,J)-PAV {."TBoL)
GS=GI*_2_G2Z*2+G3**2
IF{GS.LT.I.0E-S} GO TO 130
ET=E_'G5
EI=E._ {ZTA,J) +ZR {._TB, L)
?R=GS*" (. 5-ZTT/2. )
I?{SR.GE.CR(RTA,_TB,I)) G_ TO 160
CN (_TA,_TB,I)=CN(-_TA,_T_,I) +VR
IF{CN{_TA,._T_,I).LT.C,'.{RTA,'.T=.,I)) GO TO 130
CN {ZTA, ._T_, I) =CN (.'.TA, ."TB, I ) -CZ (W.TA, -w.TB, 1 )
160 CO ,WTZNUE
CPUT= ELTIRE (0)




IF(P._T.EQ.0.) GO TO 175
X 1=0.0
I_(C_{*.'A}.E_.-_.) GO TO 175
X1=1.0
II_(CHIC.RTBI.EQ.-I.) GO TO 175
170 It=RAND (0)
IF(|CHI|_T_).EQ.0.).A_D. {C_I_".TB).EQ.0.)) GO TO 175
IT=X I*'CEI (_TA) * ( 1. -Z 1 ) "* C_I (,'.TB)
IF(XT. GT.C_(ETA,_TB,3)} GO TO 175
CN (MTK# MTS,3) =CN {_TA,MTB, 3) +XT
IF (CN(MTA,MTB,3).LT. CM(_TA,MTB,3)) GO TO 170




I.• (c.z0.o.o) C=D_{ _TA,.)
Xl_ {D.ZQ. 0.0) D=DE (_TB, N)












GKBINT AUG82 A PRINCETON UNIYERSITI TIEE-SHARIHG STSTE_
PAU (MTA, J) =GMI+W& (MT_) *GI
P_T{MTA,J)=G_2+gA (MTB)*G2
PA W (ETA,J} =GR3÷WA {MTB) *G3
IF{PHT. GT. 0.) ER(_TA,J)=II*EI
LCOL {ETA,J} = I+LCOL {ETA,J)
NCOL (MTA,_TB} =NCOL (_TA,._TB) +I
T {_TA, _TB,N} =T [M.TA,_TB, N) +CN8 {_TA, _TB)/NB {NTA, N)/D/VH
IF{ETA.EQ._TB) GO TO 190
IFCTC_TB,MTA,N).GE.AI_E) GO TO 210
PAU (_.TB, L) =GM I-W1 (_TA) *GI
PAV (MTB, L) =GE2-WA (_TA) *G2
PAN {BTB, L) =GEB-WA {MTA) *G3
IF{PHT.GT. 0.) ER(STR,L)=(I.-II)*EI
LCOL (ETB,L) = I+LCOL (ZTB,L)
NCOL [ETB,_TA) =NCOL {_TB, ETA) + I
T {MTB, HTA, N} =T {_TB, MTA,N) .CN8 (MTB, NTA}/NB {_.TB, N)/C/VR
CONTINUE







I BTA,C2,C3, DFA, FL, STI ,HTR, JI_T, K NM, NS, XCB, ILI_", CTI ,CTP., CNI,
2CNR, ALPHA, SIG.'.A,COEFF, RTS, HTSI ,NTS,UTL, UTT, YTS, PAU, PA¥, PA_, PAX,




REAL LAR ,_.U, WU
DIMENSION ETA{I),C2{I),C3{I),_L{I),HTX(_)
DIMENSION _TR(1),TB(1) ,XCB(1) ,ALPHa(3, I),SXGR_(3,1),COEFF(_)
DIMENSION PAU(I,I) ,PA¥(I,I),PA_(_,I),CTI[3,1),CTR(3,1)
DIMENSION CNI(3, I) ,CNR (3,1) ,DFA(1),JNT(1) ,ZLIS(1),KNS(1) ,EZ(1)
DIRENSION ETS(3,I2,13) ,HTSI(3, I2,13) ,NTS {3,I2,13)
DIMENSION UTLI(3,12,13) ,UTTI{3,I2,13),VTSI{3,12, I3)
DIZE'._SION UTL(3,I2,I3),UTT(3,12,13),VTS(3,12,I3)




CO._MON /FI FTH/_D,TIEZ, DT_, TI, ITS,ITP, TST
CORDON /SYNTH/LAM,RU,NU,_T,N,J,II,YI,ZI,TUSE









THE PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO ADVANCE THE SPATIAL POSITION
OF _LL THE BOLECULES BY AN A._OUNT APPROPRIATE TO THEIR CURRENT VE











?ILE: GKBIWT AUG82 A PRINCETON UNIVERSITY TIRE-SHARING STSTE_
10 Ig=N+ I
TLZFT=-DTN
IF (KSWCE.EQ. I) TLEFT=TLEFT*NAND(0}
IF(N.GT.N_(MT)) GO TO 150















IF(RADS. GT.R_S) CALL INTERS(I,Y,Z,RZS,KS)
I._(I. GT. ILI._(1)) GO TO _8
IFLUI(NT, I)=!YLUI{MT, I)+I
GO TO 100
18 IF(X.LT. ILI_{NAEEA)) GO TO 19
IFLUX(_T,2)=IFLUZ(_T,2)+I
GO TO 100 •
19 CONTINUE
IF (KS. GT. 0) CALL DRAG (KKN,NWEDG,XSTAET,I2,I3,I_,I5,DELANG, JN_,BTA,
IC2,C3,DFA, FL,HTI,HTR,TB,XCB, CTI,CTF,CNI, CNR, ALPHA, SIG-_A,_.._,HTS,
2HTSI ,NTS,UTL, UTT, VTS, LCOL, IP, EE,CNI, CNG, C."G,I, UTLI, UTTI, ¥TSI)














TLE?T=TLZ FT- TU SE





PAZ (RT,N)=PAZ (WT, NZ)
P&O (RT,_) =PAU (_ToNZ)
PAY (_T,N} =PAV (_T, NZ)

























[LE: GKBINT AUG82 A PRINCETON UNIVERSIT_ TIME-SHARING SYSTEM
150
LCOL (MT, N) =LCOL {MT, NZ)-
N=N - I



















THE PORPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO ACCOMULATE TEMPERATURESt
VELOCITIES, END DENSITIES IN VARIOUS ARRATS FOR DETERMINING THE







































TV (MT, N) =V/M
ZV (MT, _) =W/M
TMP (MT,N) = {TTX+TTT+TTZ)/M


































SUBROUTINE AVRGE(FNB#DB,DBA,NB,NBT, XV, TV, Z¥,XVA,TVA, ZVA,T._P-T_PA,
ITHP, TRPA,IP, I)
INTEGER*2 NB, NBT
DI.'.ENSION FEB(1),DB(I,I),DBI (I,I),NB{I,I),NBT(T,I) ,TRP(I,I)






















IF(C.LT.I.) GO TO 100
DBA[_T,N)={DBA{_T,_)*A+DB (_'T,N) *B) /C
XVA (_T,N)= (IVA (-'T,._)*A+I7 [._T,_) *B)/C
YVA (._T,%) = (YVl {_T, _) *A+YV {".T,_) *_)/C
EVA (_T, _')=(ZVA (_T, ._)"A+%¥ (_T, N) *B) /C
T_PA (,".T,N) = (T_PA (_T, N) *A+TMP (_T,S) "B)/C







2.RTSI ,._TS,UTL, UTT, VTS,LCOL,IP, EB, C_I, CNG, C_G, _, UTLI,UTTI, ?TSI)
INTEGER*2 LCOL
INTZGE_ TI_E,TST
REAL LAM,-_U, NU, JAY, EAT
DIKENSION BTA {I),C211) ,C3{I),FL{I),HTI (_),CTI{3, I) ,CTR {3,1)
DIZENSIO_ HTR(1),TB{I),ICB(1) ,ALPHA{3,1) ,5!G._A (3,1)
DISENSION HTS{3,I2,I3) ,ETSI(3,I2,I3),NTS(3,I2, I3)
DI_E._SIOR UTL(3,12,13),UTT(3oI2, I3),VTS(3,:2,I3),LCOL(I,I)
DIRENSION _TLI(3,I2,!3),UTTI(3,12,13),¥TSI(3,I2,I3)
DISENSION CS_ (3,1},CN_ (3,1),DF'- {I),JNT(I}
DISENSIOS BR {I,I),CNG(1),CZG[I),C_I(1)
CO R.'.O_ /TRIRD/PI
CO._Z ON /FIFTH/_D, TI_ E, DT._,TI, ITS, ITP, TST






















TEE PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO ACCUMULATE THE DRAG AND HEAT 180
TRANSFER I_CRE_ENTS ON THE BODY CONTHIBUTED _Y EACH _OLECULE _HICH 190
COLLIDES WIT_ THE BODY. IN ADDITION, EACH _OLECULE _HICH COLLIDES 200
NITB THE BODY IS ASSIGNED A_ APPROPRIATE NH_ VELOCITY (OF REFLECTION) 210
c-_.o
-'ILE: G KBINT AUG82 A PRINCETON UNIVERSIT! TZSE-SHARTNG SYSTES





CALL NO, SAt (JAT, KAT,RN)
JNT (ST) =JNT (ST) +I
TANG=I 80. * ATAN2 (ZCL,-TCL)/PI
IRDG=TANG/DELI NG+ I
IF{I_DG.GT.NWEDG) IWDG=NWEDG


















IF(CHI(_T).E_.-I.) GO TO 125
122 X=9.*RAND(0)
IT(X,EQ. 0.0) GO TO 122
ITE._ P"=I. 0
IF(CHI{ST).NE. 0.0) ITESP=Z**CHI(ST)
CNG (ST) =CNG {ST) +XTESP.EZP (-X)
IT(CNG(ST} .LT. CRG (ET)) GO TO 122
12_ CONTINUE
C_.G (ST) =CNG (ST) -CSG (ST)
IF (CNG (ST) ,GE.CSG (,"IT)) GO TO 12_
















GO TO 125 DRG0_50
V=q. *RAND (0) DRG0460
C2 [.",T)=C2(_T) ÷.5_331*VsV*V*EXP(I-5-V*V} DRG0_70
IF(C2(ST).LT.I.) GO TO 115 DRG0_8O
C2 (.".T)=C2 [ST) -I. DRG0_90
IF(NTS(ST,_,IWDG).NE.0) GO TO 117 DBG0500
ATR=ALPHA (ST,._) *TBI /SIG._A ("T,B) DRG0510
GO TO 118 DRG0520
ATR=ALPHA (ST, M) *TB I /SIGSA [_T,Z) + (I .-ALPHA {ST,S}/SIGSA (ST,S)) *HTSDBG0530 "




















FL |MT) =FL (ST) +DFE (MT)
HTI [MT) =HTI (MT) +D+G
RTR (RT) =HTR (MT)-B-H
CTI (MT,I) =CTI (ST, I) +UID
CTI(ZT,2) mCTI (ST#2)
CTZ (_.T,3) =CTI (ZT, 3}
CNI (-"T,2) =CNZ (MT, 2)
CNI(ST,3)=CNI (ST,3}






CTR (ST,2) =CTR (MT, 2)-UY_.




UTLI (MT, M, I_'DG) =UTLI (.'.T,S, IWDG) +UID
UTL (MT,"., IWDG) =UTL (MT,-', I_'DG) + (UID-URD)
UTTI (ST,M,IWDG)=UTTI (MT,_,IWDG) + _I
UTT (ST,M, IWDG) =UTT (_-T,-_,I_'DG) + (W'-WR)
VTSI (._T,._,IWDG) =VTSI (".T,.".,I WDG )-VID
VTS(AT,._,IWDG)=VTS(_T,._,I_DG) + (VFD-VID)
HTSI(ST, M,IWDG)=HTSI (ST, M,IWDG) +D+G






I FORSAT[//' SO"ETq:NG IS WRONG IN I}'TERS'/6EI5.6/_E_5.6)




IF {C. LT. 0.0) C=O.O
DISC_=B**2 ÷C




IP (C.EQ. 0.0) TYRE=0.0
II_((TYSE. LE. TUSE) .AND. (TT_E. GE. 0.0)) GO TO 11
_RITE [6,2) TY_E, XI, YI, ZIo 3U, NU, R_.S, A, B, C,DISCR



























ILE: GKBINT AUG82 A
of, pOeR QUALn'Y
























SUBROUTINE PEI_TI(DT,COSANG, SINA_G,R._A,R_U, DRF,FCF,HTF,FL, HTZ, HTR,
ICTI,CTR,CNI,CNR)
DIRENSIO_ DD(3),WD(2,5),PP(",_.),QQ(_,_),'REt_4,"),SS("e"),TT[",_)
DIRENSIOH UU(Q,") ,HI (_,U) ,QI(_,_),_I (_,,),PA(_}ePB[_),PC(_)
DIZEESION FL(1),HTZ{1) ,HTR(1),CTI(3, I),CTR (3,1),CNI{3. I) ,C._E (3,1}
DI_ENSZON R._A(1),RNU(1)
DATA WD/'I-FO','RCE I#Iy-FOI#IRCE I,IZ-_OI,IZENTIelDRAG|e I t,=LPT10070
lIFT' ,' '/ PTI0080
..... PTI.9090
THE PURPOSE OF T_IS SUBROUTINE IS TO PRINT OUT THE GROSS SURFACE PTI0100
COEFFICIENTS OF T_E BOD_. PTI0110
.... PTI0120
FO_S_TS
I FDRSAT[//RX,50('*'),' GROSS SURFACE COEFFICIENTS
IULAR WEIG_T',I2X,F8.3,3(19X,F8.3)/25Z,
2 _IWC° REF. TOT. INC. REFo TOT.
3REF. TOT. INC. REF. TOT. ')
10 FORMAT(' NUMBER FLUX ', _(F9.3,18X))
12 FORMAT (11, 2A",2Z,' S_EAR = , _ (3F8.3, 3I) )
1_ FOR_AT(IIX,'PRESSURE ',q (3FS.3,3X))
16 FORMAT (I IX, 'TOTAL ', _ (3F8° 3, 3X)/)














" _LE: GKBINT AUG82 A PRIRCETO_ U_IVERSIT! TI_E-SHARI_G $YSTE_
DO 50 _T=I,3


















PP (_T, I) =CTT (,'T,I) "DD (._T)/R_._
QQ (_.T,I) =CTR (.'.T,I) "DD (_T) /R_R
SS (."T,I) =CNI (-"T,I) *DD (.".T)/R._R
TT (_T, I) =CHE [.'T,!) *DD (._T)/F.".R
PI (._T,_) =PP (..z,!) +SS (,'T,I)
QI (.".T,I) =QQ (.'.r,i) + TT ("T, I)
RR (_T, I)=PP (.'.r,!) *QQ (_T, !)
UU (._T,T)=SS(_T,I)+TT (_T,I)
RI(._T,I)=PI (_Tol) +CI (_.T,I)
PP (;,I)=PP (_,I) +PP (ET,I)
ss (_,I) =ss (,,_) ÷ss (_T,T)
TT (_,I)=TT (_,I) +TT (_T, i)
UU (_,I)=UU [_,I)+UU (.'.T,I)
PI(q,I)=PI (_,l) +P1 (_T,I)
QI (q,I)=Q1 (_,I) ÷QI (_T,I)
R1 (_,I)=RI (_,I) +_I (.".T,I)
150 CONTXNUE
_EITE [6,12) [_D{J,I),J=I,2), (PP(K,I),QQ(K,!),RR (K,I),K=I,_)
WRIT?.(6,1_) (SS (K,I) ,TT (K,I) ,UU (K,I),K=I,_)






pp {K,_)=EI*pp (K, I) +BB*PP(K,2)
0Q(K,_)=A_'_QQ(K,I) +BB*QQ(K,2)
_(K,_}=AA*E_ (K,1) +EB*RR (K,2)
SS (K,_)=AA"SS (K, I) +BB*SS (K,2)
•"_- : ' " 'TT (K,_).=_A"TT (K, I) +BB"TT (K,2)
UU (K,_)=AA*UU(K,1) ÷BB*UU(K,2)




















"LE: GKBiNk LUG82 A PRINCETON U_IVEHSZT_ TiMS-SHARiNG SXSTEM
250 RI (K,.)=AA*RI {K,I)+BB*RI {K,2)
WRITE(6,12) (_D(J,I),J=I,2}, {PP{E,_),QQ(K,_),ER(K,q),K=I,_)
ItRITE(6,1_) (SS|K,_),TT{K,q},UU (K,4),K=I,q)









P1 (_,T)=HTI {MT) *RMI (RT) _RNU (MT) _HD/RMR
PB (MT) =RTR {MT) _R._A |MT) _RNU |BT) *HD/RRB
PC (MT) =PA {MT) ÷PB (RT)
PA (q)=PA (_) +PX (_T)
PB (,) =PB (q) ÷PB (MT)












SUBROUTINE PRINT2{AKN, XSTART,D.T,RNU,RMA,DRF,FCF,HTF,UTLI,UTTI, VTSI
I• HTSI,DELANG, N_EDG, XS, XCB,YCB, HT5, NTS, UTL, UTT, VTS, I2,13, IP)
DIMENSION RMA(1),RNE {I),IS(1),ZCS(1),TCB(1)
DIMENSION. BTS(3,I2,I3) ,NTS (3,I2,I3) ,OTL(3, I2,I3)




THE PURPOSE OF THIS SUBROUTINE I5 TO PRINT OUT THE DISTRIBUTION PT20080








8 FOR_AT{//IZ,_5{'*'),' DZSTRZBUTIO_ ON SURFACE '._5('*')/71I,'INC.
1 TOT. INC. TOT. l_C. TOT.'/III,'SEG_ZNT GEOMETRT',
21qX,'_OL. _OLE SAMP RU_. SKIR SKI_ PBES- PEES-
3 EE_T BEAT'/' NO. CENTER DZLI CENTER DELANG',_I,_Gh'T°
_RACT.',IOX,















GKBI_T IUG82 A PEIYCZTON UNIYERS:TY TI_E-SHARING STSTE_
NRITE(6,8)
I=0 PT20280
DO 110 N=2,ND PT20320
DTT=DT*YCB (_)/I 80. PT20330
P=ZS (N) PT203_ 0



























R2= TTS (_T,N,J]*ENU (_T) *R_A (_T) *Q_LT/R_R
SI=_TSI (MT, N,J)*_NU(_T)*RMA (_T)*S_LT/_E











SUBRO_TISE PR!NT_(_SP,CHI,RN0,I,TRP, FDN,_T._,DB,SS,T_P, tT,












GKBINT AgG82 1 PRINCETON UNIVEESITT TIME-SHAEIN@ STSTEM
...... PT50060












I FOR_IT{//ll, q5(=='},' INSTANTANEOUS FLOW FIELD INFORMITION e,Q5(==PT50160
I') ) PT50170
2 FORMIT(/2X,'_O_IZDNTAL NUHBER=',I3o3I, tV_RTICAL NUMBE_= 1,13,3X,IHO
IRIZOUTAL pOS!TION=',FS.5,3X,' RADZLL POSITION =',FS.5/2X,'BOX%
2ANGLE SEEP DENSITY BACH NO X VEL, T VEL. Z VEL° T(KIN} T(RO
3T) TE._P.e,IQX,tMOLE YRACTIONS t)
3 FORRAT(//IX#,6('='),' ICCDMULATED FLO_ FIELD INFORMATICN ',q6( I*'}
1)
FOR._AT [IX, I4, El I. 3,I6, 8F8° 3,3X,3E11.3}
PT50220
**** t,..=== =_=._,=.,_**$ =,=== _=$*$=.=*_*_ _** _* $* ****s=_= ==*=** $**_*$*==*= =_ PT50230
PT502_0
PT50250
I1, (Ks. Z0.0) _ITE (6, 1)
IF (KS. _E. 0) _RZTE (6, 3)
DO _0 ST=l,3



































GKBINT AUG82 A PRINCETO_ UEIVEESIT! TIRE-SHARING SZSTE_
ZY_=ZYR+IT (_T, K) 'kRND (RT) "_T_ [MT) t'NB (_T,N)
IVB=YV_+TV (MT, N) *R_U (F.T) *WT_ (_T) *NB (MT,N)
ZVM=ZTM+ZV {MT, N) *RNU (MT) SWTM ('.T) SNB (MT,N)
EBA=DBA_DB {MT, N) =WTM {MT)
TMPM=TMP._+WTH (MT) sBNU (MT) sTMP (MT, S) tRB (._T, N)
TRPM=T_PM÷RNU (-"T) -NB {MT, N) zTPP {MT,N)
Z=E+_T_ (._T) *RNU (_T) ,'NB (._T, N)
100 P=P+ENU [KT)*_B (...T, N)
DBA=DBA/FDA




TS=ITR _'* 2+ YVMS_2÷Z V_'"2
TM PS=T._ P._/P.- TS
TR PM=TRP._/P
55 COI_TI_ 0Z
TTB = [T.".P_+TRP.9) / (2.5÷CHT)
T_ P._=TZP.9/I. 5
I? (CHT° _E.-I°) TRP._=T._PN/( Io ÷CHT)
A_S=S_RT (TS)
_F (TTB.GT. 0.) AMS--SQRT { [5. + 2. "CET) "VS/[TT._S (3.5÷CHT)) )
CCZ=COS (ZCT/57. 2957B)
SCZ=SQRT (I.-CCZ*" 2)
R V M= ZV .'.*.SCZ- YV _ *CC Z
T VM= YY.9 * 5C Z+ Z V .9"CC Z
DO 60 MT=I,._SP
DBT (_T) =_NU (F.T) _NB ('T, N)
IF {._.NE. 0.) DBT{_.T)=DBT(_T)/F
60 CONTINUE






CONTRL NA_E='I._TE',_RNAL',TITLE =' PAR','ABOL','A AT',' 95K',_R R_,_ON. ',
DEBUG=. F. ,. F. ,. T. , NET=. 7. , SAVE=.T., ICOPT=0, BEDO=. T° _END
T_ES DTS=.005,1TS=6,1TP=-6,TST=2,TL!._=12 8END
FLOREF LLB=2000,_-NS=5000,MNB=I50,',SP=I,SET=0,D=7_BS. 9, ANGL_=28o,BNU=I.,2"0.,
R SA=28.9_, 0., 0., T._=-195.51, DENF=2.52E÷ 19 8END
_OLEC TRF=-I000,D_R=3.5E-19,ETA=. 10_,PHI=0.0,CHI=-I.,KCR=.001 _ESD
•SHAPES BODY=0.0,1000.,.00235 $_ND
.SHAPES BODI=.0025,555.,0.0,2"I.0 SEND

















;INOUT VA RG=0o, I°,2.,3.,_.,5.,6.,7., 8. ,9o # I0o, 11. , 12o , 13° , I_. , 15o ,16o , 17-, 18- ,
19.,20o,21o,CORV=0-0,.070,° 170,. 282,.36.9,.459,.537,.599,°656,°710,-750,-785,
.8 15, . 8_5, o872,o 900,. 922, °951, . 975,- 988,. 996, I. 00, 8END
"_INOUT VARG=-20. ,-19. ,- 17° ,-15° ,- 13° ,- 11° ,-9o ,-7. w-5° ,-3. ,- I°, I°, 3- ,5°,7-,9°,
11., 13., 15°, 17., 19., CURV:4*0°, .003,.013, .036,. 08q, . 149,. 250,._ 06,0 61 I,o762,
.871, ° 932, ° 962,. 984, °995,° 999,3t10 0, 8_-ND
"_Z NOUT ¥ARG:-20 .,-19 .,- 17. ,- 15.,- 13.,- 11° #-9° ,-7. ,-5. ,-3°,- I°, I°,3- ,5.,7°,9°,
11.,13.,15.,17.,19*,CURV:_*0*0,°003,o013,°036,°084,'1_9,*250,'q06"°611"°762"
° 871,° %32, ° 962,o 98q, • 995,o 999,3* I- 0, &END
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